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ABSTRACT 

 Unlike what most people believe, Buddhist monasteries rely not only on 

laymen’s financial support but also on the supports of families and relatives of monks 

and nuns. In addition, Buddhist renunciation does not always cut off the relationship 

of a monk or nun with their families. On the contrary, most of monks and nuns in my 

research remain close contacts with their families and relatives. It is believed that 

once a person joins the Order, he or she can rely fully on the monasteries’ financial, 

emotional and medical supports. However, this is not true in all Buddhist 

monasteries in Taiwan. Mutual dependency between monks or nuns and their 

families and relatives is the main focus of this research. With lack of supports of 

different aspects from the monasteries, monks and nuns will have to turn to their 

families and relatives for helps when needed. Therefore, keeping close and positive 

relationship with families and relatives is important to some monks and nuns.  

  

 This research aims at: 1. finding out the kin relationships of monks and nuns; 2. 

looking at the mutual dependency between monks and nuns and their families or 

relatives; 3. comparing the ideology and reality of monastic life and Buddhist 

institution (monasteries). In order to achieve the above goals, I will look at possible 

causes that might affect the relationship between monks and nuns with their families 

and relatives. Moreover, although not intended, the reasons of renunciation will be 

discussed in this paper. Different from Buddhist monasteries in other countries and 

traditions, Taiwanese monasteries can be privately owned by monks, nuns, or laymen. 

Because of this fact, and because it determines whether monks and nuns will get 

necessary supports from the monasteries or not, so types of Buddhist monasteries in 

Taiwan will be discussed, too.  
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Chapter One: Introduction  

1.1 Research Motivation and Background 

 Sherry B. Ortner mentioned in her book that a monastery not only relied on its’ 

own income and lay supporters’ donations but also the supports from family 

members of those monks. 1 According to Ortner, by sending children to the 

monastery, a family could solve their problem of property division because each of 

the children could get more property when less of them were in line of inheritance. 

When a family sends a son to the monastery, then the family became responsible for 

paying the living costs for their son in the monastery. It was a custom in Sherpas 

monasteries that families and relatives were also responsible for the living expenses 

of their relatives in the monasteries. Unlike Sherpas monastic system, monasteries in 

Chinese monastic system provide food and room for their monastic members as the 

basic welfares for them. In Chinese monastic system, whether a monk’s relative is 

willing to support the monastery depends on several factors because Chinese and 

Sherpas societies are quite different in many aspects. Furthermore, Ortner did not 

mention much about nuns in her research, so we were not sure whether a nun got 

the same financial helps from their relatives like those monks or not. In my research 

about the kin relations of monks and nuns, I will discuss more about the supports 

from lay families to nuns.  

Different from what most of people think about monastic life, most of monks 

and nuns maintain close relationships with their relatives after entering monasteries, 

and the mutual dependency between the monastery and lay supporters can also be 

found between monks or nuns and their relatives. Such a relationship of mutual 

dependency has always been existed, but most people focus only on the dependent 
                                                      
1
 Sherry B. Ortner: Sherpas through their rituals, 1978. 
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relationship between the monastery and lay supporters. According to Buddhist 

philosophies, renunciation brings great merits to families of monks and nuns, and in 

addition to that, making offerings to monks and nuns generates merits for the lay 

supporters, too. By taking supports from lay supporters, monks and nuns have the 

obligations of generating merits for them in return. Therefore, not only sending 

children to the monasteries can help solving family problems but also generating 

merits for the family at the same time.      

 Ortner’s study was among Sherpas group in the mountain areas of Nepal where 

these people practiced Tibetan Buddhism. Although there are many studies on 

Tibetan Buddhism, most of them focus more on the religious perspective. By using 

Ortner’s work as the starting resource of this thesis, my focus is on the kin relations 

of monks and nuns after joining the Order in Taiwanese monasteries where two 

societies have many differences in social ethics, values, religions, and so on. I will also 

look into the mutual dependency between relatives and these monks and nuns in 

Taiwanese monasteries. There are a great number of monks and nuns rely fully or 

partly on their family’s supports at different levels despite whether they reside in the 

monasteries or not. In return, many monks and nuns have ever given helps to their 

relatives during their monastic lives. Ideally, a Chinese monastic system should 

provide good welfares to take care of its monastic members, but ideology is always 

different from the reality in one way or another.  

 

1.2 Purpose of the Study 

As mentioned above, the relatives of monks and nuns play an important role in 

supporting monastic institutions indirectly. Unlike ideal Chinese monastic system, 

monasteries in Sherpas society do not provide four types of supports to their 
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monastic members.2 Theoretically, a monastery should provide these four types of 

supports to their sangha members, but indeed, most of the Chinese Buddhist 

monasteries only provide partial supports of these four. Therefore, financial supports 

from relatives are important for monks and nuns to maintain their monastic lives. In 

Fan Tsung’s study, most of nuns in her research actually suffered from material 

deficiency and the feeling of insecurity about being old and sick.3  

Most of the monasteries in Taiwan give allowances to their monastic members 

every month, but the amount of money might not be able to cover all necessary 

expenses especially when these monks and nuns have medical needs. From my field 

research results, medical expense is the greatest concern of monks and nuns who are 

in need. There were cases that sick or old monks and nuns had been requested by 

the monastery to leave. In other cases, relatives of monks and nuns have to take over 

the responsibility of taking care the sick monk or nun for the monastery instead. Such 

an incident reflects poor medical care of Taiwanese monasteries to their monastic 

members.  

The kin relations of monks and nuns can be quite different from the majority’s 

expectation. Most people believe that renunciation requires one to cut off all secular 

ties including relationship with families. In reality, most of monks and nuns still keep 

close relation with their families after entering the monasteries. In most of time, 

relatives of monks and nuns provide greater security for them than religious 

institutions. Although Buddhist philosophies encourage people to detach from all 

attachments, maintaining relationships with relatives is allowed within Buddhist 

monastic system.4 People’s stereotypical concepts about monastic life would affect 

                                                      
2
 Four Types of Support (si shi gong yang 四事供養): Food, clothing, bedding, and medicine (These are 

what a monk or a nun would need for their basic living.) 
3
 Fan Tsung, Moms, Nuns and Hookers: Extrafimiliar Alternatives for Village Women in Taiwan, 1986. 

4
 Tambiah, 1970, pp.67. 
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the kin relations of monks and nuns. Monks and nuns who chose to cut off all secular 

ties, like their motivations of becoming monks and nuns, were mostly not for 

religious reasons. Furthermore, keeping a positive and close relationship with 

relatives can be vital for monks and nuns because most of their monastic lives must 

rely on the supports of their relatives. The support might not be financial, but when 

one wants to join the Order, other relatives in the families have to share their lay 

responsibility to their natal or married families. Thus, monks and nuns who have the 

permissions from their families to join the Order will have less family burdens 

afterward than those whose family is against to the decision.   

In order to find out real facts about Chinese monastic system in Taiwan and kin 

relations of monks and nuns, there are three research focuses in my thesis: 

 

1. To find out the kin relations of monks and nuns; 

2. To look at the mutual dependency between monks or nuns and their 

relatives; 

3. To compare the ideology and the reality of monastic life and religious 

institutions. What types of supports should the monastery provide to their 

monastic members (the ideal perfect monastic system)? Does this ideal 

system being carried out within the monasteries in Taiwan?         

   

1.3 Reviews on Literatures and Related Studies  

 There is not much study focuses on the relationship between monks and nuns 

and their families. One PhD thesis that had a section in discussing kinship 

relationship of was a research done by Fang Tsung in the early seventies of Taiwanese 

society. Most of the studies on Buddhism in Taiwan or other traditions focus more on 

the theoretical and philosophical perspectives. Many published biographies of monks 
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and nuns do not talk about their relationship with families much into details. One can 

find studies on the relationship between the monastery and their laymen, politics, 

society, or a social structure as a whole, but only a few of them ever mentions about 

the importance of monks’ and nuns’ families. The following books and articles are 

most helpful to my research topics. Although not all of them have direct relationship 

with the topic that I have been doing, they are great religious historical background 

books that I can use. There are four types of resources that have been used in this 

particular study: 

 

1. Anthropological studies on Buddhism; 

2. Historical or archival studies on Buddhism; 

3. Buddhist texts; 

4. Other related materials. 

 

The followings are primary materials that I have used in my thesis:  

a. Anthropological studies on Buddhism 

In the first type of resource, Sherry B. Ortner was one of the scholars who did her 

studies among Sherpas from an anthropological perspective in the early years. Her 

first study on Sherpas was between September 1966 and February 1968.5 In her 

study, she pointed out that the Sherpas family had a tradition of sending at least one 

child to the monastery when necessary so that each of his/her other kids could get 

more inheritance from them. Due to this reason, the family of those monks who had 

been sent to the monasteries had the responsibility to support their kid’s living 

expenses at the monastery. In another word, the monastery did not have the full 

financial responsibility in supporting its members. This finding brings us to a reality 
                                                      
5
 Sherry B. Ortner: Sherpas through their rituals, 1978. 
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that a monastic community does not rely only on their own income and laymen’s 

support but also on the families of those monks and nuns. In supporting the 

monastic community, not only these people gain merits but also resolving the 

problem of division of inheritance.  

In Ortner’s second book on Sherpas, she tried to answer the following questions; 

first, why at the very first, did those Sherpas found their monasteries?; second, how 

did various structural and historical forces come in actions by a particular person at a 

particular time?; lastly, how were the abstract dynamics of structure and history 

transformed into human activity with intentions.6 In this book, she tried to analyze 

the interactions between the internal and external forces of Sherpas society, and 

how these forces push them to change their cultural schemas and to find a solution.  

Another anthropologist who did a detailed research on Baan Phraan Muan village 

of Northeast Thailand was S. J. Tambiah.7 In this particular study, he noted that it 

was legitimized of a monk to assist their parents when they were in need of material 

help or when they were ill. Even though his monkhood and his secluded life 

suggested his departure and separation from his family, but it was not wrong to have 

close relations with their parents. The book pointed out the fact that a monk was 

allowed to maintain close relations with his parents when needed.   

Shiu-kuen Fan Tsung did a research on women who were outside of the 

normative family system, particularly Buddhist nuns and professional prostitutes in 

Taiwan. Her fieldworks had been taken place in a Hakka village between the 

summers of 1973 and 1974. Fan Tsung’s PhD thesis was later published in 1986 with 

her thesis topic, Moms, Nuns and Hookers: Extrafamilial Alternatives for Village 

Women in Taiwan. She tried to find out the reasons for woman’s choice to stay 

                                                      
6
 Sherry B. Ortner: High Religion, 1989. 

7
 S. J. Tambiah: Buddhism and The Spirit Cults In North-East Thailand, 1970. 
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outside of the normal family system. In Fan Tsung’s discussion about nuns in this 

Hakka village, she did look at nuns’ kinship relations, and that was very close to what 

I wanted to find out when I did my own deep interviews with the informants.  

In Welch’s The Practice of Chinese Buddhism 1900-1950, he provided the readers 

a clear picture about Buddhist monastic system and Buddhist practice in China.8 In 

this book, I was able to find out some influences of the Chinese monastic system on 

Taiwanese monastic system, especially when I focused my study on a monastery 

which its founder was from China after 1949. Welch mentioned in the book that he 

found many differences between ideal and reality, past and present, theory and 

practice, and these differences were also found by me when studying Taiwanese 

Buddhism in practice, too. The book could be divided into two parts: the monastic 

system and the individual Buddhist. In the first part, Welch gave detailed descriptions 

on monastic institutions, a picture from an institutional level; for the second part, 

different aspects would be taken cared in a personal level.  

An anthropological material that had been used in my study was Stephen F. 

Teiser’s The Ghost Festival in Medieval China. Part of the study focused on the 

relationship between mother and son at the time of the death of the mother. Certain 

ceremonies should be held by the son after the death of his mother in order to save 

the mother from bad rebirth. As most of other similar works, they drew their 

attention mostly on the relationship between mother and son only. This was also the 

case in Alan Cole’s works. Both focused on the kin relation between mother and son 

especially after the death of the mother.  

I have also used a few books of anthropological studies on Chinese kinship system. 

Two of them are very useful in helping me to understand about family in Chinese 

society. In Baker’s Chinese Family and Kinship, he focused his study on pre-twentieth 
                                                      
8
 Holmes Welch: The Practice of Chinese Buddhism 1900-1950, 1967.  
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century’s China, and his field research was mainly done in rural China.9 There were 

two primary discussions about Chinese kinship system in his book: lineage and 

ancestor worship. Both topics were also important when we talked about 

pseudo-family structure within the Chinese monastic system.   

Another anthropological study on Chinese kinship is Paul Chao’s Chinese Kinship 

(1983) . Chaos’ work was mainly based on historical documents not field work. He 

tried to find out the relationship between ancestral worship and filial piety in Chinese 

family system. In addition to that, he wanted to tackle problems like the lineage, clan, 

village, organization, the concept of the soul, the social importance of ancestor cults, 

filial piety, and other aspects about social life in China that had not been discussed 

much before.  

In Li’s “The Mother-Daughter Complex: Gender Identity and Subjectivity of 

Taiwanese Buddhist Nuns”, she discussed different conceptions and expectations of 

Buddhist nunhood between parents and the younger generations of nuns whose 

educational level were higher than before.10 At the same time, what were their 

conflicts with their mothers due to the difference between their educational levels? 

Li also talked about the function of the conflict between mothers and daughters in a 

changing patriarchal society. Lastly, she explored the transmission of gender identity 

between mothers and daughters within the last fifty years from both psychological 

and cultural perspectives. Another article of Li, “Buddhist Women and Women’s 

Buddhism – the Gender Studies in Buddhism in these two decades (2002)”, she 

provided several Chinese and English research works on the study of Buddhist 

women. It was in her article that I found several useful second hand resources 

related to my topic.  

                                                      
9
 Hugh D. R. Baker: Chinese Family and Kinship, 1979. 

10
 Yu Chen Li: “Mother-Daughter Complex: Gender Identity and Subjectivity of Taiwanese Buddhist 

Nuns”, 2002. 
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b. Historical or archival studies on Buddhism 

In this category, Alan Cole’s two works studied the relationship between mother 

and son, and paternal relationships by finding out clues from those Buddhist texts of 

the Mahayana tradition.11 His research method was mainly archival. However, his 

topic of research could also be grouped into the first type of my resources. He noted 

that the family values served as an effective connection between the monasteries 

and the private families, and behind that, it was this mutual dependency between 

these two institutions.12 I focus my study also on the mutual dependency of these 

two institutions, but it is different in the subjects of this dependency. My focus is on 

monks and nuns and their families, but Coles’ emphasis was between mothers and 

sons but not necessary monks. Such a mutual dependency mentioned in Cole’s work 

was only one of the results but not the original purpose of the compositions of these 

texts.  

A sub-category was those works about Buddhist histories in Taiwan. Charles B. 

Jones’ Buddhism in Taiwan (1999) divided history of Buddhism in Taiwan into three 

periods: the Ming and Qing Dynasty from 1660-1895, the Japanese colonial period 

from 1895-1945, and the retrocession to the modern period from 1945 to 1990. He 

provided valuable biographies on many Buddhist leaders in his later part of 

discussion.  

A similar work from the above was written in Chinese by Canteng Jiang on the 

Buddhist history of Taiwan from 1662 to 2008.13 He divided his book into three 

periods: from Ming Zheng period to the end of Qing Dynasty (1662-1894), the 

Buddhist history of Taiwan during Japanese colonial period (1895-1945), and from 

                                                      
11

 Alan Cole: Mothers and Sons in Chinese Buddhism, 1998 and Text as Father : Paternal Seduction in 
Early Mahayana Buddhist Literature, 2005. 
12

 Family value, in here, was the obligation to hold Buddhist ceremonies by the son after the death of 
his mothers in order to save the mother from bad rebirth. This was an act to show his filial piety. 
13

 Canteng Jiang: Taiwan Fojiao Shi (臺灣佛教史-The History of Buddhism in Taiwan), 2009. 
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retrocession to modern period (1945-2008). Jiang’s book had great materials 

collections where one could get much historical information from his work. Both 

Jiang’s and Jone’s books provided good historical background of Taiwanese Buddhism, 

and these historical facts were important because Taiwanese monastic system had 

been influenced greatly by both monks that were from mainland China after 1949, 

and Japanese Buddhist monastic systems. Therefore, both works were helpful in 

providing background information on the historical developments of Buddhism in 

Taiwan. 

 Gregory Schopen was a Pali scholar, and he did many Pali textual studies. I 

looked through most of his works in trying to find out the real monastic life in the 

Buddha’s time, and the possible traces of Buddhist teaching about the proper 

relationship between monks and nuns with either their relatives or laymen. One of 

his articles, “Filial Piety and the Monk in the Practice of Indian Buddhism: A Question 

of Sinicization (1984)”, dealt with the question whether the ideology or virtue of filial 

piety had long existed since the early Buddhism, or it was brought up to Buddhism by 

the influence of Chinese family ethics after the it spread to China. Schopen used Pali 

evidences to prove that monks and nuns dedicated the merits to both live and 

deceased parents as an act of filial piety. His other works also dealt with Buddhism in 

practice in the early Buddhist history, so these works gave us pictures about what 

were theories and what were the realities in early monastic lives.  

 

c. Buddhist texts 

The third type of resources used in this thesis is Buddhist texts and any type of 

Buddhist literatures. These include Buddhist sutras, the vinaya (Ex. Dharmaguptaka 

vinaya), or Buddhist canons mainly of the Mahayana tradition. The purpose of using 

these materials is to find out what is the proper relation (according to Buddha’s 
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teachings) a monk or a nun should maintain with their lay family members. For 

example, in the Dharmaguptaka vinaya, the bhikshuni precepts indicated that it was 

improper to accept donations (Ex. cloth) from an unrelated householder.14 For what 

reason accepting donations from a related householder is not against the vinaya is 

what should be looked into. From the information of this type of resources, I found 

what was ideal in the Buddhist monastic system in order to compare them from what 

was real in Taiwanese monastic system. Moreover, a few books were studies on 

Buddhist monastic disciplines such as Shih Neng Rong’s An Investigation on the 

Vinaya's Monastic Discipline, Chinese Monastic Regulations, and their Significance in 

the Present Sangha Order (2003), these works helped us to understand what was 

ideal monastic system, and matters on daily monastic lives. 

 

d. Other related materials 

The last category includes all secondary materials such as related theses, papers, 

articles, biographies of monks and nuns, online resources, and C.F.S.’ publications. In 

Hillary Crane (2007), “Becoming a nun, becoming a man: Taiwanese Buddhist nuns’ 

gender transformation”, her conversations with nuns at Zhi Guang Monastery 

showed the close relations between nuns and their families (the families established 

by marriage).15 Some of these nuns had a hard time leaving their family burden 

behind. Although her article was on gender issue, it provided great first hand 

information that were close related to the topic of this thesis.  

  

M.A. or Ph.D. thesis  

Many thesis papers that I had used were about the interactions between 

                                                      
14

 Karma Lekshe Tsomo: Sisters in Solitdue: Two Traditions of Buddhist Monastic Ethics for Women: 
pp.37, 1996. 

15
 Hillary Crane’s article was published by Religion periodical: pp.117-132 (2007).  
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Buddhist ethics and the ethics of traditional Chinese society. These focus on the 

relations between mother and son (similar to Alan Cole’s study) or between parents 

and children (the issue of filial piety). Therefore, these theses became great 

resources in dealing with issues on the conflicts between social norms or ethics and 

the choice of entering the monastery.  

 

Biographies 

Lastly, biographies of monks and nuns provide some background information of 

why they chose to become monks or nuns as their life career. They sometimes, 

mostly not in details, talked about their families, or mentioned their relationships 

with their families after becoming monks and nuns.  

   

1.4 Research Methodologies  

Deep Interview 

My research focuses on one monastic institution which I called it C.F.S. This code 

name is the abbreviation of the name of the institutions. I intend to call it a monastic 

institution but not a monastery because C.F.S. has several branch temples in both 

Taiwan and overseas, and different non-profit foundations. Its main temple is located 

in Tainan County of Taiwan. I had conducted deep interviews with ten informants 

between the winter of 2009 and the summer of 2010 in Tainan, Kaohsiung and Taipei.  

The names of all my interview informants are anonymous, and these informants are 

either tonsured at C.F.S., or being visiting monastic members of C.F.S. However, a few 

of them left C.F.S. after my interviews with them.16 Out of the ten cases, five of them 

were with monks and five of them were with nuns. They age between the early 

                                                      
16

 My interviews with informants had been conducted while they were still monastic members of 
C.F.S., I did not ask them their reasons of leaving the monastery later. The information about their 
leaving was heard from other nuns that I know from C.F.S. 
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thirties and late sixties. In addition, these monks and nuns are ordained bhikshu and 

bhikshuni, so none of them are novice member. In all fifteen cases, including five 

extra cases, their years of monastic lives vary from five to more than thirty years. I 

classified these informants into two categories: had marriage or had no marriage 

before entering the monastery. Most of my monk informants had married with 

children before becoming monks. I had no intention to conduct all interviews with 

monks who have marriages before, but most of the monks in C.F.S. have married 

with children before becoming monks. Surprisingly, they were cooperative with my 

questions, and were willing to share their life stories with me. On the contrary, none 

of my nun informant had marriage before entering the monastery because most of 

nuns who had married before entering the monastery were unwilling to talk about 

their past.   

In addition to those ten cases, I included five extra cases which I did not conduct 

formal interview with them, but I had their information from other informants or 

from my own previous conversations with them. Four out of these five additional 

cases are about nuns, and one of them is about a monk. Two members of the five 

cases had married with children before entering the monastery. They are all currently 

residing in different temples of C.F.S.  

 

Participant Observation 

 Participant observation is another research methodology that I have used in my 

thesis. I became a monastic member of C.F.S. since 2004, and before I was tonsured, I 

had stayed at C.F.S.’ main temple for about eight months as a prospect member. As a 

monastic member of C.F.S., I was able to spend more time with my informants even 

before writing this thesis. During my stay at C.F.S., I had several unintentional 

conversations with other monastic members, and my conversations with them later 
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became my informal interview information of my thesis. Also because that reason, I 

was able to involve in the natural environment that I had chosen to be my research 

subject for a long period of time. 

  

Archival Analysis 

 As mentioned above, there are four kinds of textual materials that I have used 

as my references. They are anthropological studies on Buddhism, historical studies on 

Buddhism, texts of Buddhism and other related archival materials such as 

biographies, master and PhD theses and religious publications.   

 

1.5 Chapter Layout    

 In the opening chapter, I give a brief introduction to my research, purposes and 

reasons for doing this research topic and my research methodologies. I have total of 

fifteen interview cases included in my research, both monks and nuns, and there is 

the brief background information about these informants in this section.  

 In chapter two, I will talk about the religious institution where I have done my 

research at. There are detailed facts about C.F.S. The chapter has been divided into 

nine parts. First, there is a brief introduction about the background of the founder of 

C.F.S., his daily works and personal Buddhist practices. Second, I move on to the 

dharma lineage of C.F.S., and the readers must tell the different lineages between 

monks and nuns in C.F.S. Third, I want to talk about the abbots or abbesses of C.F.S.’ 

main and branch temples. How much power they have in making decisions for the 

whole religious institution, what are their qualifications and how they are selected to 

serve this position? The authority of abbot or abbess of the main temple is never 

greater than the authority of the founder. Indeed, the charismatic soul leader of C.F.S. 

is still the founder. Fourth, the discussion will be on people of C.F.S.; I will show the 
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power structure or management structure at both monastic and organizational levels. 

In this section, whether years of ordination have any effect on power ranks or not 

will be answered. Next, it is about background information of C.F.S. monastic 

members, their motivations to join the Order and the qualification required to join 

the Order. Sixth, this is a part in describing daily life at the monastery, and the 

following section is about what kind of cares and welfares that are provided by C.F.S.’ 

monasteries to their monastic members. Eighth, the section deals with the codes of 

conduct in C.F.S. beside Buddhist vinaya, each monastery will have its own 

regulations that all members should follow. Lastly, there is a list of types of income of 

C.F.S. The list tells us how C.F.S. is supported financially.  

 In chapter three, I will look at different perspectives on relationship between 

Buddhist monks and nuns with their relatives. First, what are the social perspectives 

on the choice of joining monastic life in Taiwan? Next, I want to talk about some 

possible effects that might alter or affect the relationship between monks and nuns 

with their families. There are three main possible effects that are discussed: social 

and personal attitude toward Buddhist renunciation, motivation of renunciation and 

the importance of blood relation. Third, Fan Tsung did a great research on Buddhist 

nuns in the early seventies in a Hakka village of Taiwan, she provided good 

information to this research, and some of her listed facts can still be applied to 

today’s situations. Therefore, this section is about her results on nuns’ kin relations. 

Fourth, Buddhist renunciation requires one to leave the family system, however, 

Buddhist monastic system reestablishes another pseudo-family system within its own 

religious institution. Fifth, I deal with the reasons why monks and nuns might need 

helps from their lay families. Next, there are many social changes that might affect 

kin relation not only to the majority but also monks and nuns. Seventh, this section is 

about filial piety from both Confucius and Buddhist perspectives, and their conflicts 
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between two philosophies. The following section discusses whether gender, birth 

order and marital status of a prospective monk or nun have any effect on their 

families’ acceptant level for their life choices. Last, I want to find out whether there is 

any monastic rule or prohibition according to Buddhist disciplines on kin relations of 

monks and nuns or not.   

 In chapter four, it includes my fieldwork results. There are total of fifteen real 

cases; six of them are monks and nine of them are nuns. All informants have been 

categorized into two groups according to their marital status before entering the 

monastery. Ten out of fifteen cases had deep interviews with me, and the 

information of the other five cases was collected from my previous or unintended 

conversations with them or from other monastic informants. Then, I will move on to 

reasons for why these relatives are willing to give supports to their monastic relatives. 

In the sixth section, there will be discussion on pseudo-kinship terms used by monks 

and nuns to address each other in the monastery. Following that, there are many 

monks and nuns who also provide supports to their lay relatives when they need, 

and there are a few cases among my informants who have ever given helps to their 

families after entering the monastery. Many monks and nuns ever took leave from 

the monastery in order to take care of another sick family member. Lastly, I will 

define three different types of monastery according to Welch’s definitions. Kin 

relations of monks and nuns can be very different if their residential monastery 

belongs to different types of monastery. 

 In chapter five, I want to discuss some changes in Taiwanese monastic system, 

and why that is important in affecting kin relations of monks and nuns. Furthermore, 

the role of education in changing the social status of these monks and nuns and the 

change of kin relations of monks and nuns today will also be included. Third part of 

this chapter looks into the monastery’s cares for its monastic members, and what 
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determines a monastery will have a good monastic system. Lastly, there is a part 

about what are some related topics that worth conducting further researches 

because my research is unable to give answers to all these potential questions. 

Chapter six is the summary and conclusion of this thesis. 

      

1.6 Transliteration  

 All the Chinese terms in my thesis have been transliterated according to official 

Chinese Pinyin system, except for terms that have already been done in another form 

by previous scholars or authors. Chinese characters followed by transliterated 

Chinese terms are in traditional Chinese.  
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Chapter Two: About C.F.S. 

How close a monk or a nun remains with their families after entering the 

monastery sometimes depends on the rules, the view of the founder or the person 

who is in power of decision making of the monastery on this specific relationship. It 

is important to know about the background information of the monastery before 

engaging interviews with its members. Monasteries in Taiwan have high individuality. 

Unlike monasteries in Theravada tradition, it seems that the rules of the monasteries 

in Taiwan are more or less likely to be set by the founder whereas the rules in 

monasteries of Theravada tradition are mostly based on their precepts. One of the 

reasons for that possibility might be the nature of the monastery itself. What I mean 

the nature is in Welch’s categorization on different types of monasteries.17 Most of 

the monasteries in Theravada tradition are more like large public monasteries in 

China. Even if some of them are not large public monasteries, they accept members 

from other monastic community to reside at their monasteries. Therefore, they can 

also be called hereditary public monasteries. In these two types of monasteries, if 

the power is not on the hand of one person, or a group of people who are close to 

each others for some reasons, then individual rules of the monasteries and decisions 

will be made by the majority. In this way, their monastery’s code of conduct is less 

likely to be changed easily, and no one can get special treatment. For this specific 

topic, one can see different level of acceptance on one single issue among 

monasteries in Taiwan. For instance, keeping close relationship with one’s family is 

permitted by one monastery but not necessarily by the other. On the other hand, 

                                                      
17

 There are three types of monastery mentioned by Welch in The Practice of Chinese Buddhism 
1900-1950. They are hereditary temples (zi-sun miao 子孫廟), large public monasteries (shi-fang 

cong-lin 十方叢林), hereditary public monasteries (zi-sun cong-lin 子孫叢林). I will talk about these 

three types of monastery in chapter four.   
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monasteries of Theravada tradition have higher consistency, and their main goal is 

not violating any precept. Moreover, monks are allowed to learn and stay from one 

monastery to another as long as the monk has a good reputation. On the contrary, it 

is difficult for monks and nuns to get permission to stay at monasteries which they 

are not tonsured at. Since the monastic system varies from monastery to monastery 

in Taiwan, the background of the founder or the person who are in charge should 

also be taken into consideration when conducting this particular research. 

 

2.1 The Founder 

Background:  

In the present age, the old Chan master is said to be the great practitioner, who  

has achieved highly in both Chan and Tantrism.18 He is among the fortieth posterity 

of the Lin-ji Chan sect, a disciple in the direct line from the venerable Xu-yin in Mt. 

Fu-chiu, who is the ninth generation of the old Chan master Pen-zhou’s Dharma 

lineage. Besides, the old Chan master also takes the Dharma lineage of Gue-yang 

sect. 

The old Chan master was born in 1915. He joined the monastery and started his 

schooling as a novice when he was seven years old. He graduated from the 

Department of Literature of Hu-nan University when he was twenty-one, and in the 

same year he received full ordination at Gui-yuan Monastery in Han-yang.19 After 

that, he spent three years in wandering around, visiting exhaustively the skillful 

masters in the mountains. During that period, he practiced Tantrism under the great 

Tantric master, and studied Buddhist logic and Sanskrit in Jiang-yang Monastery in 

Tibet. At the age of twenty-four, he became the abbot of Lei-yin Monastery in Mt. 

                                                      
18

 The old Chan master is the founder of C.F.S. He is known to people as the old Chan master.  
19

 According to the old Chan master himself, Hu-nan University was previously called Yue-lu shu-yuan 
(嶽麓書院). 
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Fu-chiu; at twenty-eight, he took up the post of abbot of Fan-yin Monastery in Mt. 

Tian-yue. While wandering in northern Thailand in 1941, the master met an Indian 

ascetic and a Tantric practitioner by chance, and he passed on the ancient Brahmin 

Tantrism to the master.  

 

The old Chan master came to Taiwan in 1948 as the consequence of an 

unexpected recruitment into the army. After having served the army for about ten 

years, he resumed his monkhood and lived a life of austerity. He had made the 

round-the-island wandering twice. In 1964, the master instructed at a monastery in 

Tainan County. In 1971, he resided at Gu-yan Chan Monastery where he served as 

the abbot and started his career of monastic education. In 1973, he became the 

second abbot of C.F.S.’ main temple.20 In the next year he established, abiding by his 

master’s order, C.F.S. lineage to widely spread out the Dharma lineage. 

From 1991 onwards, at the request of the devotees, the old Chan master has 

been establishing centers and monasteries in every urban area. Nowadays there are 

twenty-seven temples affiliated with the Association of C.F.S. throughout the country. 

On the other hand, to comply with the needs of the times, the old Chan master 

devotes himself to the activities of social welfare, carrying out the Bodhisattva’s vow 

and practice of loving kindness, compassion, rejoicing and equanimity. Combining 

the force of seven Buddhist assemblages, the master has founded C.H. Buddhists 

Association, the Foundation of C.F.S. Charity, the Foundation of C.F.S. Culture and 

Education, and C.H. Broadcaster. 

Starting from 1999, the old Chan master has been giving religious talks on 

television. In order for the Buddha’s teachings to spread all over the world, he makes 

                                                      
20

 C.F.S. is an anonymous name for the monastery that I have done my research with. The complete 
name for this Buddhist institution should be C.F.S. United Merit Foundation because it has many 
temples and non-benefit foundations. To be short, I will call it C.F.S. 
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great efforts in integrating various mass media such as magazine, broadcasting, 

internet, audiovisual dissemination and so on. In particular, the master aspires to 

spread the doctrines of Wisdom in his whole life. He has been writing for the 

younger generation to explore the meanings of the Buddha’s teachings, and so far 

more than eighty works have been published.   

  

Daily Works 

The old Chan master of C.F.S. spends most of his time in the main temple and  

the branch temple in Kaohsiung. Due to his old age, he rarely gives lecture to both 

sangha and lay disciples in recent years. Although he had already passed on his 

authority and position as an abbot, he still has the authority of making major 

decisions of the monastery. Usually, he will go to his office at the C.H. Broadcaster 

every morning until lunch time. Now, he takes only lunch meal every day, but he 

would intake some liquid food if needed. After his office hours, he spends most of his 

private time in writing. Any lay disciple who wants to talk to the founder has to make 

appointment first with his secretary, and this is even true for his own sangha disciples. 

People from the managing departments of the monastery will report to him during 

his morning office hours. Secondary matters of the monasteries will be handled by 

the managing department of the monastery. He did not personally tonsure his direct 

sangha disciples for many years, and other respected elder monks or nuns will 

perform novice ordination ceremonies for him. In addition, new member of the 

monastery can choose the second character of their dharma names. The first 

character indicates the dharma lineage, and people from the same monastery will 

have the same first character. The founder’s later sangha disciples do not have a 

close relationship with him like those who have been ordained for many years 

because he no longer educates them one by one. It is hard for him to recognize every 
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new sangha disciple. His sangha disciples who reside in other branch temples do not 

have a chance to see him that often, too.  

 

Personal Practices  

The old Chan master practices both Chan and Tantrism. According to him, Chan  

practice is still his major focus on the path to Buddhahood, so tantric practice is 

additional helps on the way. Furthermore, he no longer attends any dharma 

ceremonies in the main temple, except for special occasions and large Tantric 

dharma ceremonies.  

 

2.2 Lineage 

The old Chan master himself belongs to the fortieth generations of Lin-ji Chan 

sect (臨濟禪宗) and the ninth generation of Tien-yue (天岳) Dharma lineage of 

Venerable Pen-zhou (本晝). The founding Chan masater of Lin-ji Chan sect (臨濟禪宗) 

was Chan master Yi-xuan (義玄), and the founding Chan master of Tien-yue (天岳) 

lineage, Chan master Dao-min (道忞 1596-1674), was the thirty-first generation of 

Lin-ji Chan sect (臨濟禪宗). The following is the ancestor spectrum of Tie-yue (天岳) 

lineage: 

 

Mu-chen Dao-min (木陳道忞)→ Tien-Yue Pen-zhou (天岳本晝)→ Yua-guo 

Wei-zhen(元果惟真)→ Miao-yun Heng-hou(妙雲恆厚)→Dao-ti Yong-zhi (道體用

智)→An-zhou Ning-xin (安照寧心)→Da-din Qin-fa (大定勤法)→Zhi-zhen Yue-ji (智正

月季)→Pin-fan Xu-yin (平凡虛因)→ the founder of C.F.S.    

 

The old Chan master was tonsured by Chan master Xu-yin (虛因 1867-1967). Monks 

and nuns of C.F.S. belong to four different dharma lineages actually. Most the nuns 
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who follow the old Chan master belong to the second generation of C.F.S. lineage, 

and this lineage was established by the old Chan master in Taiwan around 1960. 

Monks belong to Tien-yue (天岳) lineage. Besides, there are nuns in G. Y. Temple 

belong to the Gui-yuan (歸元) lineage but not C.F.S. lineage, and because their 

dharma lineage is different from nuns of C.F. S. lineage, they reside in a monastery 

which belongs to their own lineage. One can tell which lineage the monk or the nun 

belongs to by looking at the first Chinese character of the monk’s or the nun’s 

dharma names. Only monks or nuns who belong to the same dharma lineage will 

have the same first Chinese character in their dharma names. Therefore, nuns from 

Gui-yuan sect do not have the same first Chinese character for their dharma names 

as nuns of C.F.S. lineage. Another Gue-yang (溈仰) lineage had passed onto a monk  

called Z.C. in 1990, but he left C.F.S. for his own Buddhist practices long ago. Monk 

Z.C. belonged to Tien-yue (天岳) lineage at the time of his novice ordination, but 

since he took over the responsibility of passing on another lineage, so all his tonsure 

disciples belonged to Gue-yang (溈仰) lineage, too. 

 

2.3 The Abbot 

 

Main Temple:   

C.F.S. has several branch temples in different locations. Its main temple is  

located in Tainan, and its abbot is Ven. Z. X., a monk who has been ordained for 

almost thirty years. Currently, he is in his sixties. The old Chan master passed the 

position to him on the first of January in 2008. He had a degree in civil engineering, 

and got an honorary doctoral degree in meditation from University of Kelaniya Sri 

Lanka. For many years, his job is mainly giving Buddhist lectures, and so far, he has 

been invited to Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, and Australia to lecture. 
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Besides lecturing, he has served for many positions such as director of the Chinese 

Buddhist Society, director of C.F.S. Cultural and Educational Foundation, director of 

C.F.S. Charity Foundation and director of Chinese Buddhist Temples Association. 

Currently, he is also the principal of the C.F.S. Buddhist College and the publisher of 

C.F.S. Magazine.   

The abbot’s personal practice is Chan medication. He focuses his Buddhist study 

on Diamond sutra and the vinaya. Besides his major studies, he is familiar with the 

teachings given by the old Chan master. During the dharma ceremony of feeding the 

hungry ghost (Yien-ko 燄口), he sometimes acts as the vajra master of the ceremony. 

Thus, he also practices Tantrism for this purpose.     

 

Abbots or abbesses of the branch temples: 

 In C.F.S. for the past thirty-eight years, the old Chan master was the abbot of all 

C.F.S.’ temples, so there was only one abbot for all its temples. Therefore, the 

executive administrator (Gian-yuan 監院 or Dan-jia 當家) was the highest position 

in all branch temples. That was the time when those branch temples were small in 

both size and the number of member in residence.21 Now, these small branches had 

been built into larger temple (Ci 寺) in recent years, so the old Chan master decided 

to select abbots for these larger branches. There are two branches having abbesses 

now. One is Prajna Monastery in Kaohsiung and Big Cloud Monastery in Taichung. 

However, if there is no qualified person to be the abbot or abbess of larger branch 

temples, then the position will remain empty.  

 Both Prjana Monastery and Big Cloud Monastery are nunneries, and they both 

belong to C.F.S. lineage. The abbess of Big Cloud Monastery is in her mid forties. She 

                                                      
21

 We call these small size of branch temples lecture hall (Jiang-tan 講堂) in Chinese. 
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is from a farming family in Pingtung. She was ordained by the old Chan master as a 

novice about sixteen years ago. Before becoming the abbess of the monastery, she 

was responsible for human resources department of C.F.S., and was the assisting 

upadhyaya (Shou-zuo 首座) of Prajna Monastery.   

 

Authority of the abbot 

According to the common regulations of the monastic community (Chang-zhu  

Gue-yue 常住規約) published by C.F.S., the major responsibilities of an abbot are 

leading the sangha and managing temple’s properties. The authority of the abbot of 

the main temple is greater than the abbot or abbess of branch temples because the 

managing department of the main temple can decide who and how many people 

would transfer to the branch temples. To my knowledge, the abbot does have right to 

most decisions of C.F.S.’s main temple. However, he still does not have the right in 

making critical decision on important issues at an organizational level. For example, 

he has no right to decide whether C.F.S. should establish its own Buddhist college or 

not. Such a decision is always made by the old Chan master. Moreover, he cannot 

decide whether they should have a new building in the main temple or not. All the 

constructional decisions will and has to be made by the old Chan master. The abbot 

can make secondary decisions. It is hard to decide what a primary decision is and 

what a secondary decision is. It depends on whether the old Chan master wants to 

intervene with these matters or not. This is different from the authority of an abbot 

in China. According to Welch, the abbot has rights to appoint all senior officers, to 

confer all the higher ranks, to punish or reward the member, and to decide how to 

spend the monastery’s income.22 The authority of the abbots in China seems to be 

greater than the abbot of C.F.S. However, there is one similarity for sure, and that is 
                                                      
22

 Welch, 1967, pp.145-151. 
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the remaining authority of the previous abbot or abbots. Welch pointed out one 

critical observation that showed how Chinese familial system had well established in 

the monastery.23 The abbot of the monastery in China had to consult the previous 

abbot for opinions when they had to make important decisions, especially when it 

was an economical matter. There was usually at least one previous abbot in most of 

the monasteries. To Welch, the current younger abbot would consult the previous 

elder abbot on important questions “as if he were the grandfather in a large Chinese 

family”, and he believed that this was influenced by the Chinese family system.  

Such a circumstance also exists in not only in C.F.S. but also many monasteries in 

Taiwan. In most of time, the abbots and abbesses will inform and report what had 

happened in the monasteries to the old Chan master once awhile. The old Chan 

master, the previous abbot, will have the most charismatic characteristics in the 

monastery. Both sangha and lay disciples’ focus is always on the old Chan master. 

Therefore, there is not much information about the background of the abbot or 

abbess on C.F.S.’s website, but you can find detailed introduction to the old Chan 

master on its website and publications. This is usually the case in many other 

monasteries, too.         

 

Qualifications 

There were five qualifications said by Welch that one should have in order to  

be chosen as an abbot: past administrative experience, being an expert in Vinaya and 

be faultless himself, ability to teach Buddhist doctrine and texts, good connections 

with lay supporters (though not necessarily), and a will to serve.24 These 

qualifications are also part of the considerations of the old Chan master in choosing a 

                                                      
23

 Welch,1967, pp.145-151. 
 
24

 Welch, 1967, pp.151-152. 
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new abbot. However, not all the abbots of C.F.S. are able to teach Buddhist doctrine 

and texts or be an expert in Vinaya. The teaching job relies mostly on professor 

monks and nuns in the monastery. Besides that, the other three qualifications are 

prerequisites for being an abbot in C.F.S. Since selection of an abbot in C.F.S. is 

usually not democratic, the old Chan master has his own considerations when 

selecting a new abbot. In addition, there is no specific requirement on years of 

monastic life. However, when one is experienced with administrative jobs in the 

monasteries, he or she must have spent years in monastic life.   

 

Selection of an abbot 

The abbot of C.F.S.’ main temple is selected by the old Chan master himself.  

Sometimes, the abbot or abbess of a branch temple is selected by members of the 

temple, but it only happened once in Prajna Monastery. In the main temple of C.F.S., 

the abbot can be a monk despite it is a nunnery with different lineage. This can never 

be happened the other way around in which there can never be an abbess in a 

bhikshu monastery. As a hereditary public monastery, the position of abbot would 

never be given to a member who is not tonsure in C.F.S. 

 

2.4 The People of C.F.S. 

 

Management structure:  

In the tradition large public monastery in China, there are forty-eight positions or 

jobs in the management of a monastery. The main temple of C.F.S. or other branches 

is really not that large comparing to these monasteries. Thus, they do not have so 

many positions. On the other hand, C.F.S. has many sub-institutions besides its main 

temple, so the management structure of C.F.S. has two levels: at the monastic level 
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and at the organizational level.  

 

At the Monastic Level:  

The old Chan master or upadhyaya (fang-zhang he –shang 方丈和尚) is always in 

the highest rank in the monastery. There are six departments directly under 

upadhyaya. First, abbot is responsible to lead the sangha and manage all the 

monastery’s properties. Second, assisting upadhyaya (shou-zuo 首座) helps out 

upadhyaya to manage all monastic matters. Assisting upadhyaya also serves to 

educate all the sangha members, so he or she has to teach Buddhist doctrine and 

texts to both the sangha and the public. Third, executive administrator (jian-yuan 監

院 or dang-jia 當家) is responsible for land management, arranging sangha’s 

Buddhist practices, and enforcing all policies set by the monastery. Under executive 

administrator’s supervision, there are many members who are responsible for the 

following six jobs:  

a. Fu-ci (副寺): people who serve for this job have to take care of clothing, 

living, food, and transportation matters. There are two sub-groups under 

this job. wui-ku (外庫) is responsible to buy anything that is needed in the 

monastery. The sangha member can also ask them to buy personal things 

for them because they might not have time to go to the market. Another 

ku-tou (庫頭) take care of the storage room. They have to make sure things 

in the storage room are well organized. Anyone who needs, for example 

toilet papers, can go ask them for it. All fruits and flowers needed for all 

Buddha halls will be prepared by them, too. They also have to divide fruits 

and food donations for all members every day.  

b. Jian-ci or Jou-cha (監寺;糾察): They will make sure every monastic member 

follows the rules and attend Buddhist practices all together. Therefore, they 
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act as inspectors. 

c. Tang-tou (堂頭): Tang-tou has to take care all constructional matters. For 

instance, when the construction workers are working on a new temple’s 

building, he or she is the one to watch over them. In addition, Tang-tou is 

responsible for maintaining the buildings.  

d. Dian-cuo (典座): There are two sub-groups under this job. First, xiang-ji (香

積) have to cook all three meals a day. The other is xin-tang (行堂) who 

serve as waiters in the dining hall.  

e. Finance (cai-wu 財務): The finance department is responsible for 

accounting, calculating the budget, and assisting to manage monastery’s 

properties. 

f. Secretary (書記 shu-ji): Secretaries have to manage database of the 

monastery, to record and save lay supporter’s information in the computer, 

to take down everything discussed during conferences and put them into 

written documents.  

Fourth, administrator of reception office (zhi-ke 知客) supervises the reception 

department (or guest department). The reception department is the first place 

where a guest or lay supporters will visit before going to other places of the temple. 

Therefore, they have to answer guests’ questions, to accommodate lay guests or 

monks and nuns from other monasteries, to arrange bedrooms for their sangha 

members, to keep lay guest’s dormitories and sangha members’ residences clean, to 

answer all the phone calls and contact with outside, and the monastic members’ 

benefits and welfares. In addition, they are responsible to announce all importance 

events to the sangha by writing them down on the bulletin board. There are three 

departments under the supervision of administrator of reception office: 
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a. Zhou-ke (照客): People who are in this department will take shift to work in 

the office. There are morning and afternoon shifts. During these shifts, they 

have to answer phone calls, contact with the outside if needed, clean the 

office, accommodate all guests, and update bulletin board. 

b. Liao-yuan (寮元): They have to make sure residences of the sangha 

members are clean. Before when members had to burn woods for hot water, 

this was also the job of liao-yuan.  

c. Department of Welfare (Fu-li bu): There will be one person responsible for 

taking care of the bookstore located beside the reception office where it 

sells Buddhist books, food and souvenirs. All the incomes of this bookstore 

pay for sangha’ medical bills and welfare expenses.  

The fifth position directly under upadhyaya is the chant leader (wei-nuo 維那) who 

arranges all dharma ceremonies and ritual services for lay people who request for it, 

caring for all Buddha halls and ancestral ash altar, and decorating the Buddha halls.25 

There are two departments under the chant leader’s responsibilities: 

a. Buddha halls (dian-tan 殿堂): People who are responsible for these Buddha 

halls have to do preparations and decorations before all kinds of ceremony.  

b. Garden (hua-pu 花圃) 

Last position is the education unit which has four departments: 

a. Buddhist college: C.F.S. Buddhist College is located in the main temple in 

Tainan, and the college accepts both male and female lay or sangha students. 

Strictly speaking, it does not have age limit if you want to study in the 

college. One does not have to pay for tuition fee or living cost except for 

your own spending. However, there is one rule that lay students have to join 

                                                      
25

 This position is like the head rector in the church, but the chant leader in Buddhist monastery has 
far more complex responsibilities than a head rector in the church.   
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the Order within half a year study at the college. If one does not want to join 

the Order, then he or she must leave the college. There is no entrance exam 

to the college. The number of student decreases and the age of new student 

increases in these years. Moreover, these students have different 

educational background, and most them are looking forward to join the 

Order before entering the Buddhist college. Although C.F.S. has its own 

Buddhist college, but not every member has the chance to study in the 

college because the monastic positions are always under a condition of 

human resources shortage.  

b. Magazine: A monthly publication called Fuo-yin was first published by the 

old Chan master in the late 1972. It had published a total number of 272 

issues before its publication stopped. C.F.S. Magazine, on the other hand, 

was first published on March, 29, 1989. It is also a monthly-based 

publication except for the combined issue of January and February. Until 

December of 2009, there were 243 issues being published. In addition, this 

magazine is free for people who request for it. Thus, it is usually the way 

that people know about the monastery from all over the world.  

c. Ceremonial affairs (Fa-wu 法務): This position is responsible for all kinds of 

activity in the monastery. Fa-wu has to set up academic schedule of the 

monastery, and the person who serves this position will call a meeting with 

the abbot and supervisors of other departments.  

The management structure can be illustrated by diagram 1. 

 

Selection criteria:  

The old Chan master not only chooses abbots or abbesses for the main and 

branch temples but also their executive administrators and people of finance 
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department. In addition, monks or nuns who serve for positions of C.F.S. Buddhist 

College are also appointed by the old Chan master. Although the administrator of  

reception office and the chant leader are at the same power rank with the executive 

administrator and the abbot, the latter two can choose people to serve for the first 

two positions with their own will. All other lowest positions of the monastery will 

rotate their positions in a three-month base, and members who are at the branch 

temples can also ask for a change to go to another branch temple or back to the 

main temple during job rotation, too. The abbot, the executive administrator, the 

administrator of reception office, and the chant leader together will decide who 

should take which position or be transferred to a branch temple. C.F.S.’ branch 

temples do not have so many positions as the main temple because they are small in 

size and number of sangha member. Their basic positions will be rotated in a 

two-week base.    

 

At Organizational Level: 

 Besides Buddhist temples, C.F.S. has many non-profit foundations, radio 

station, and bookstores in Taiwan or overseas. Thus, there is another management 

structure at the organizational level. Moreover, there are many sangha members of 

C.F.S. who work not at temples but at these non-profit or profitable institutions. The 

highest in rank at organizational level is also upadhyaya (fang-zhang 方丈). Next to 

upadhyaya is the position called cuo-yuan (座元). Cuo-yuan works as the assistant of 

upadhyaya, so whenever upadhyaya is unavailable, cuo-yuan can represent him.26 

Currently, no one is at this position. Under cuo-yuan, the general secretary (mi-shu 

zhang 秘書長) administers the following institutions and positions: 

                                                      
26

 Both cuo-yuan 座元 and assisting upadhyaya 首座 help to assist with upadhyaya 方丈和尚, but 

cuo-yuan is in higher in ranks of hierarchy.  
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a) Three positions: human resources arrangement, secretaries, assistants of 

upadhyaya (ci-zhe 侍者). 

b) Institutions: 

i. Educational and Cultural Affairs: P.Y. Publishing, F.J. Educational and Cultural 

Foundation, C.F.S. Educational and Cultural Foundations, F.T. Buddhist College 

(this college was closed), and bhikshu and bhikshuni professors (jiao-shou shi 教

授師).  

ii. Charity Affairs: C.F.S. Charity Foundation 

iii. Social Organization: C.H. Buddhist Association 

iv. Overseas institutions 

v. all temples of C.F.S. lineage 

vi. all temples of Tien-yue lineage 

vii. all temples of Gui-yuan sect 

C.F.S. has one radio station and J.H Enterprise, but these two institutions were not 

included in this management structure. I believe they are independent institutions. 

C.F.S.’ general secretary is also the general manager of both C.F.S. Broadcasting and 

J.H. Enterprise now. The management structure at the organizational level can be 

illustrated by diagram 2. 

 

Ranks: monastic years and power ranks 

The number of years of a monk or a nun since the bhikshu or bhikshuni 

ordination is called jie-la (戒臘) in Chinese. The longer the jie-la you have the higher 

in sangha rank you are at.27 This sangha rank is different from ranks in management 

                                                      
27

 In Chinese Buddhism, a monk or a nun who reach the age of twenty years old can apply for higher 
ordination, and it is called Three Platform Ordination (shan-tan da-jie 三壇大戒). The three platforms 

mean three different types of precept that a monk or a nun accept: sramanera or sramanerika, 
bhikshu or bhikshuni, and lastly bodhisattva precepts. Monk or nun who is eligible to take these 
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structure because the longer the jie-la you have does not guarantee you with a 

higher position in the management structure. People who have longer jie-la are the 

elders within the monastic community. They are seemed to have higher wisdom and 

more experienced with Buddhist practices, so all members will respect them. In C.F.S., 

members who have more than thirty years of jie-la can retire from all monastic jobs, 

and spend their time on their own will. Before when the number of sangha member 

is sufficient to fulfill all monastic positions, members who have more than twelve 

years of jie-la is exempted from positions in the kitchen because jobs in the kitchen 

are toilsome. This is not the case now because the number of sangha member is 

decreasing but C.F.S. is expanding. 

 

2.5 Background of the Monastic Members 

The main temple of C.F.S. has some monks and mostly nuns. This is never the 

case in monasteries in China. According to Welch’s descriptions of monasteries, it is 

either a monastery for monks or a nunnery. It’s very unlikely to have both sangha28 

living in the same monastery. However, there are many monasteries having both 

sangha in the same monastery in Taiwan. There should be more than three hundred 

monks and nuns who had been tonsured by the old Chan master.29 The number of 

nuns exceeds the number of monks. Monks and nuns of C.F.S. can also tonsure his or 

her own disciples. Therefore, there are sangha members of different dharma 

generations living in one monastery. Furthermore, there are sangha members from 

                                                                                                                                                        
precepts will go to the monastery where it holds the ordination ceremony.  
28

 bhikshu and bhikshuni sangha. 
29

 The recently published (April, 2010) pamphlet on brief introduction about C.F.S. and C.F.S. Special 
Issue of Thirty Years indicated that the number of the old Chan master’s tonsure disciple was over 
three hundred, but I believe the number should be more than they indicated. Many statistics provided 
by C.F.S. in any form is not that accountable. One is not sure whether the number of its member 
indicates the old Chan master’s tonsure disciples or all members currently residing in its temples. Even 
if they clearly indicated that, the number seems to be inaccurate.  
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different dharma lineages who study in the C.F.S. Buddhist College. Many of them 

chose to join the Order of C.F.S. 

 

Gender:  

A data published by C.F.S. ten years ago indicated that bhikshu and sramanera 

composed of about 30%, and bhikshuni and sramanerika composed of about 70% of 

its whole members.30 That tells us its number of nuns exceeds the number of monks. 

It is also true in the number difference between bhikshu and bhikshuni in Taiwan. 

These numbers might change in ten years, but the ratio remains the same.  

Another interesting data in the same book by C.F.S. is the number of its tonsure 

members. This includes those who have left the monastery. Its total number of 

tonsure member was 363 ten years ago. There is a recent published book also shows 

that the total number of its tonsure member now is over three hundred.31 However, 

the number of members who reside in its temples is no more than one hundred and 

fifty. What do these numbers tell us? I believe it tells us two things: First, since there 

are new members joining the Order every year, the number of its tonsure member 

should increase instead of unchanging. Therefore, it is highly possible that their data 

is inaccurate. Second, there were more monastic members who had been tonsured 

in C.F.S. before, but they later left the monastery.  

 

Age 

The only published data was the one that I mentioned previously. That is the only 

resource I found because the monastery does not put a great effort to update their 

data. The age of most of its members fell into thirty-six to forty years old. The 

                                                      
30

 C.F.S. Special Issue of Thirty Years, the first part of the name of this issue has been abbreviated 
because it is the name of the monastery which should be anonymous.  
31

 A pamphlet on brief introduction to C.F.S. 
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average age was 42. That data was ten years ago. The age of new sangha member 

now is much older than ten years ago. The youngest sangha member is twenty-eight 

years old and the oldest member is almost ninety years old now. There are less than 

10% of its members who age between thirty to forty years old.  

 

Birth Place/Nationality: 

Sangha members of C.F.S. are from different countries, but most of them are  

from Asia. Many of them were born in China, and they had followed the troops to 

Taiwan in 1949. The nationalities of the sangha members include India, Thailand, 

Philippines, Malaysia, Singapore, Hong Kong, Australia, Canada and Germany.   

 

Education  

The highest percentage of C.F.S.’ sangha members finished their high school  

degree. According to the data ten years ago, second highest percentage of its sangha 

members never finished their high school, or they do not have a chance to have 

formal schooling after elementary and junior high school. However, only old 

members now have not much of the formal schooling because of the tough social 

condition in Taiwan when they were young. Very few members have no formal 

schooling at all or being illiterate. The number of members who holds a graduate 

degree is less than ten, and the third highest percentage of members has an 

undergraduate degrees. Although the above is the data from ten years ago, and the 

number has changed, the ratio between these categories remains the same.  

 

Motives to join the Order 

To ask a monk or a nun their motivation to join the Order is a difficult task. Most  

of them will tell you how great Buddhism is, and they are eager for salvation. When 
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you talk to them, or do a little bit of interview with these informants, then you will 

find out there are other reasons behind that. However, this does not mean that these 

informants do not believe in Buddhism or do not have any religious belief before 

joining the Order. I did not do a formal research on this topic; however, by listening 

to my informants’ life stories during interviews and other sangha members without 

formal interviews, I grouped their motivations into six reasons. These six reasons are 

from the reference of Welch’s research out of thirty-nine cases.32 Welch stated out 

seven reasons why those monks entered the sangha: escape from the world, illness, 

orphaned, persuaded by relatives, liked monastic atmosphere, interested in 

Buddhism, and other reasons. These reasons Welch grouped into are still the case 

even up to this date. There is only one exception. No one in C.F.S. entered the sangha 

because he or she is orphaned. In Welch’s cases, he had many informants entered 

the sangha when they were kids, so orphanage became one of the reasons. I had 

heard that there were a few sramanera living in the main temple of C.F.S. for less 

than two years many years ago. These sramanera, I should call them boys actually, 

were sent by their parents because of their illness or behavioral problems. It was 

more like a correctional facility for the young. C.F.S. decided to send them back to 

their parents because they were not ordained formally. The other six reasons also 

apply to my informants, and some of them have more than one reason, but the 

primary reason is the most critical one. These reasons could be subjective as what 

Welch had mentioned in his book, but I believe they are close to the reality.  

a. Escape from the world: There is a great percentage of the sangha members have  

marriage before. Many of them had a tough marriage, and many of these 

marriages ended up with divorces. Therefore, looking for religious refuge helps 

them to heal the wounds. Furthermore, some members told me about their 
                                                      
32

 Welch, 1967, pp.258-269. 
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unloved childhood, or close relatives died from a sudden car accident. Many of 

them have difficult lives before entering the monasteries, and that really 

motivates them to leave the secular world and look for a different life in the 

monasteries.   

b. Illness: Recently, one of my monk informants told me that he had bad illness all 

over his life until the date he got ordained as a monk.  

c. Persuaded by relatives: This group of members also have a tough life in secular 

world, so their relative would encourage them to join the sangha. For example, 

one monk was badly hurt by previous love relationship during his undergraduate 

years, and suffered from depression. His parents who are Buddhists encourage 

him to become a monk because they believe that is the best for him. 

d. Liked monastic atmosphere: one elder nun told me that she became a nun just 

because she liked the atmosphere and life in the monastery. She started to learn 

about Buddhism only after she joined the sangha. 

e. Interested in Buddhism: Some of the members went to monasteries out of their 

own wish when they were young. They have always wanted to join the sangha. 

The number of members who falls into this category is small.  

f. Other reasons: the nun who had lived in the main temple of C.F.S. the longest 

joined the Order because she had been living in the temple as a vegetarian 

laywoman (zhai-gu 齋姑) for years before, so the old Chan master asked her to 

join the Order.  

 

Qualifications to join the Order 

C.F. S. has no restriction on age, whether you have marriage before, or 

educational background. This is not the case in all Taiwanese monasteries because 

many monasteries refuse to tonsure people who have marriage before, and they also 
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have restriction on age at the time of novice ordination. It is believed that people 

who have been married before and the elderly have more bad mannerism or habit, 

and they might cause the monastery more trouble if they join the Order.33 There are 

also some monasteries preferring to have new members with higher education. 

These restrictions are different from monastery to monastery, but these restrictions 

are not in the Vinaya. Therefore, it really depends on the considerations of each 

individual monastery. None of my informants ever heard about someone being 

rejected from joining the Order. 

 

2.6 Daily Life in the Monastery 

The Monastery Calender: 

The main temple and branch temples of C.F.S. have their own monastery  

calendar. The calendar tells you activities that are held in the temple, and the specific 

time of it. As I mentioned before, the position fa-wu (法務) is responsible for 

arranging all activities in the main temple, and it will be discussed by fa-wu and other 

important supervisors of the temple during the meeting. Although different temple 

can hold different Buddhist classes for lay people and different Buddhist rituals, there 

are still some compulsory ceremonies. For instance, the first and the fifteenth day of 

each lunar month are dates for making offering to the Buddha. On these two days, 

there will be lunch offering ritual (wu-gong 午供) in the Main Buddha Hall or The 

Great Hall (da-dian 大殿) in the morning. Lay people will bring food or flower to 

make their own offering, too. Many Buddhists in Taiwan eat vegetarian meals during 

these two days, so after they attend the offering ritual, they will stay for vegetarian 

meals in the temple. In addition, monks and nuns have to recite their precepts twice 

                                                      
33

 In here, I am trying to express a Chinese term “xiqi” (習氣). It can be translated into habit without 

any negative meaning. However, when people talk about someone’s “xiqi”, it tends to be negative.  
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a month according to the Vinaya. In C.F.S., monks and nuns only recite their precepts 

once a month, so the fifteenth of every lunar month is the date for precepts 

recitation. Depending on the size of the temple, different rituals and activities will be 

held. The following example is the monastery calendar of C.F.S.’ main temple of 

2010: 

Date Lunar Date Activities  

02/14-02/18 01/1-01/5 Buddhist Ceremonies for Chinese New Year 

02/21(11PM) 01/8  Making Offerings to the Heavenly Gods  

02/22 01/09 Lunch Offering Ceremony to Buddha  

04/26 03/11 Special Offering Ceremony to Sri Lankan Monks 

04/04 02/20 Buddhist Ceremonies on Tomb Sweeping Day 

05/2 03/19 Celebration for Mother’s Day 

05/16 04/3 Celebration of the 40th Year of C.F.S. 

07/27 04/16 One Day Camp for Volunteers  

07/24-07/25 06/13-06/14 Conferences on Buddhist Doctrines 

07/3-08/1 06/19-21 Summer Camp for the Youth 

08/13-08/15 07/4-07/6 Ullambana34 Ceremonies 

10/3 08/26 Class on Tantric Practice to the Public  

10/31 09/24 Fund Raising Activity 

11/6-11/7 10/1-10/2 Eight Precepts Retreat  

12/17-12/19 11/12-11/14 Three-Day Meditation Retreat 

12/19 11/14 Ceremony of Amitabha  

                                                      
34

 Ullambana is translated as yu-lan pen (盂蘭盆) in Chinese. It is also known as Hungry Ghost Festival. 

The seventh month of Chinese lunar month is called the month of ghost. It is believed that all ghosts 
will be released from the hell, and go to the human world for their offerings. During this one month, 
there will be different kind of rituals held by different beliefs in order to save their suffering ancestors. 
Moreover, people will make food offering to them, and it is an act of paying respects so that those 
ghosts would not cause trouble to them. In Buddhism, Ullambana ceremonies are for saving suffering 
ancestors from the hell.  
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Besides these dharma ceremonies, there are monthly based Buddhist practices of 

chanting the sutras and Buddhist classes for lay people. 

 

Schedule: 

Activities held by the monastery on the above monastery calendar are for both  

sangha members and lay Buddhists. The monastery has its own private daily 

schedule that every member follows. The routine schedule of the main temple is 

different from their branch temples. For example, the morning chanting in the main 

temple starts at 4:20 am, but in the branch temples, it starts at 5 am. There is not 

much difference of what a monk or a nun would do in daily life between the main 

temple and the branch temples expect for the times of routine activities. The 

following is the daily time schedule of C.F.S.’ main temple: 

 

4:20 am Morning Chanting 

6:20 am Breakfast  

7:00 am  Recitation of Vinaya (on 1st and 15th of every lunar month) 

8:00 am  Meditation or Buddhist Lectures  

10:30 am Lunch Offering to the Buddha (on 15th of every lunar month) 

11:20 am Lunch 

12:00am-2pm  Afternoon Break  

4:50 pm  Evening Chanting 

6:00 pm  Dinner  

7:00 pm Monthly Meeting (everyone must attend) 

8:00 pm Repentance (every Sunday night); Buddhist Lecture (if scheduled 
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by the monastery) 

9:30 Rest 

 

The above is the schedule that everyone follows, but each member still has his or her  

own work that they have to do every day. Therefore, they have to use free times  

between each routine activity to finish it. If the temple is not busy with big ceremony,  

then the members can have their own time after dinner.  

 

Practices required: 

There is no specific requirement set by the old Chan master for his disciples on the  

Buddhist practices that they do. He would not ask his disciples, for instance, to chant 

certain sutra or to recite a Buddha’s name every day. There are reasons for that. First, the 

monastery is always very busy with scheduled activities. In addition, there are a lot of lay 

Buddhists request for private Buddhist ritual services. In a branch temple, there are on 

average two to five people only, and each rite requires at least four members to 

participate. Therefore, most of them are actually very busy with that, and they might not 

even have free time before going to bed. Private Buddhist ritual services are the most 

important source income of the monastery, so it is hard to refuse doing it. Second, 

Buddhist practice is more a personal matter except for group practices. The old Chan 

master also teaches Tantric practices to his disciples, and it is more a private personal 

practices. Furthermore, the old Chan master is open–minded with personal choice of 

Buddhist practices. Thus, he never sets strict rules on this matter, but there are few 

practices mentioned by the master in C.F.S. Special Issues of Thirty Years that his sangha 

disciples should do: 

a. Five Basic Buddhist Practices (wu-tan gong-ke 五堂功課): morning chanting, 

lunch offering to the Buddha, chanting sutra, dedicating the merits of chanting 
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sutra to all sentient beings, evening chanting, and two periods of meditation.  

b. Uposatha (bu-sa 布薩): According to the Vinaya, the monastic community should 

recite their precepts twice a month. In Chinese Buddhism, it is on the 1st and 15th 

of every lunar month.  

c. Monastic conference: The conference will be held once a month and everyone 

must attend it. During the conference, every member can bring up his or her 

problems or concerns for discussion. If there is any fault doing of a member that 

has been found, then the whole community can discuss about how to solve it. 

d. Repentance: In C.F.S., every member has to repent by their own in the main 

Buddha hall at 8pm every Sunday.  

e. Group Buddhist Practice (gon-xiou 共修): Sometimes the monastery will 

schedule group Buddhist practices that everyone must attend. For example, 

Buddhist lecture in the morning or evening is a kind of group Buddhist practice.  

 

Not every single practice has always been done by members of C.F.S. As I pointed out, 

members are busy with monastic activities and ritual services. Fang Tsung and Welch 

also noticed that.35 What average people would think is that all monks and nuns 

should be doing their Buddhist practices all the time, but this is not really the case. 

Unlike Theravada Buddhism, monks and nuns of Mahayana tradition need to do 

more chores. In addition, for many large expanding monasteries, monks and nuns are 

extremely busy with monastic activities. Besides the above five types of basic 

Buddhist practices, there are ascetic practices such as meditation retreat or 

famishing retreat.36 Some monks and nuns of C.F.S. participated in different kinds of 

                                                      
35

 Shiu-Kuen Fan-Tsung: Moms, Nuns and Hookers: Extrafamilial Alternatives for Village Women in 
Taiwan, 1986.  
36

 Famishing retreat can last for seven days, seventeen days or one hundred days. In the beginning, 
the person who participates in this kind of ascetic retreat will gradually decrease the amount of food 
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ascetic practices before.  

 

2.7 Cares for the Sangha 

Food: 

Food is the very basic offering that a sangha member would get from the  

monastery. Meals in the monastery today are much better and healthier than before. 

The monastery will provide three meals a day, and if there is anyone in special need 

of food that cannot be prepared by the temple, and then he or she has to prepare it 

by him or herself. For example, some people might need extra nutrition such as 

vitamins due to their health problems. In this case, members will have to buy them 

with their own money. Cooking in the dormitory is prohibited except for special 

reasons. Sick monk or nun can prepare their own meals without attending lunch if 

permitted. Fruits or other dry food donated by laymen will be divided equally to 

every member.     

  

Clothing and other necessities: 

According to The Common Regulations of the Monastic Community, new sangha  

member can get fabric that is enough to make two sets of inside robe, one outside 

middle-length robe, one outside long robe, and a bag. However, no one really gets 

that when joining the Order. New member has to prepare his or her own robes, and 

he can ask for second-hand robes from others, too. Each member will have his or her 

own room in the dormitory, and there is a bed, a closet and a desk in the room. 

Everything else needed have to be prepared by the members themselves. Previously, 

                                                                                                                                                        
taken each day until he or she eats nothing at all. During these days, he or she can do Buddhist 
practices upon his or her own choices for six, eight or twelve-incense time. In the very end of the 
retreat, the participant will gradually increase the food taken.  
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every member can get $16 dollar bursary for clothing every year.37 However, C.F.S. 

starts to make their own costumes, so no bursary will be given to the members. 

Some monks told me that they got bursaries from the temple and C.F.S. Buddhist 

College when they joined the Order. From my knowledge, not everyone gets that 

kind of bursary. Thus, resource of clothing is not equally divided for all members. 

Furthermore, clothing can be quite an expense for new members. Very basic expense 

for different robes for both summer and winter, including shoes, is at least two 

hundred dollars. I have heard someone spent more than three thousand dollars for 

buying robes when they joined the Order. These members tend to be economically 

well-off.   

 

Medical Care: 

According to the rule in The Common Regulations of the Monastic Community, if  

a member of C.F.S. cannot afford his or her own medical expenses, then he or she 

can apply for medical bursary from the monastery. All members’ public medical 

insurance costs will be paid by the monastery if their names are registered under the 

household of the monastery. Many of my informants never apply for medical bursary 

if they can afford the bill, and it is very unlikely that members of C.F.S. will apply 

bursary if they just go see a family doctor for a few hundred Taiwanese dollars. If the 

member has no saving before joining the Order, and only relies on allowance given 

by the monastery every month, then even the least medical expense could be a huge 

pressure on them. If a member is serious ill, and needed for cares, the monastery will 

ask other members to take care of them in rotation. However, not every member is 

that willing to take care for their sick colleagues, so the monastery will hire lay 

                                                      
37

 All dollar amounts in my thesis have been converted into U.S. dollars unless it is specifically 
indicated.  
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people for that job. There was a real case that I had encountered about six years ago. 

There was a nun who had been in monastic life for almost ten years, but a few years 

after she joined the Order, she started to suffer Rheumatoid arthritis. It was a family 

inherited disease, so almost all her siblings had that problem. Three of her sisters 

were lay supporters of C.F.S. Not only they donated a large amount of money to the 

monastery, they did a lot of volunteer works at C.F.S., too. The sick nun had married 

before and had children, but after she divorced with her husband, she never had any 

contact with them. Therefore, when she was so sick to the point that she could not 

do any chores at the monastery, her sister took her back home and cared for her. All 

medical expenses were paid by the nun’s sister, and she was economically well-off 

and willing to do that. The sick nun stayed with her sister for two years, and for some 

reasons which I did not know, the old Chan master asked the sick nun to go back to 

the main temple, and provided medical cares for her. At the time she went back to 

the main temple, she required twenty-four hour personal care. At first, the 

monastery asked other members to take terms in order to take care of her. Each term 

is four hours. However, they later found out that many members complained about 

that. In addition, when there was monastic activity going on in the monastery, 

everyone was busy with her own works. Therefore, because of the shortage of 

human resource, the monastery hired a laywoman to care for the sick nun. She died 

after about one month stay at the monastery. This case example shows a few 

problems on the medical care for their members: 

1. Unwillingness to care for the sick: Not everyone is that compassionate and 

considerate to the sick, so even if they are forced to do that, their attitudes 

toward the sick can be cruel. This happened in that case, too. 

2. Shortage of human resource: In C.F.S., there is no professional caring centre for 

the sick and aging. It is already short in the number of members to cover all 
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temple’s works, so when everyone is busy, no one has free time to do extra job.  

There is another underlying problem on medical welfare of C.F.S. beside these two. 

Many sick members of C.F.S. chose to go back to their homes or asked their relatives 

to take care of them in the monastery because they did not want to become burdens 

for the monastery. Other members might judge about how much trouble the sick 

member causes to the monastery. Furthermore, whether one can get medical 

bursary successfully or not sometimes depends on how close you are with the 

people who are in decision making. Thus, even though there is medical welfare 

provided by the monastery, some of my informants are still worried about being ill 

one day.   

  

Aging Care: 

If any member who has been ordained as a bhikshu or bhikshuni for more than  

thirty years in C.F.S., then the monk or nun can be exempted from all monastic 

chores and jobs. However, if the monk or nun is willing to help out, then the 

monastery will give them an easy job to do. In addition to that, they do not have to 

participate in any of the required group practice such as morning and evening 

chanting. These retired monks and nuns can spend their free times on their own 

Buddhist practices at the main temple. If one joined the Order at a late age, then he 

or she must know how to take care of his or her own.  

 

Other welfares: 

There is a small amount of bursary for the sangha member every month. The  

amount differs between the main and branch temple. It ranges from $75 to $120 

dollars. Members in the supervised positions will get $20 dollars more each month, 

and those who work in the kitchen and reception office will get $15 and $12 dollars 
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more each month, too. After one being ordained for five years, his or her allowance 

will increase $1.5 dollars each year. The increase can be up to $100 dollars the 

maximum. With this allowance, members can buy things that they need. Accepting 

money donation other than relatives and personal friends are prohibited. All private 

money donations from the lay supporters have to be given to the monastery except 

during Chinese New Year. Sometimes, more allowance will be given if there are a lot 

of ritual services during that month, but the amount would not be more than thirty 

dollars.   

 

2.8 C.F.S.’ Code of Conduct 

 

The Common Regulations of the Monastic Community: 

Each new member will get a copy of The Common Regulations of the Monastic  

Community from the monastery. In this booklet, it includes monastic rules that 

everyone has to follow besides the Vinaya. The first version was set by the old Chan 

master himself, and there were only twenty-six rules.38 The number of rules of the 

first version increases up to thirty rules in the first part of the new version. These 

rules can be revised if needed. The abbot of the main temple will call every member 

to a conference for revising. The final decision is still on the hand of the old Chan 

master himself. The rules in The Common Regulations of the Monastic Community 

have been divided into nine different sections: 

 

a. Monastic regulations (chang-zhu gue-yue 常住規約): There are thirty rules in 

this part. There were original twenty-six set by the old Chan master, and it 

increased to thirty after the revision. The rules of this part are not much different 
                                                      
38

 C.F.S. Special Issue of Thirty Years 
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from rules of regulations of daily life. The only difference is that the first section is 

the oldest version set by the old Chan master. Therefore, it is hard to tell how 

these rules have been grouped into these two sections. Rule of number 

twenty-eight is the one of two rules that is related to members’ lay relatives. It 

prohibits any member letting their relatives or friends to stay at the monastery 

overnight without informing the supervisor.  

b. Regulations of daily life (shen-huo gue-yue 生活規約): There are forty-four rules 

in total. In this section, these rules are additional rules to those which previously 

set by the old Chan master. They were added to The Common Regulations of the 

Monastic Community not by the old Chan master but by the community as a 

whole. One of the rules prohibits members to accept private donation from the 

lay supporters. However, one can accept money donation from his or her own 

relatives. There are also rules on robes, allowance, Buddhist practices, and mostly 

on ethical virtues that one should have.  

c. Regulations on asking for a leave (gou-jia gue-yue 告假規約): There are fifteen 

rules in the section. They are rules for members who need to take a leave. In 

most of the times, a member would be granted a leave to take care of their 

parent if they need without any questions. One of the reasons that members 

would ask for a leave is because of their illness. The monastery would ask the sick 

member to stay at the monastery instead of going home for convalescing. 

However, it does not provide any sick member a best place for convalescing, and 

unless one is serious ill, it is hard to be exempted from monastic chores. That is 

why most of the sick members choose to take a leave. If one convalesces at home, 

there will be no medical bursary given by the monastery, so the person has to pay 

his or her own medical bills.  
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d. Positions under the supervision of the Executive Administrator (jian-yuan 監院) : 

It includes the responsibilities of and rules for the executive administrator and all 

positions under his or her supervision. 

e. Positions under the supervision of the Chant Leader (wei-nuo 維那): It includes 

rules at the Buddha halls, responsibilities of the chant leader and all positions 

under his or her supervision, and rules for them.  

f. Positions under the supervision of the Administrator of Reception Office (zhi-ke 

知客) : In this section, there are rules for members who work as receptionists, 

rules in the dormitory, rules in the bathing area, and rules on medical welfare. 

Example: Members are prohibited to bring their relatives or friends to the 

dormitory. The administrator of Reception Office is also in charge of members’ 

medical welfare. There are only two rules of this part which I mentioned before: 

all members’ public welfare costs will be paid by the monastery (their names 

must be registered under the household of the monastery) and the monastery 

will pay for members’ medical bill if he or she cannot afford it.  

g. Library rules: There are five rules on borrowing library books.  

h. Rules for the ascetic practice in the sutra altar: Anyone who applies for ascetic 

practice in the sutra altar must follows nine rules. Ascetic practice in the sutra 

altar is opened to both lay and monastic Buddhists.  

i. Rules for ascetic practice of not eating, not sleeping and not talking: There are 

eight rules that an ascetic must follow.    

 

Punishment: 

The rules in the first section of The Common Regulations of the Monastic  

Community were set up and written by the old Chan master, so he did indicate the 

punishment for offense of each rule. For the rest sections, there is no indication on 
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types of punishments for offenses. Although the old Chan master indicated the 

punishments for offenses on rules of first section, he still gave those who are on the 

supervising positions the authority to decide and carry out the punishment. Basically, 

there are six types of punishment: solitary confinement in the repentance room39, 

disrobe40, no allowance for one to six months, no leave can be granted for one to six 

months, repent according to The Great Repentance Before The Eighty-eight Buddha, 

and forbidden to go out of the monastery or talk to others. The monastery will also 

inform all members during monthly conference about who should and will receive 

punishments due to his or her offense.         

 

2.9 Monastic Economy 

Types of incomes: 

 C.F.S. has sixteen branches in Taiwan and three branches overseas under its 

direct control. Monasteries built by the old Chan master’s disciples are managed by 

themselves independently, so they only have affiliated relationship with C.F.S., and it 

has no authority in running these affiliated monasteries. Besides these branch 

temples, C.F.S. has a radio station, a profitable enterprise, and other non-profit 

foundations. Each branch temple, affiliated monasteries, radio station, the profitable 

enterprise, and non-profit foundations of C.F.S. has their own financial system 

                                                      
39

 The punishment is named as “bu gong zhu 不共住” in Chinese, and its literary meaning is 

prohibition to live with the community. In The Common Regulations of the Monastic Community, the 
old Chan master foot noted that it is a punishment of solitary confinement in the repentance room. In 
Protimoksa Sutra of Dharmagupta School, the most serious punishment of the root precept (offenses 
of prajika-dharma) is also “bu gong zhu” in Chinese. However, “bu gong zhu” is expulsion from the 
monastic community for life in here. Expulsion from the community basically means one has to 
disrobe, and can never become a monk or a nun again. The rule number seven in the first section of 
The Common Regulations of the Monastic Community indicated that the punishment of any sangha 
member who violates the basic or root precept (prajika-dharma) is solitary confinement in the 
repentance room (bu gong zhu). This is different from Pratimoksa Sutra of Dharmagupta School’s 
punishment on most serious offense.  
40

 It was written as “chien-dan 遷單” in Chinese, and it also has the meaning of expulsion from the 

monastic community. It is the punishment of most serious offense.  
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separately from the main temple. There are different types of income which support 

these institutions. 

 

Donation from pilgrims:  

A few larger temples of C.F.S. have tourists or visitors in a daily base. Most of 

these visitors are not lay supporters of C.F.S. Sometimes, tourist guides will bring his 

or her tourist group to visit the main temple. Some of these visitors will make 

donations to the monastery, or purchase things at the bookstore. 

 

Donation from lay supporters:  

Each temple has its own supporting lay group, if a lay Buddhist joins the lay 

supporting group of the temple, he or she will donate a certain amount of money in 

a yearly base. Donation can be in any forms. Some of the lay supporters would 

donate things that the temples need, for example, some lay supporters donate 

vegetables and fruits from their own cultivation. Most of these lay supporters are lay 

disciples of the old Chan master; they are less likely to be lay Buddhists of other 

monasteries. 

 

Fund raising:  

There will be a food and market fair organized by C.F.S. in order to raise money 

every year. In addition to the fair, different things donated by the lay supporters or 

food made by the monasteries are sold in the temple in order to raise some extra 

fund. 

 

Investment:   

    One of C.F.S.’ branch temples in Kaohsiung was built with the old Chan master’s 
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personal savings and investments. According to him, he earned most of his saving by 

investing stocks while he was serving in the military.41 The old Chan master is the 

one who can decide whether the monastery should invest with its own fund or not.  

 

Ancestral ash altar and tablet hall: 

 All temples of C.F.S. have their own ancestral tablet halls, and a few of them 

have ancestral ash altars. People can pay for a space in the ancestral ash alter or 

tablet hall for their ancestors’ ash or tablets, and the cost ranges from about $1000 

to $3000 dollars for each space. Both ancestral ash altar and tablet hall generate 

quite a large amount of fund for these temples. 

 

Private ritual services:  

 Lay supporters or even the sangha members themselves can ask the monastery 

to do ritual services for them. Ritual services can be classified into two types: to 

generate merits or avert from disaster and misfortune and ritual services for the 

dead. Depending on the type of Buddhist ritual, the cost is different, too. For 

instance, the Buddhist tantric ritual of feeding the hungry ghost (yien-ko 燄口) takes 

about four hours, and the cost for that ritual is around $3000 dollars. Having a 

Buddhist ritual outside of the temple will cost more than having it inside of the 

temple. In overall, the cost of the Buddhist rituals ranges from around $300 to $6000 

dollars. Buddhist ritual services are, indeed, the major monthly source of income of 

all temples of C.F.S.  

 

 

                                                      
41

 Zhou Zun Hong 卓遵宏: The Interview Transcription of Taiwanese Buddhists (Taiwan Fuo Jiao Re Wu 

Fang Tan 臺灣佛教人物訪談), 2007.  
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Ancient Indian Tantric ritual services:   

 The main temple of C.F.S. is the only monastery in Taiwan that is of Chan lineage 

but having a Tantric altar in it. The old Chan master also practices ancient Indian 

Tantrism, and he established International Association of Ancient Indian Tantrism and 

Chan Buddhism in 2005.42 Before the establishment, he taught some of his disciples 

the practices of ancient Indian Tantrism. There is a bhikshuni vijra master in the main 

temple now, and she is responsible to do ancient Indian ritual services for people 

who ask for it. There are different kinds of ancient Indian Tantric ritual service, and 

the cost for each type is different, too. For example, a special kind of service for the 

dead is leading the dead to a possible better rebirth.43 This type of ancient Indian 

Tantric ritual costs about $1500 dollars. Only the main temple of C.F.S. has Tantric 

altar and Vijra master, so only the main temple has the income from ancient Indian 

Tantric ritual services.  

 

Dharma ceremonies:  

 Each temple of C.F.S. has its own scheduled dharma ceremonies every year. 

During the ceremonies, people will donate money to support the temple. The 

donation from dharma ceremonies is a type of fixed income for the temple, but the 

amount of donation differs each year.   

 

Donation from relatives of sangha members and themselves:  

 Sometimes, when one decides to join the Order, his or her relatives will also 

become supporters of the monastery, too. Many of the sangha members’ relatives 

                                                      
42

 It was said by the old Chan master that the difference from ancient Indian Tantrism and other 
esoteric practices was that the first originated from Vairocana (pi-lu zhe-na 毗盧遮那佛), and it was 

the old type of Tantrism. The information is from the internet resource of C.F.S.: 
http://www.chiefsun.org.tw/family/01_about/01_detail.php?Md=4&Ld=57&Id=103, 2010/09/12.  
43

 It is called zhon yin shen yin du 中陰生引渡 in Chinese.  

http://www.chiefsun.org.tw/family/01_about/01_detail.php?Md=4&Ld=57&Id=103
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become lay supporters of C.F.S. They might not have any religious belief before, be 

supporters of another monastery, or have another religious belief. Under the 

influence of their sangha relatives, they also join the supporting group of C.F.S. In 

addition to that, many sangha members donate a lot of money from their own 

savings. For instance, the electronic water heating system was donated by a 

bhikshuni of the main temple. During dharma ceremonies, sangha members will also 

donate money in order to generate merits for their ancestors or relatives.  
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Chapter Three: Different Perspectives on Kin Relations of Monks 

and Nuns 

 In Fan Tsung’s study, there was about two third of her informants remained 

close tie with their lay families, some of them chose to have no contact with friends 

or families due to religious reasons and some of them wanted to be close to their 

families but being refused.44 There are different reasons that the family members 

are willing to remain or not to remain a close tie with another monastic relative. 

Whether monks or nuns get along with their families before entering the monastery 

is important in affecting their future relationships after becoming monks or nuns. On 

the other hand, our social ethics and values also play a part in affecting people’s 

attitude toward the act of joining the Buddhist order, and that will also, indirectly, 

affect the relationship between monastic members and lay families. Monks and nuns 

have long been criticized of violating Chinese social ethics and values because their 

choice of celibacy, leaving lay families and secular world. Unlike Sherpas society or 

Thai society which Buddhism is their state belief, most of people in Han society do 

hold some negative stereotypical views about Buddhist monks and nuns, and their 

extrafamilial alternatives45. Like social ethics and values despite being positive or 

negative, these stereotypical views on Buddhist renunciation change over time, but 

there are always some biases which have remained for thousands of years.    

 

3.1 Social Perspectives on Extrafamilial Alternative: 

Taiwanese kinship system, like other Han societies, is patrilineal in descent and  

virilocal in residence. It has not changed for more than five thousand years. There 

                                                      
44

 Fan Tsung Shiu-kuen: Moms, Nuns and Hookers,1986. 
45

 This term was used in Fan Tsung Shiu-kuen’s thesis indicating women who chose to stay outside of 
the family system. In another word, they deny their roles of being a wife and mother.  
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have been some changes in our social ethics, values, institutions and others 

throughout time. However, patrilineal bias of family remains without being affected 

by all kinds of social reforms.46 For example, Chinese people still take their father’s 

surname, and married women still have to leave the family and moved into their 

husbands’ residences in general.47 Social expectations for the roles of men and 

women do not change much, too. Most people choose to be part of the normal 

patrilineal family system. A man should be a child to his parents when he is young, a 

husband to his wife after he marries and a father to his child. On contrary, woman 

has been seemed as a properties but not persons in the old time. Women belong to 

their fathers when they were kids, belong to their husbands after married, and 

depending on their sons when they get old. They do not have rights to make their life 

choices. Although the difference, both men and women are expected to their own 

families through the marriage system in order to continue the patrilineal lineage for 

their patrilineal families. Women have to marry. Being single is like people who 

choose another extrafamilial alternative; these people also stay outside of the family 

system. In most of time, people have more negative views toward people who stay 

outside of normal family system. For instance, a nun is always being suspected of 

being rejected by man or natal family, having a bad temper or weir personality, 

having a broken marriage, or having being hurt from love relationship. People do not 

believe that a woman would make an extrafamilial choice unless for the reasons 

above. Even a monk can be suspected of having an unhappy secular life, so that 

makes them want to stay away from the secular world. Furthermore, Buddhist monks 

and nuns had already been attacked by scholars when Buddhism was first introduced 

to China. There was an example of anti-Buddhist propagandas during The Southern 
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Dynasties (502-557). Such a criticism still exists today. Hsun Chi (荀濟)48 was a 

contemporary of Emperor Wu of the Liang Dynasty (502-557); he accused monks and 

nuns of being parasites because they did not work for their own living, and their 

refusal to marry caused the country having less man power.49 Until today, monks 

and nuns are seemed to have no economical production because they do not work 

and only rely on lay supporters.  

Out of all these criticisms, the most serious crime that a monk or nun has 

committed is leaving their families. It is believed as an anti-family and anti-social 

concept. When one leaves the family and enters the monastic order, it means that he 

also leaves the traditional family system. Especially for males, if he does not produce 

any descendants for his family, he is cutting off the family line unless he has other 

male siblings. Filial piety is the most important virtue of Chinese society. Not 

producing any descendant is the most serious accusation of not fulfilling obligations 

of filial piety. According to The Canon of Filial Piety, Master Mencius had said, “There 

were three items of the crimes of being not filial. The most important one was having 

no son”.50 Personally, I believe those Chinese parents not only afraid of not having 

descendants to take care of them when they get old but also having no one to 

sacrifice them and their ancestors after death. Therefore, having no one to continue 

sacrificing ancestors is more serious than not being cared. Women do not have the 

duty to continue their father’s family line. They will have the filial duties to continue 

the lineages of their husbands’ families after they marry. Because of this concern, 

there were some regulations established by monasteries on possible novice 

candidate as early as in Sung Dynasty (960-1279) to prevent any accusation and 

                                                      
48

 Hsun Chi wrote a memorial entitled Lun-fo-chiao-piao (論佛教表 A Memorial Discussing Buddhism) 

to against Buddhism in his time.  
49

 Chen, 1964, pp. 143. 
50

 Lee, 1977, pp.62-63.  
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criticism on Buddhism. Chen mentioned about the processes of a prospective 

candidate seeking to join the monastic community in Sung Dynasty (960-1279).51 In 

addition to the processes, there were five conditions that a prospective applicant 

would be turned down by the monastery52:  

1. if the male prospective candidate was under the age of nineteen and the 

female prospective candidate was under the age of fourteen; 

2. if the man had joined the monastic community once before but returned to 

lay life53; 

3. if the man had committed some crime; 

4. if the man had escaped from the justice; 

5. if no adult sons or grandsons was within the male prospect candidate’s 

family. 

Getting parental permission was necessary requirement for prospect candidate to 

enter the monastic community. In today’s society, most of the monasteries in Taiwan 

will ask for parental permissions from people who want to join the monastic 

community. Some monasteries even need a written permission from prospect 

candidates’ parents in order to avoid any legal problems. The last condition set by 

the monasteries of Sung Dynasty (960-1279) was clearly a solution in against to 

criticisms of being anti-family and anti-social. Moreover, During the Ching Dynasty 

(1644-1911), the government had set laws to forbid woman under the age of forty to 

become nuns, and the only exceptions were for those disabled young women who 

were homeless because it was immoral to have no family, and the government did 
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 Chen, 1964, pp.245. 
52

 Chen, 1964, pp.245. 
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 The condition here is stricter than precepts in the Vinaya because a man is allowed to join the 
monastic community for several times.  
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not believe young women were able to keep life of celibacy.54 

Even for some monks and nuns who have married before, and have children to 

continue their family line, leaving the family to pursue religious life is still not 

encouraged by the society. Buddha Gautama had been accused by the followers of 

Brahmins and Brahmins in his time, too. Wijayaratna quoted a passage from Pali 

Vinaya to point out people’s criticism on the Buddha55:  

At that time, sons of well-known and distinguished families from the  

country of Magadha were practicing the religious life under the guidance 

of the Blessed One. This upset and angered people: “He is on a path  

which takes away (people’s) children, the monk Gotama. He is on a  

path which makes widows, the monk Gotama. He is on a path which  

destroys families, the monk Gotama…      (Vin I 43) 

Buddha Gautama was resented strongly by opponents because his religious path had 

been seemed to destroy marriages and family lives of young followers.56 Not only 

male were allowed to join the community but also females. Women were allowed 

only when they got permission from their parents and husbands.57 Although nuns 

the Buddha’s time got their permissions to follow his path, still, opponents of 

Buddhism believed that they were guilty of leaving their families behind. Being nuns 

violated social expectations of the roles of a daughter, a wife and a mother. Like 

Indian society, Chinese society has strong familism. Becoming a monk or a nun is still 

not a normal choice even if the person has been married before.  

 Only in few conditions that joining a monastic order will be encouraged, and 

sometimes praised: when a woman was widowed or lost the support of her husband 
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 Fan Tsung, 1986, pp.167-168. 
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 Wijayaratna, 1990, pp.90.  
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and child, when she finds no possible candidate to marry, when she is physically 

disabled or when she lost her marriage; It is expected people with the these 

conditions are more likely to have motivations to join the monastic order, and are 

more likely to be accepted by people of having an extrafamilial alternative. Women 

are sometimes praised to choose this alternative because that keeps their chastity. 

This is more important than being outside of family system in Chinese society. If a 

widowed woman enters the monastery, she is believed of showing her loyalty to her 

dead husband. Thus, many filial sons would build Buddhist temples for their retiring 

widowed mother to spend their rest of life.  

 

3.2 What might affect kin relations of monks and nuns? 

 There are several causes that could affect the relationship between monks and 

nuns with their lay families. These possible causes might also affect lay families’ 

willingness in supporting their monk or nun relatives.  

 

Social and personal attitudes toward Buddhist renunciation 

 The attitudes of a monk’s or a nun’s family members toward his or her religious 

choice plays an important role in affecting their future relationship. If the monk or 

nun have his or her family’s permission and bless in joining the monastic order, they 

are more likely to have good relationship. Usually, it depends on the religious belief 

of the family members. Buddhist relatives are more likely to be happy seeing other 

relatives becoming monks and nuns. In many cases, if lay relatives of monks and nuns 

have Buddhist belief, they might also become lay supporters of the monastery where 

their monk or nun relatives join. They will visit the monastery more often than others 

to attend Buddhist activities or visit their relatives in the monastery. Therefore, 

Buddhist family members will have a closer relationship with their sangha relatives, 
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and they also have more chances to see each other on a regular base. However, this 

is not always the case because some Buddhist parents are unwilling to let their child 

becoming a monk or nun for reasons. In my research results, religious belief of the 

families of a monk or a nun is not most important in affecting the relationship 

between the two. I will talk about that in more details later. 

 Some families are not strongly against such an extrafimilial alternative, but they 

are afraid of social gossips about their family members in becoming monks or nuns. 

They are afraid how people see them, thus therefore, they will stand against another 

family member’s choice of becoming a monk or a nun to prevent gossips. The 

shameful feeling of these people is caused by social norms and values, and at the 

same time, people are affected by these norms and values, too. Most of people will 

follow social norms and values unless they have different perceptions due to their 

own beliefs and interests. Shameful family members are more likely to avoid seeing 

their monk or nun relatives. This is like someone in the family committed adultery, 

and they are afraid of opening this matter to others. There is a lower chance that this 

group of family members would support or keep close relationship with their sangha 

relatives.  

 

Motivation of renunciation: solving family’s economical problems  

In Welch’s study, he mentioned that about 75% of monks in China became monks 

for nonreligious reasons.58 Many of these monks were from poor families. Therefore, 

sending kids to the monastery could help solving family’s economical problems. In 

Sherpas society, sending kids to the monastery also helped solving family’s problem 

of property division among kids.59 Wealthy Sherpas families did not have that 
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problem because they would have enough lands and properties equally giving to 

their descendants. Only families in Sherpas society which they held small piece of 

land had problems of property division because if they divide their small piece of 

land and properties in equal division to each child, it would not be enough to support 

each child60. Both Chinese families and Sherpas families sent their children to 

monasteries in order to solve economical problems. The difference between the two 

was that Sherpas families had the responsibilities to support the living costs of their 

monk sons.61 In Chinese monastic tradition, monasteries will provide four kinds of 

supports to their members; these are food, clothing and bedding, medical care. Of 

course, not every monastery provides all kinds of support. Unlike Chinese monastic 

system, monasteries in Sherpas society required their sangha members’ lay families 

to pay for their living costs.62 Furthermore, the relationship between monks and 

their families were mostly close and dependent. The lay families relied on monk 

children to generate merit for the family and the monks needed their financial 

supports in return. I am not sure how willingly a family would support their daughter 

being a nun because women in Tibetan Buddhism tradition have a lower status 

comparing to men. I had met two Western nuns in 2009, and I knew from them that 

some Tibetan monasteries in India would ask the members to pay some fees for 

accommodation and food every month. Nuns who want to reside in that monastery 

needs to pay, and the amount is about forty dollars in my informant’s monastery. The 

American nun told me that she had to work for six month every three years in her 

hometown in order to save enough money to pay her three-year-study in a Tibetan 

monastery in India. Not every Tibetan monastery requires members to pay fees, but 

it is for sure that almost all Tibetan monasteries do not provide medical supports for 
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their members, though, the exact number and percentage needs further research.  

In Sherpas society, family members had to support and would keep a close 

relationship with their monk relatives because of their religious beliefs. In Chinese 

case, if those monks joined the monasteries because the family was too poor, then 

their families could not afford to support them. The monk might be close to their 

family emotional, but I think that is only when the family lives close to the monastery. 

If the family lives far away, the chance for monks to meet their relatives is much 

lower. 

 

Motivation of renunciation: running away from the family and unpleasant life 

experiences  

 As I mentioned before, 75% of Welch’s informants joined the monasteries for 

nonreligious reasons. Most of them wanted to escape from the secular world. Similar 

information provided by Spiro that the majority of Burmese monks entered monastic 

life to escape a harsh life.63 In Fan Tsung’s research, many nuns joined the monastic 

communities because of their suffering in their families or marriages.64 It is very 

unusual for a woman to abandon dependent children to join a monastic community, 

and if they do, they often feel guilty about their abandonment.65 Nuns who abandon 

their dependent children must have a suffering life, so they want to escape from the 

family. Some argues, it is easier for men to separate his relationships with either his 

natal or married families. On the other hand, there are also many cases about 

mothers abandoning their children to become nuns when there is no family problem. 

She escapes because she is not satisfied with her life. It happens to one of my 

informants. Most of my informants ran away from their problematic marriage 
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although they would not admit it, and one of them ran away from both her natal and 

married families. Monks and nuns who ran away from natal or growing families 

always have life-long family problems that they cannot solve. There are two types of 

kin relations among this group of monks and nuns. Either they still have contact with 

their families or they do not have any contact because of their bitter memories. For 

the latter category, there will be no contact or no continuing relationship between 

the monk or nun and their families.  

There was a case in Li’s research66 which was similar to one of my informants.67 

Zhi-ni (1969~) was the eldest child in her family. She had to help out all family chores 

since she was a kid, and raised the family after she worked. She gave most of her 

salary to her mother every month. She had a tough life before becoming a nun, so 

that might be the reason why she wanted to join the monastic community. Her 

parents were furious about Zhi-ni’s decision because they wanted her to help out 

family’s finance. Even though she got her family’s understanding many years after, 

she seemed to have very few contact with her family after she became a nun at age 

of twenty-six. Zhi-ni chose not to be too close with her natal family because that was 

the place she wanted to stay away from. In Zhi-ni and some other cases, they 

violated Buddhist precepts and some individual monastic regulations. According to 

the Vinaya, a woman is not allowed to join the monastic order without her parents’ 

and husband’s permissions.68 On the contrary, a man only needs his parents’ 

approval but not his wife’s in the Vinaya. Despite all these, society’s negative views 

and criticisms of Buddhist renunciation could be caused partly by these violations.  

Another example was my own experience on the train. I met a lady on the train, 
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 Yu-Chen Li’s “The Mother-Daughter Complex: Gender Identity and Subjectivity of Taiwanese Nuns” 
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and she told me that her mother was also a nun. Her mother entered a quite famous 

monastery in Hualian. The lady told me that she and her other siblings could not find 

her mother, and her mother had not contacted them for a while. She tried to call the 

monastery, but they said that her mother had left and the monastery did not know 

where she went. I asked her further why her mother would try to avoid having 

contact with her own children, she told me about the problems of her younger 

brother. The lady’s younger brother was furious about her mother’s decision of 

becoming a nun because he thought that his mother should stay home and help him 

out in his married family. He had a bad temper and unstable mood. I was not sure 

whether the information from the lady was true or not, but I just had to listen. The 

lady asked me if there was a way to find her mother. Personally, I did not think that 

her mother wanted to be found. If the story was real, then the nun mother must 

suffer from her lay life a lot, and she might have a bad relationship with her children 

because she refused to contact any of them. She just disappeared. It is a typical 

example of someone becoming a nun in order to run away from problematic lay life.   

 

Blood relation 

 Among all cases in Fan Tsung’s study, there were two kinds of attitude of nuns 

toward the relationships with family and kin: first, “relatives are always relatives, no 

matter what happens”; and second, “we’re people who have left out families; 

relatives are no longer important to us.” 69 Two kinds of response can also be heard 

among monks and lay family members. Although it is true that Buddhism sees family 

attachment is an obstacle in blocking one’s way to enlightenment because it is hard 

to leave one’s family both physically and emotionally, Buddha Gautama never set the 

rule to prohibit a monk or a nun maintaining necessary relationship with their 
                                                      
69
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families. It is encouraged for a monk or a nun to help their parents out if they need. I 

will talk about that later in discussions of filial piety. Only very few monks and nuns 

would go to the extreme in avoiding contact with or being found by their families. 

Many family members support their monk or nun relatives because they also believe 

that relatives are always relatives. Blood relationship is not something one can just 

ignore, especially in a society where familism is strong. There is the belief that if one 

becomes a monk or a nun, he or she will forget the family, too. Of course, we know 

from real cases that it is not always true. Some family members, monks and nuns 

who believed that blood relationship is important are more likely to keep their 

relationships with their families or relatives in the monasteries despites their 

religious beliefs, social ethics and values, personal values and other factors.  

 

3.3 Kin Relations of Nuns in Fan Tsung’s research70  

Fang Tsung believed that loners in the monasteries relied more heavily on their 

relatives, and most of nuns still kept a relationship with their family and kin after 

entering the monasteries because as females, they were taught to look for security 

and help from family and kin. Nuns were able to manipulate the quantity and quality 

of relationships with both outside and relatives because they were not like being at 

homes that they had to keep certain closeness to other kin. About two-third of her 

nun informants maintain contacts with relatives. Many of these people received a 

regular or less regular financial supports from their relatives. Another one-third of 

her samples contacted their relatives rarely; among them, some avoided any contact 

with relatives actively and some nuns wanted to keep contact with relatives, but later 

lost their contact unwittingly or reluctantly. This category of nuns had bad 

experiences with their relatives, so they did not want further contact. Religious 
                                                      
70
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ideology of detachment from the family became their reasonable excuses. Becoming 

a nun gave them more freedom to detach themselves from unwanted ties.71 In old 

time, becoming a nun might be more acceptable by the villagers than getting a 

divorce. In overall, half of the nuns got some financial supports from their relatives, 

and their family’s contribution helped them a lot. Nuns who had to rely on the 

monastery suffered from material deprivation, and they could not afford medical 

expenses even if they needed. Fan Tsung suspected that the loners had the most 

regrets in their monastic lives because they were not happy. In response to Fan 

Tsung’s argument on that, it did not happen to my informants. Whether loners 

regretted of being a monk or nun is unsure, but unhappy monks and nuns for sure 

will have more regrets than happy ones. Another interesting finding of Fan Tsung was 

that one out of every four nuns in her sample was little-daughter-in-law.72 They 

were adopted at the time when adoption was popular among Taiwanese society.   

 

3.4 Substitutions of Family and Kin in the Monastery 

 Theoretically, one has to leave their family in order to join a monastic 

community. At the time when someone decides to cultivate their Buddhist path in 

the monastery, he or she should put his or her attachments to their families aside. 

Not every monk and nun leaves their family to be a monk or a nun. Many monks and 

nuns join the monastic community which is built by his or her own lay family. Within 

such private-owned monastic community, all family members still live with each 

other even after being tonsured, and the monastery is like a family business to them. 

Chinese monastery, in particular, reconstructs another family system within the 

monastic community. An obvious evidence of this is pseudo-kinship terms used by 
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monks and nuns in the monasteries. Usage of pseudo-kinship terms by monks and 

nuns in Chinese monasteries will be discussed further in chapter four. Monks and 

nuns are not allowed to engage in sexual activity, and it is strongly prohibited by 

Buddhist precepts, so they will have no descendants of their own unless they 

married before. Thus, some nuns will tonsure their own disciples to be substitute 

children.73 We talked about women being taught by the society to seek security 

from their relatives, and nuns also seek for that security within the monastery, too. 

The best way to solve the fear of insecurity would be having tonsure disciples. Monks 

and nuns cannot rely fully on the care from the monastery, but they can rely on their 

tonsure disciples as their own children. In Fan Tsung’s samples, nuns’ ideal 

relationship of mother and child was substituted by master and disciple 

relationship.74 It is unsure whether monks seek for that kind of substitution or not, 

but I am sure that they will be cared when they get old and sick if they have tonsure 

disciples. In addition, both monks and nuns are happy and proud to have as many 

tonsure disciples as they can like lay people bearing many children.75 Furthermore, 

nuns are very protective to their own disciples like mother in protecting their own 

children, and in return, a good disciple is like a filial child in which she fulfills her filial 

obligations to her master.76 Like Chinese ideology of filial piety, not only taking care 

of the live parents is important but also sacrificing dead parents and ancestors. 

Because ancestral sacrifice is so important to Chinese people, so having a male 

descendant to continue such a doing is also important. Unless they have been 

married with children before, most monks and nuns do not have child sacrificing 

them after death. In this case, pseudo- or quasi- ancestral line will solve the problem: 
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Such nun often created their own quasi-ancestral line by treating  

former nuns from the same temple as ancestors, raising tablets to  

them as an altar, and worshipping them in much the same way as  

the family did its real ancestors. In turn, of course, the nuns could  

hope to be similarly worshipped by those who were to come after 

them.77  

Similar quasi-ancestral line can also be found in popular vegetarian halls in Hong 

Kong, too.78 The purpose for creating pseudo-kinship is to impose social and family 

rules upon a less familiar relationship, and monks and nuns within the system have 

to follow rules according to family values and ethics.79 In addition to that purpose, 

pseudo-kinship relationship within the monastery serves for two more functions. 

First is that it solves the problem of the lack of welfare that a monastery should 

provide to its members. When a monk or a nun is sick, the sick should be the 

responsibility of the whole monastic community but not only their disciples. However, 

if a monk or nun has disciples, then the responsibility of the monastery would be 

transferred to the monk’s or the nun’s disciples. Second, some monks and nuns are 

actively or reluctantly having no contact with their relatives. Therefore, establishing 

another pseudo-kin relation helps substituting that relationship. Sometimes, when a 

person is so used to a social system since the time of birth, the person tends to 

recreate a duplicate system within a newly created institution with or without 

intentional purposes. For instance, when someone talks about a “temple” of 

different religion in another country that we have never been to, or have no 

knowledge about, what comes up in our mind could be a picture similar to temples in 

Taiwan because we are familiar to that. One of a very clear example will be pseudo- 
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ancestral line existed in the monastic sacrifice rituals. People reconstructed another 

family within the monastic system based on what they are taught about family by 

social guidelines, and they reconstructed a very similar family system of their own 

within the monastery because that is the only cultural pattern they know about 

family.  

 

3.5 Why need helps?  

 From the media or stereotypical beliefs, people assume that monastic life is 

easy and comfortable.80 It is true for some monks and nuns with large donations, 

and comparing to labor pay, conducting private Buddhist rituals can earn more 

money than doing a regular labor. In addition, it does not require heavy labor forces. 

It is the most obvious reason for people’s sarcasm on monks and nuns. However, this 

is not true for all monks and nuns. Some monastery might have a large income from 

lay supporters’ donations, but only those who are on top of the managing structure 

are able to use that money with their own free wills. Most of monks and nuns, like 

Fan Tsung’s nun informants, receive a very small amount of allowance from the 

monasteries.81 Many relatives believe that their monk and nun relatives will be 

taken care by the monastic institution since they have left home, and they are less 

obligated to support them.82 In reality, many Taiwanese monasteries do not provide 

medical services or helps for their members, so they have to pay for their own 

medical expenses. Moreover, some monks and nuns are anxious about needing 

medical helps one day; they also feel insecure and anxious about their lives. Actually, 

caring for the sick member in the monastery is everyone’s responsibility within the 
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monastic community. According to Dharmaguptaka Vinaya, not visiting or not taking 

care of another sick member was against to the precept.83 The Buddha ordered his 

disciples to take good care of a sick member, and the monastic community should try 

their best to fulfill whatever the sick member needed especially when the member 

was dying; if a sick monk was filled with hatred at the time of death, he would get a 

bad rebirth.84 When a monastic member was sick, someone should be appointed to 

take care of that member, and if there was not enough medicine, the care taker 

should help finding a layperson to donate medicine, but if the care taker could not 

find someone to donate, then he could take things from the monastic community or 

even use the donations that people offered to the Buddha.85 However, if the care 

taker still could not get whatever the sick member needed from the above methods, 

then he could sell the Buddha’s material property such as umbrella.86 Therefore, we 

knew that the Buddha cared about sick members from Buddhist doctrines. Ideology 

was not the reality found by many researchers. From Fan Tsung’s observations, she 

saw nuns lacked of material resources, they were emotionally insecure, and had low 

social esteems. Therefore, monastic life is not as pleasant as what people might think. 

Some monks and nuns realized that only after they entered the monasteries. If a 

monk or nun donates a large amount of money to the monasteries they join, then 

they can be exempted from doing heavy monastic chores. If one entered the 

monastery at an old age, in some cases, they would only be accepted if they make 

large donations because they do not have any labor values for the monasteries. As a 

social institution, the monastery provides less security and care than a normal 
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household, and both monks and nuns are fully aware of that fact.87 In C.F.S., the 

allowance of a monk or nun is for paying daily material needs and some medical 

expenses other than room and food. The amount of money given by the monastery 

monthly is not sufficient to cover both labor and private insurance. A member cannot 

receive any private donation from other lay supporters except their relatives, so they 

do need some financial supports from their relatives. Of course, they can choose to 

live a poor monastic life, but most of their relatives would give some helps to them.    

 

3.6 Social Changes    

 Before at the time when transportation and other technologies were not 

convenient to people, keeping a relationship with another person is not that easy 

compare to now. People keep their contacts through writing letters. In today’s society, 

transportation and technology are convenient, and keeping contact with someone is 

less time consuming. Geographical distance sometimes blocks the opportunity for a 

monk or a nun to contact their relatives. Unlike in the Buddha’s time when the 

monastic community moved from place to place, the monastic community has 

gradually settled down in fixed locations, and we call these fixed locations 

monasteries. Having a fixed residence makes it easier for monks and nuns to have 

routine contacts with their relatives, and the relatives are able to visit these monks 

and nuns at the monasteries, too. Even though monks and nuns do not have to travel 

around like in the Buddha’s time, geographical distance can still be a problem for 

some monks and nuns in keeping contacts with their relatives. Especially in China, a 

monk can travel far away from his hometown to join a monastic community. 

Moreover, he would travel around monastery to monastery, too. Thus, even the 

monk is financially well-off, still, it is not easy for him to keep close contact with his 
                                                      
87

 Fan Tsung, 1986, pp.348.  
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relatives. Improvement of technology changes our relationships with people in some 

ways. I am not saying it is a positive change or not because it really depends.  

 Over time, there are many social and political reforms to bring equality between  

man and woman. There are changes in marriage and family in which the role of 

woman changes. Women have higher education and better chance to higher 

education. In work field, women are given more chances to get a better job and 

position today. These opportunities increase women’s incomes, so they no longer see 

marriage as the only meal ticket.88 Social reform movement took place in the Qing 

Dynasty (1636-1912); the Taiping Rebellion struggled to seek gender equality, to 

bolster new position to woman, to make marriage a personal choice and to abolish 

ancestor worship and other religious elements.89 When Communists took over China, 

large ancestral sacrifice at a lineage level was prohibited.90 Ancestral worship is like 

other types of religious sacrifice, and family ancestral worship had also been attacked 

later. Familism was no longer a strong social ideology in Communist government, and 

divorce was easier to obtain.91 Political change in China brought some changes to 

religious systems, too. Although religions were attacked by the Communist 

government, still, they allowed some religious institutions to continue running under 

proper guidance. Many monasteries relied heavily on conducting private Buddhist 

rituals, especially those hereditary temples. If public large scale ancestral worship 

was no longer allowed, it first attacked economical income of some monasteries at 

that time. The situation gets better now, and people have more freedom to conduct 

religious rituals in China now. In Taiwan, political change also brought some changes 

to Chinese Buddhist institutions. In colonial time, Japanese Buddhism was introduced 
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to Taiwan. Japanese monastic system differs greatly from the Chinese one. Japanese 

monks are allowed to marry and have child. The whole point of their marriage is for 

monks having heirs to inherit their temples. These temples are mostly hereditary 

with blood relations. There was once that Buddhist Association of Republic of China 

wanted to allow monks to marry. If this proposal had passed at that time, the kin 

relations of monks and nuns would be far more complex. There were more social and 

political changes that brought changes to Buddhist monasteries, but I want to discuss 

changes that might affect the relationships between monks or nuns and their 

relatives.  

Changes of social values and ethics are very important to monks and nuns. More 

parents are willing to respect their children’s life choice. The privilege backgrounds of 

monks and nuns help improve their social and religious status. Many people now 

understand that entering the monastic system is for religious pursues but not 

escaping from problems in secular world. Education improvement of monks and nuns 

also upgrade their social status; more and more monks and nuns hold higher 

educational degrees than before, and most of nuns are no longer illiterate as samples 

in Fan Tsung’s research.92 Because women have more freedom to make decisions of 

how they want to live, and they are more independent economically, extrafamiliar 

alternative is not as strange as before although it is still not fully understood by the 

society. People now focus more on individuality than before, so family burdens no 

longer play an important role in blocking one to reach his or her goal. In the past 

forty years, many large Buddhist monasteries such as Fo Guang Shan, Dharma Drum 

Monastery and other monasteries expanded in a rapid speed.93 These monasteries 

found all the ways to increase social status of monks and nuns by sending them to 
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 Fan Tsung, 1986.  
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study for higher degree. Many monks and nuns got their PhD degrees and have 

teaching positions in the university. All these give people a very different picture 

about monks and nuns. Moreover, monastic life is not a mystery now because of the 

booming expansion of religious institutions and religious activities for lay supporters 

today. In Fo Guang Shan Monastery, they invite the parents of its members to visit 

their children twice a year. Parents of monks and nuns are addressed as in-laws of Fo 

Guang Shan. Traditional belief that when one leaves the family and enter a 

monastery, he and she is cutting off relationship with kin forever has been changed. 

Furthermore, nuns have higher religious status and more influences on religion and 

society than before, too. Venerable Cheng Yen of Buddhist Compassion Relief Tzu Chi 

Foundation is a good example. Some stereotypical views about extrafamiliar 

alternatives still remain, and not everyone accepts these changes, but we do see 

some differences over these years.  

 

3.7 Filial Piety 

One of the most important virtues that Confucius taught is filial piety. According 

to Confucius, “filial piety is the basis of virtue and the source of culture…94” In 

general, filial piety is the proper attitude toward one’s parents. Because filial piety is 

the root of virtue95, so it is also the root of morality in Chinese society.96 

Confucianism and Buddhism have different views on what are proper attitudes 

toward parents. In addition, there are some differences between the definitions of 

filial piety by Confucianism and Buddhism. Furthermore, ways to fulfill filial piety are 

very different between the two philosophies, too. From Paul Chao’s work, I found 

                                                      
94

 Classic of Filial Piety, chapter I: The General Theme 
95

 see Legge’s translation of Classic of Filial, chapter one.  
96

 Chao, 1983, pp.82. 
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that the definition of filial piety is really cultural based.97 The virtue of filial piety is 

not exclusive to Chinese society, but other cultures do not use the term filial piety as 

much as the Chinese does. In different cultures and religions, they all have their own 

expressions of filial piety. For instance, Egyptian has an annual reunion tradition with 

the deceases relatives, and offerings will be made at tomb; during the reunion, 

Egyptians will talk to their deceases relatives like they were still alive.98 Egyptian’s 

way of being filial is very different from Chinese filial children of being obedient and 

respectful. In some cultures, they also have tradition of sacrificing deceased99 or god 

on the behalf of the father, and I think that such an ideology is patrilineal in their 

definitions.100 Romans, Semitic people, Islam, Christianity and Judaism all have 

different ideologies of filial piety.101    

Extrafamiliar alternatives such as entering a monastery not only violate social 

order, values and ethics but also against the Chinese central virtue of filial piety. 

Being unfilial is the most serious accusation from the society to Buddhist philosophy, 

monks and nuns. Many parents are unwilling to let their children to join a monastic 

community because they are afraid of being neglected when they get sick and old, 

especially sons. Even if they need not to depend on their children at the old age, they 

still need to depend on their male child to perform sacrifices after their death. 

Serving for live and dead parents become the very basic duties of the children. 

Parents’ anxieties and expectations are caused by our social beliefs and ideologies. 

There is a set of social guidelines on proper relationship between our relatives and us, 
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 Chao, 1993, pp.72-73. 
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 A Greek father would depend on his son when he gets old, and the son has the responsibility of 
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so such a relationship would alter if any social rule is violated or social order is 

disrupted. Some relationships between monks and nuns with their relatives alter 

because they violate social rule and disrupt social order by having an unacceptable 

life choice. It is somehow interesting that even if some parents agree with such life 

choice, other relatives or people would accuse them of being crazy. My research 

samples are all from Taiwan, so I am going to discuss about the definition of filial 

piety of both Confucianism and Buddhism in general, how Buddhism replied to their 

accusations and how does it affect the relationship between monks and nuns with 

their relatives.  

 

Confucianism on filial piety 

 In The Analects of Confucius, he said that filial piety was serving the parents 

according to propriety when they were alive, and burying and sacrificing them 

according to propriety after their death. There are literal meanings of filial piety in 

Chinese characters. Filial piety is composed by two Chinese characters, and the first, 

‘xiao’ (孝) is composed with two parts; the top part stands for old and the lower part 

is son or child.102 Thus, xiao means the debts that a child owed to the old, the 

parents. According to Confucius ideology, piety is the devotion towards the spirits of 

ancestors and dead parents. Although a child is asked to sacrifice ancestors and dead 

parents, it does not mean that Confucius believe in ghost or spirit after death. One 

should sacrifices ancestors and dead parents like as if they were alive. Some people 

believe that if one needs food and clothing when they are alive, then they must also 

need food and clothing after death. This belief is very culturally based and exclusive 

in Chinese ideology. Despites that, Confucius denied of discussing anything about 

after life. He said: “when one did not know about life, so how could he know about 
                                                      
102
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death”.103 Confucius told his students about how a child should sacrifice their 

ancestors and dead parents: 

to remember the ancestors, to perform the same rites, and the  

same music which they performed when living, to reverence  

what they reverenced, to love what they loved, to serve them  

after death as they were served during their life, and to serve  

them though they have disappeared as if they still existed, that  

is perfect filial piety.104 

Mercius, like Confucius, believed that the virtue of filial piety is very important, and it 

could even supersede a religion.105 Chao in his book pointed out the religious role of 

filial piety and religious elements in The Classic of Filial Piety (Xiao Jing 孝經) and 

The Record of Rites (Li Ji 禮記); He argued that both books proved religious content 

of filial piety in Confucianism, and the religious factors were rituals, moral code, 

paraphernalia used in the rituals and priests.106 Moreover, Herbert Spencer believed 

that certain religious systems were necessary component of a society in the progress 

of civilization.107 Similar to secular religion established by Saint-Simon and Comte, 

the status of virtue of filial piety had been upgraded as a secular religion.108  

 

Reciprocal relationship between parents and child  

 In Chinese society, the mutual relationship between parents and child last not 

only when the parents are alive but also after the death of parents. When parents 

are alive, they take care of their dependent child, so when the parents get old, they 
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depend on their child’s cares.109 Child has to sacrifice their ancestors and dead 

parents, and in return, these descendents will be blessed and protected by their 

ancestors and dead parents with their supernatural power.110 Such a mutual 

relationship has been passed down from generation to generations without a stop. 

Therefore, having an offspring, disregarding they are born or adopted, is very 

important in continuing ancestral sacrifices.111 The duty of sacrificing ancestors and 

dead parents relies on male descendents only, and daughter’s filial duties are only to 

her father-in-law and mother-in-law. The obsession of having a male heir among 

Chinese parents is not purely a gender preference, and such an obsession is partly 

due to system of filial piety in devotion of performing sacrifices. The mutual relation 

between a child and the parents is also supported by Buddhism. The ideology of 

debts of a child to the parents, especially a son to his mother, is an important 

propaganda in Chinese Buddhism, too. We should now move on to discuss Buddhist 

point of views on the virtue of filial piety.    

 

Buddhism 

 To Chinese society, Buddhism is a foreign religion coming from India. When it 

was first introduced to China, it brought up a lot of discussions and criticisms. 

Buddhism encouraged people to leave their family and secular world, and join 

monastic life in order to achieve enlightenment. Detaching from all secular ties both 

physically and emotionally is the first step before entering a monastery. Although we 

know that detachment from family tie is an ideology but not the reality from many 

research results, the belief of entering a monastery is cutting off all ties from secular 

world has remained for thousands of years. As I mentioned before, the virtue of filial 
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piety is not exclusive to Chinese society, but some people argued that only Chinese 

society sees the virtue of filial piety as not just a virtue but as a state religion. In fact, 

not only every culture or religion has its own definition and expression of filial piety, 

but each has its guidance on family and social ethics and values. Shih Ji Xung (釋繼雄) 

wrote a book on the family ethics and values of the early Buddhism.112 In his work, 

he gave us many examples from Buddhist doctrines on the emphasis of filial piety or 

the importance of being filial. Despite there are differences in these families and 

social values between Buddhism and Confucianism, there are still many similarities 

that one can find. Not only the Chinese is against to the propaganda of leaving the 

family to pursue religious life, so does the Brahmins at Buddha Gautama’s time.113 In 

general, Buddhists believe in incarnation, so a person might have many parents in 

different lives. Taking care of the physical needs of the parents is also important to 

Buddhists, but taking care of the parents’ spiritual salvation is much more important 

than that. Therefore, a Buddhist believes that he should let the parents know about 

Buddhist philosophies so that they will look for their own salvation and 

enlightenment by cultivation, and a monk or a nun is looking for salvations and 

enlightenments for parents from different lives. Mind the well-being of all the beings 

than just for one’s own parents is highly praised in Buddhism especially in Mahayana 

tradition. Cultivating merits is important for not only the parents and ancestors that 

we know in this life but also important for parents and ancestors of the previous 

ones. In addition, Buddhism speaks of the benefits to their ancestors of a person 

being a monk or nun. There is a common saying lasting for years in Chinese society 

that when a person from your family becomes a monk or a nun, his or her relatives 
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from the nine generations can get rebirths in the heaven.114 This is known not only 

by the Chinese Buddhist but almost by non-Buddhists. In Thera-gatha (pp.242), it also 

pointed out that when one became a monk or a nun, the parents and relatives could 

enjoy endless happiness in the heaven.115             

Some scholar argued that Buddhism had tried to comply with Chinese ethics 

and values of filial piety in many ways. In Chen’s conclusion of his book, Buddhism in 

China, he concluded that: 

Finally, the antifamily and antisocial concepts of Buddhism in  

India were modified by the Chinese Buddhists, so that filial piety 

was still a virtue to be observed, especially in the form of temples  

and pagodas erected and dedicated in the memory of deceased  

ancestors.116 

Chen believed that the virtue of filial piety was only introduced to Buddhists only 

after it arrived in China, and Chinese Buddhist had tried to make many adjustments 

to meet the ethical expectations of Chinese society such as filial piety. For instance, 

Chen found prayers for the well-beings of the deceased ancestors uttered by monks 

and nuns, and that showed the expression of filial piety of these monks and nuns 

who once renounced their family and social ties.117 On the other hand, a Pali scholar, 

Gregory Schopen opposed to Chen’s argument of the above. Schopen pointed out 

several evidences from Indian epigraphical sources that dedicating merits for the 

well-being of the deceases ancestors had been existed in Indian Buddhists 

inscriptions for a long time.118 Therefore, he argued further that the expression of 

                                                      
114

 in Chinese: yi ren chu jia jio zu shen tien (一人出家九族升天) The common saying was from the 
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the virtue of filial piety by concerning the well-being of the deceased ancestors could 

be found long before Buddhism spread to China. Another support that Buddhism 

cares about the well-being of monks’ or nuns’ live parents can be found in the Vinaya. 

Monks and nuns could accept gift of cloth from the supporter, and they were also 

allowed to give it to their parents if they were old and poor.119 Furthermore, when 

parents were sick, and needed helps, monks and nuns were allowed to leave the 

monastic community and return home during the rain retreat.120 Beside one’s 

parents, monks and nuns could also take a leave from the monastic community 

during rain retreat if their lay siblings needed helps.121 Being unfilial would get a bad 

rebirth in the next life; one the other hand, a filial child would be reborn at the 

heaven with endless happiness.122      

 

Debts to the mothers 

In Chinese Buddhism, we can find many sutras that are especially on the topics of 

filial piety. Many of these sutras were analyzed by Alan Cole.123 Some sutras on the 

theme of filial piety were doubted to be forged, and many of these sutras focused on 

the heavy debts a child owed to the parents. The debts of a son owed to his mother 

had been put into the focus in Cole’s work. It is believed that a woman was sinful 

because of her release of blood during menstruation and childbirth, and that 

indirectly polluted the earth and offend the god.124 Woman’s natural biology caused 

them to be sinful, and due to this sin, she had to suffer in the hell after death.125 A 

mother would be saved from the sufferings of hell only when a son hired Buddhist 
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monks to perform Buddhist ritual with the chanting of Blood Bowl Sutra; in this sutra, 

it specified that by performing the rite, it could turn hell into lotus pond and spare 

the sins of a mother.126 Sons have obligations to perform rites according to Blood 

Bowl Sutra after the death of their mothers but daughters were exempted from such 

an obligation. Furthermore, many Buddhist texts on filial piety mentioned nothing 

about daughters.127 We don’t know why daughters do not have to perform the ritual 

for their mothers when they are equally guilty of letting their mothers to pollute the 

earth during childbirth. Maybe because in the patrilineal family system, the 

daughters are not considered as a member of her natal family, and her obligations of 

filial piety are only to her parents-in-laws after she marries. A mother has to depend 

on her sons in her old life and after death. The propaganda of sutras related to Blood 

Bowl Sutra also served functions of maintaining the existence of religious institution 

and supporting Chinese traditional patrilineal family system.128 Thus, the emphasis 

of sutras like Blood Bowl Sutra is not purely on the virtue of filial piety.   

 

Conflicts between Confucianism and Buddhism 

 Becoming a monk or a nun has always been attacked of bringing disorders to 

the traditional Chinese family system. Family is not just a basic unit of the society, but 

it is also the fundamental focus of Confucianism. Extrafamilial alternatives are 

choices that are against to Confucian moral ethics of filial piety. Being a monk or a 

nun, one must shave their hairs, but the act of shaving one’s own hair was 

considered as an unfilial act because the opening chapter in The Classic of Filial, 

Confucius said that “our bodies-to every hair and bit of skin-are received by us from 

our parents, and we must not presume to injure or wound them:-this is the 
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beginning of filial piety.”129 I believe the reason a child should be more careful about 

his or her own life security because the parents will need their support one day. Thus 

there is the notion in Chinese society that if a child died before their parents, 

despites the cause of death, then the child would be considered as unfilial. We still 

hear criticism from people on the act of becoming a monk or nun based on this 

ground, but it always comes along with some other accusations, too.  

The term chu jia (出家) literally means leaving home, and by words, it does not 

have the meaning of becoming monks and nuns, or renunciation. People can leave 

home for many reasons, but they often connect this term with the action of Buddhist 

renunciation. Actually, the tradition of renunciation exists in many other religious 

systems, too. For instance, a Catholic nun has to leave home and stay at a church like 

Buddhist nuns. Moreover, being an ascetic in the four life stages of Hinduism is also a 

kind of renunciation. However, when Chinese people say about someone who “chu 

jia” (leaving home), others would understand that it means someone has becoming a 

Buddhist monk or nun. The reason behind that might be people’s negative 

understanding about Buddhist renunciation, and although renunciants of other 

religions have to leave homes, their relatives will have different religious and cultural 

expects of renunciation. Buddhist monks and nuns, to people’ general ideas, 

disconnect all tie with homes and secular world. These general ideas about the 

Buddhist monastic life are correct theoretically because Buddhism requires monks 

and nuns to detach from all secular ties. Buddhism believes that attachment to 

anything could block one’s way on the path of enlightenment. One must leave the 

family physically before entering to the monastery, but going far away when the 

parents are alive is not encouraged. Only with parents’ consent and understanding, 

then a child can take a leave. Entering the monastery was not taking a short leave 
                                                      
129
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from parents, instead, many monks and nuns have to leave their parents forever. 

Some parents are afraid of losing their children’s supports if they have to go away 

from the families. Being filial is to take care of parent’s material and psychological 

needs. It is indeed from examples of my own research and others that some monks 

and nuns did not fulfill the needs of their parents, rather, they sometimes cause 

more burdens to them. Some people ran away from problematic marriage and life by 

entering the monastery, and left behinds troubles for their families and relatives. To 

prevent criticisms, a person is not allowed to join the monastic order without his or 

her parents’ permission according to the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya.130 There was a 

story behind this rule.131 At the time when Buddha Gautama’s father knew his 

grandson Rahula also becoming a monk, he went visit the Buddha, and made a 

request to him. He told the Buddha even after he and his brother had both become 

monks, he still thought that there was Rahula who could continue the family’s 

lineage, but including the Buddha himself, most of monks did not inform and ask for 

parental permissions before joining the monastic community. Therefore, the 

Buddha’s father requested that the Buddha asked all his disciples to have parental 

permissions before joining the monastic community because parents had great 

benevolences in raising kids, and with their leavings, it also caused a lot of sorrows to 

the parents. Therefore, without parents’ consent, a person is unfilial, and violates the 

precept if entering the monastery. The Buddha acknowledged that parents had great 

benevolences to their children, so he asked the children not to disobey their parents. 

In fact, the practice of asking a prospect member to get parental permission before 

entering the monastery has not been carried out in many cases. It causes great social 

objections and misunderstandings about Buddhism.    

                                                      
130

 Shin Ji Xiong, 1996, pp.15-16.  
131

 Shin Ji Xiong, 1996, pp.15-16. 
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From Buddhist doctrines and texts on filial piety, we know that Buddhism also has 

a long history emphasizing the importance of being filial. In reality, many monks and 

nuns do fulfill their obligations of filial piety even after they enter the monastery. For 

instances, many of my informants had ever took a leave from the monastery in order 

to take care of their sick parents or close relatives. When asked by their siblings for 

helps, most of monks and nuns would be glad to help out. There is a nun in C.F.S., 

who is not my interview informant, but she is now taking care of her parents both 

physically and economically. She has two brothers, but none of them want to provide 

assistances to their parents, and their financial do not allow them to offer money for 

their parents, too. Therefore, it is this nun who takes the full responsibilities of taking 

care of her sick and aging parents. I will give more examples on how monks and nuns 

support their families in return to their generosities and benevolences in the next 

chapter. In fact, some of these monks and nuns are more filial than their lay siblings.  

Having a male descendent within the family is important in continuing the family 

lineage, and mostly, the male descendents will have to continue family’s properties 

and business, too. There are many Buddhist doctrines and texts on filial piety, but 

Buddhism was still attacked of encouraging people to enter monastic life. Buddhist 

monastic life is strictly prohibited from any related sexual activities, and detachment 

from all ties of the secular world is essential to enlightenment. Therefore, people 

who have no marriage before joining the monastic community would be considered 

by the society as unfilial because they can give no heir to their parents and family 

lineage. In the Canon of Filial Piety, the sage master Mencius told us that “There 

were three items of the crimes of being not filial. The most important one was having 

no son…”132 Not only having an heir is important, but it must be a male heir. Actually, 

many monks and nuns have children. Only those who have no child before joining 
                                                      
132

 Lee, 1977, pp.62-63. 
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the monastic community will have no heir for their family. In considering of that, 

some monasteries refuse to have new member who is the only child in the family 

despite a male or female. Previously mentioned, a man’s application of entering the 

monastery might be turned down by the monastery if there is no adult son or 

grandsons in his family. For nuns, if she is the only child in the family, her parent 

might have to depend on her care when they are sick and aging. Thus, in preventing 

problems and criticisms, many monasteries will ask the prospect member about their 

family background. Although I don’t know the exact number of monks and nuns who 

are single child in the family now, all of my informants and most of the monastic 

members in C.F.S. are not only son or single child in their families.  

Sometimes what parents and relatives are facing in accepting another family 

being monk or nun is social judgments. They are afraid of being gossiped in the back 

about their relatives’ extrafamiliar choices. People who have social burdens are 

mostly non-Buddhists, and they have no religious reason to support them in 

supporting extrafamiliar choices. Although not all Buddhists are happy to see a child 

entering the monastery, it is more likely that they will accept one day in the future. 

From different sources of information, people heard about monks and nuns entering 

the monastery in order to escape from problems in the secular world, and samples of 

Fan Tsung’s research, nuns were mostly from the lower social status, for example, 

poor, uneducated, divorced or being abandoned women especially in the past. 

Indeed, that is true because even as today, only a small percentage of people join the 

monastic life purely for religious reasons. There are a very small percentage of 

people who enter monastic lives for religious reasons having higher education, better 

family background, and happier and successful secular lives previously. To social 

perceptions, these people should not want to join monastic lives because secular 

lives are too great. It is reasonable that people who have experiences of sufferings 
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would have more insight with the first Buddhist noble truth, suffering. They will turn 

to religious or spiritual teachings in supporting them. Social aspects about Buddhist 

monastic life could affect relationship between monk and nuns with their relatives 

directly. Being an embarrassing parent, a mother or a father might not want to have 

further connection with a child who chooses a different road. Unlike Indian society, 

Chinese people do not consider renunciation as an important life stage; unlike Thai 

society, Buddhism is not a state religion in any of Han societies. What is normal 

behavior in one culture is considered as abnormal in another. Actually, people’s 

stereotypical conceptions and misunderstandings come from real facts of monastic 

lives they have heard or seen before. However, people often over generalized them 

as if they are the undoubted truths despites people, place and time. Moreover, these 

misconceptions can be passed down from generation to generation. Therefore, 

people’s attitude toward monastic life from one generation, sometimes, could also 

reflect the attitude of the last generations.       

   

3.8 Gender, Birth Order and Marital Status  

 I did not conduct any specific research on other possible causes that might 

affect parents or family relatives’ attitudes toward the choice of monastic life. 

However, from my own informants and other scholars’ research samples, there 

seems to be some facts that might alter parents or family relatives’ attitude toward 

choice of monastic life. Especially in lower income family, most of the parents would 

want their children to share economical burdens as soon and as much as they can. 

Being an eldest son and daughter, they have to handle such a burden more and 

earlier than other siblings. Sometimes, they have to sacrifice their own life choice 

because their families count on them. In Li’s case, there was a nun, Yuan-rong 

(1905-1969), as the eldest daughter in the family, had to help her family’s business 
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until when she passed the right time for marriage.133 The nun finally decided to 

spend her rest of life in the monastery, and she was sometimes consulted by other 

family members about important family decision even after becoming a nun. Similar 

cases happened mostly during the time when most of people still thought that 

women should get married before certain age. In another case of Li’s research, Ri-ni 

(1969~) had been treated badly by her own mother since young, and her parents 

ordered her to help out financially at the time when she could work for pays.134 

When this nun finally wanted to enter the monastery at the age of twenty-six, her 

family was very angry with her selfishness of leaving the family behind. She was also 

the eldest daughter in the family, too. Usually in Chinese patrilineal family system, 

the responsibility should be put on the male descendents more than female 

descendents. However, we have seen that many daughters married with arranged 

marriages in order to improve the economy of her natal family. In addition to that, 

some parents would order their daughters to contribute money to their natal families 

but not sons. There are also cases that daughters are requested by their parents to 

solve other male siblings’ problems. Some parents saw their daughters as 

money-loosing children (賠錢貨 pei quian huo) because they had to raise them, pay 

dowries and giving them away to another family after she marries. Thus, these 

parents thought that it was absolutely right to ask their daughters to help out the 

family as much as they can before she marries. Most of these daughters were not 

only the eldest daughter in the family but also first-born children in the family. For 

eldest son or first-born son, they also share more family burdens but in a different 

perspective. Some of them have to help out the family financially, but all of them 

                                                      
133

 Yu-Chen Li’s “The Mother-Daughter Complex: Gender Identity and Subjectivity of Taiwanese Nuns” 
in Hu (ed.), 2002, pp.387-388. 
134

 Yu-Chen Li’s “The Mother-Daughter Complex: Gender Identity and Subjectivity of Taiwanese Nuns” 
in Hu (ed.), 2002, pp.387-388. 
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have pressure of providing male heir to the family or continuing family’s business and 

inheriting properties. The eldest sons are the ones who have the responsibility of 

performing family ancestral sacrifices. Unless other siblings are willing to share all 

their burdens, they are unlikely to get their parents’ permission to enter monastic 

lives. I knew a monk who had always wanted to become a monk since young, but 

later he got married and had a daughter with his wife before becoming a monk just 

because he was the eldest and only son in the family. Right after the birth of his 

daughter, he got a divorce with his wife and became a monk. Both his family and wife 

knew about his reason for marriage, so they did not stop him from being a monk 

later, and he also inherited his family’s property. In some cases, eldest sons and 

daughters have more family burdens than other siblings, so there is a higher chance 

of them being rejected by their families and relatives in becoming monks and nuns. 

Some of them, when they feel they have done enough to the family, they would 

become monks and nuns despites their family’s disapprovals. In turns of that, their 

kin relations tend to be distancing and cold.  

 In traditional Taiwanese society, unmarried daughters were encouraged to 

become nuns in order to prove their chastity. Although people did not accept 

extrafamiliar alternatives such as entering the monastery, it was still better to keep 

one’s chastity than being at a status of suspicion. If unmarried daughters joined the 

monastery, her family did not have to worry about her where about after her death, 

too. Sons are important in the family even for today, parents count on their physical 

and financial support in old ages, and their sacrifices after death. Therefore, even if 

there is more than one son in the family, parents are more reluctant to let them 

leaving the family. Especially for parents who have gender preference, they would be 

more willing to forgive their sons than daughters with their disobedient and unfilial 

decisions. Many members in C.F.S. had ever taken a leave from the monastery in 
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order to take care of their sick parents. In percentage not number, nuns are more 

likely than monks to be asked by their parents or siblings to help out if their families 

need supports.  

Entering the monastery is the alternative choice for men and women who  

have bad marriages previously. It is more acceptable for someone to divorce because 

he or she wants to join the monastic community than just to end a bad marriage. 

Strictly speaking, parents would give more supports to their divorced sons and 

daughters because either they feel ashamed of their daughter being “abandoned” or 

because the children of their sons inherit the family’s last name and lineage. These 

attitudes might have been changed today, but there are people who still live with 

traditional notions and values. A divorced man or woman with children must rely on 

the family’s supports in taking care of the dependent children if he or she wants to 

join the monastic community. Most of nuns in C.F.S. who had dependent children at 

the time of their novice ordination relied more on their husbands’ supports in taking 

care of their dependent children. On the other hand, most monks in C.F.S. relied 

more on their natal families’ supports on taking care of their dependent children. It is 

both more acceptable and understanding for the society and the family with the 

choice of entering the monastery if one had marriage before because they believe 

the cause for their decisions is the problematic marital relationship. Thus, people will 

be more sympathetic when seeing others’ sufferings, and in the same time, they can 

be more understanding to extrafamilial choice when there is an explainable reason. 

Not all monks and nuns who have been married before have dependent children at 

the time of their novice ordination. Many of people choose to enter the monastery 

when their dependent children become independent. Therefore, relatives and 

children of monks and nuns who seek monastic lives after finishing their 

responsibilities will be happier to approve the decision.     
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3.9 Monastic Rules and Prohibitions on kin relations of Monks and Nuns 

Buddhist disciplines for monks and nuns did not set specific rules regarding the 

relationship between monks and nuns and their relatives beside material supporting 

matters and obligations of filial piety. In monastic disciplines for monks, they were 

not allowed to ask a lay person for robes or pieces of cloth unless they were very 

close relatives or devoted followers.135 There were exceptions to that rule. When a 

monk’s robes had been stolen or destroyed, they could ask for robes from unrelated 

lay people or someone who was not devoted followers.136 The same precept can 

also be found in many other Vinaya sutras such as the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya for 

both monks and nuns. Not only monks and nuns were not allowed to ask for robes or 

pieces of cloth from an unrelated lay person or someone who was not devoted 

follower, they were not allowed to beg for threads and ask lay people of the above 

two categories to weave the threads for them.137 Although monks and nuns were 

allowed to beg for robes and cloths from relatives or devoted followers, many rules 

in Buddhist monastic disciplines still prohibited them keeping more than whatever 

they needed. That was to prevent one from being greedy and from lay criticisms. 

What was interesting in these rules was that asking material supports from close 

relatives or friends was allowed by the Buddha. As I discussed before, a monk from 

Sherpas society needed his family’s financial supports to pay the living cost in the 

monastery, and according to Tambiah, each male has to enter the monastic life at 

least once in his life, and their parents would prepare things that their son needed 

for tonsure ceremony.138 The act of being a monk in Thailand was considered as a 

filial deed because it generated merits for the monk’s parents. The relationship 

                                                      
135

 Wijayaratna, 1990, pp.43. 
136

 Wijayaratna, 1990, pp.43. 
137

 See T.22: n.1429 for Bhikshu Disciplines and T.22: n.1431 for Bhikshuni in Dharmaguptaka Vinaya. 
138

 Tambiah, 1970, pp.104.   
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between the monk and his parents is like the mutual relationship between the live 

descendents and dead ancestors in the ideology of Confucian filial piety. Close 

relatives and friends of monks and nuns, or devoted Buddhist lay disciples are more 

likely than others to be more willing to support them with respects. Furthermore, I 

believed the Buddha set the rule to prohibit monks and nuns asking for material 

offerings because he wanted to avoid criticisms and ridicules of the non-Buddhists at 

that time. Although monks and nuns are highly discouraged to accept personal 

offering from lay Buddhists, taking donations from relatives and personal friends are 

permitted by almost all monasteries in Taiwan.        

Each monastery will have its own code of conducts or common regulations for 

its monastic members. Whether one can keep close tie with their relatives 

sometimes depends on the decision makers’ personal point of view. In C.F.S., there is 

no specific rule prohibiting a member from keeping a relationship with relatives or 

friends. There are only two rules in regarding with member’s relatives and friends in 

C.F.S. One, accepting personal donation is only allowed when the donator is the 

member’s relatives or personal friends; second, a member cannot keep a relative or 

friend over night without informing the monastery.139 Monastic members are 

allowed to keep contact with their relatives and friends without the monastery’s 

intervention. As stated before, Fo Guang Shan Monastery of Southern Taiwan invites 

their monastic members’ parents to visit the monastery and their children twice a 

year. The founder monk of Fo Guang Shan Monastery addresses the parents of his 

monastic disciples as in-laws. Most of the monasteries in Taiwan that I have known 

about will not intervene with their monastic member’s relationships with relatives. 

However, some monasteries have rules and regulations on that. In Puyi Yuan 

Monastery of Taiwan, monastic members are not allowed to make phone calls too 
                                                      
139

 See the common regulations of the monastic community of C.F.S. 
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often to their relatives unless necessary. Members in Puyi Yuan Monastery cannot 

keep a cell phone, and junior members are not allowed to use the internet; they also 

have to inform the decision makers about the reason for calling if they need to make 

a phone call. With rules likes these, there is not much chance for a member to keep 

close contact with relatives and friends. Their reason for setting these rules is to 

prevent too much reliance of a new member on their relatives. Puyi Yuan Monastery 

has strict rules that give less freedom to its monastic members comparing to other 

monasteries. However, each member will have one to two days off from the 

monastic duties in order to visit their families after Chinese New Year’s holiday. 

Moreover, this monastery provides good welfare for members’ parent, too. 

According to the founder of the monastery, if a member’s mother is sick without any 

dependent, she can live in the monastery, and they will take care of her to their best. 

Member’s fathers are not allowed to live in the monastery if they need because it is a 

nunnery. There are some monasteries, which I have heard about, forbidding 

monastic members to have any contact not just with their relatives and friends but 

also the outside. Monasteries like those often have more problems within their 

religious institutions than the outsiders can ever think of. Unlike traditional concept 

of monastic life, many monks and nuns never stop their relationship and contact with 

their relatives. Co-dependent relationships can be found among these monastic 

members and their relatives today like in the Buddha’s time. I will provide real 

examples from my interviews with monks and nuns of C.F.S. in the next chapter.  
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Chapter Four: Kin Relations of Monks and Nuns in Real Cases 

There are seven real cases included in the first part of this chapter. These 

interviews were conducted between the years of 2009 to 2010. I have divided these 

informants into two categories: monks or nuns who had marriage and those who 

have never been married before joining the Order. For those who had married before, 

their relationship with their families can be more complex because of the extended 

family structure. In addition, most of them have children from their marriage, so they 

tend to have closer relationship with their ex-wives, ex-husbands or extended family 

members due to this reason even after they joined the monastic community. In my 

research, monks are more willingly to talk about their previous marriage life than 

nuns. Although not in my cases, some of the nuns would hide the fact of being 

married before to others. The reason for that goes back to what I have mentioned in 

the second chapter; people believe married men or women have more bad 

mannerism140 or habits than unmarried men and women. In C.F.S., there are a high 

percentage of its members having marriage before because there is no restriction on 

one’s age and previous marital status at the time of their novice ordination. Unlike 

before, the age at the time of novice ordination has been increasing recently in C.F.S. 

From my own knowledge, this happens in most of other Buddhist monasteries in 

Taiwan, too. Whether a monk’s or a nun’s family members accept his or her choice of 

becoming a monk or nun would affect their future relationship, but there are also 

                                                      
140

 Stereotypically, people believe that female is easier to attach with someone or something 
emotionally, and they will have a harder time to cope with the monastic life because they cannot 
really put aside their previous family life memories especially those who have been married before. 
Some of them still have family burdens that they have to carry even after entering the monastery. 
Therefore, in order to prevent such a problem, some nunneries refuse to tonsure someone who has 
married before. So far, I have never heard about a monk who has been married before is rejected of 
novice ordination for that reason. In monasteries where they have both monks and nuns, most of 
them do not have that restriction. In addition, woman has been described having many feminine body 
languages that are improper when one becomes a nun. One is encouraged to show and learn 
masculinity after becoming a nun.   
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exceptions to that. None of my informants has a serious fight with their family 

members when making their decisions.  

     

4.1 Nuns Who Have No Marriage Before 

 

Liang (F): 

Liang is 42 years old now. She was born in a very traditional family of Tainan. She 

has two elder sisters and one elder brother. All her siblings believe in popular religion 

except her second sister whom is a Buddhist. Her great grandmother took away all 

the family’s property and left her family to become a nun despite the disapproval of 

her husband and children.141 She spent all the money to build a small temple for her 

own Buddhist practice. Later when she got sick and old, she went back to her 

husband and children for help. Although her children were unwilling to take care of 

her, they still fulfilled their responsibility of filial piety. A few years later, her children 

built a small temple close to home, and sent her and her husband to live there. The 

above was a memory told by Liang’s mother to her. Her mother lived in that temple 

with both her grandparents when she was young. According to Liang’s mother, she 

and her sister spent most of their childhood in the temple because their parents 

were busy and unable to take care of them. Her stay at the temple was an unpleasant 

memory to her, but she never told Liang in details. Her memories about the temple 

were mostly negative, and that later led her to worry about her own daughter’s 

choice of joining the Order.  

 Before knowing anything about Buddhism, Liang worked as a junior supervisor 

                                                      
141

 In here, although Liang mentioned that her great grandmother was a nun, I believe she was 
probably what people called “tsai gu 菜姑 or zhai gu 齋姑”, a vegetarian laywoman who insists to 

shave their hair, live in a temple, and practice Buddhism without getting ordained formally, at that 
time.   
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at a department store in Kaohsiung. Her pay was good enough to make her life pretty 

well-off. She first encountered Buddhism in 2005. In that year, she knew about a 

temple in Pingtung through her friend. They visited the temple very often. There 

were two old nuns in their sixties living in that temple. One of them got very ill, and 

had to visit the hospital very often. Therefore, the nuns asked Liang, as a laywoman 

at that time, to take care of them. She agreed, and spent three months there. During 

the three month period, she thought about staying for longer, but she decided that 

she wanted to find another temple because she was not allowed to read any books 

during her stay in that temple. The two nuns barely had any knowledge about 

Buddhist dharma; the only thing they did in the temple was doing funeral services or 

chanting for donation. At the time, she knew this was not the life she wanted. Thus, 

she went back to work in Kaohsiung, and when she had time, she would attend all 

kinds of activities in different temples. In 2006, she wanted to apply to C.F.S. 

Buddhist College, but she accidentally applied to Tantric Practice Centre instead by 

mistake. She did not fix that mistake, and stayed at the centre to study Tantrism. 

Tantric Practice Centre requires all lay people to be ordained after a year of stay or 

else one has to leave the centre. She decided to stay, so she was ordained as a 

sramanerika in the same year.  

 She had been working until she entered the Tantric Practice Centre, so she 

saved some money herself. Before joining the Order, she canceled all her insurances 

because she thought that she would not need it anymore. With her own saving, she 

paid her robes, application fees for bhikshuni ordination, daily needs, and her public 

health insurance. She mentioned that her eldest sister save her some money before 

going to the temple. The money was a payback for Liang’s cash gift given to her sister 

at the wedding. Liang’s family did not strongly oppose her decision to join the Order. 

However, her mother was not so happy because she was worried about her 
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daughter’s life in the monastery. As I mentioned before, her mother had unpleasant 

experience living in the temple. In addition, she knew it was insecure to have no 

savings when joining the Order. Despite her worries, she did not intervene with 

Liang’s decision. Starting in the year of 2009, Liang’s mother got very ill with cancer. 

Therefore, she took several leaves from the monastery to take care of her mother. 

Her family was in Tainan, so it was easier for her to go back once a while. Although 

her mother lived with her eldest sister, they did not have much time to take care of 

her mother when she was really ill. Thus, Liang asked for a longer leave in order to 

live with her mother and take care of her until she passed away.  

 Currently, Liang is still on leave. She is considering about going back to C.F.S. or 

not. She is taking some classes on hospice cares, and hopes to get a professional 

license. It will become a paid job if one gets the license, and she can make a living if 

she decides to live by her own. Her siblings helped her a little, but she knew that it is 

better for her to earn some money by her own. After the death of her mother, she 

moved out from her home and moved into a laywoman’s house. The laywoman 

offers food and shelter for monks and nuns who do not have a place to stay. Both her 

siblings and her still keep contact with each other. 

 In her case, Liang’s relationship with her mother and siblings were pretty good 

before she joined the Order. The same relationship lasted even after she joined the 

Order. Although she got some financial support from her eldest sister, in the reverse, 

she also provided medical support to her mother by taking care of her when she was 

ill. Moreover, the family’s approval for her decision is the greatest psychological 

support for her. By taking care of her mother, she also provided psychological 

supports to her family, too. Her mother was very happy to have Liang around when 

she was ill. Her siblings were also grateful for her willingness to take care of their 

mother for them. Their relationships remain positive. 
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Shan (F) 

 Shan is 34 years old now. She grew up in Taichung, and later moved to 

Kaohsiung with her family. Being the youngest among all eight siblings, she has three 

brothers and four sisters. Her parents are now in their seventies. Both of her parents 

believe in popular religion, and only the father is a vegetarian because of his belief. 

Her grandfather from her father’s side became a monk at an old age. That could be 

part of the reasons that her father supported her decision of becoming a nun. On the 

other hand, Shan’s mother was disappointed about her choice, but she never stops 

her. Since she is the youngest, her parents love this kid dearly. However, her mother 

still likes male children more than female children. Thus, her mother’s relationships 

with all her other daughters are worse. She believes that her daughters should offer 

money to her so she can give them to her sons. Shan’s parents did not pay her tuition 

fee when she was in nursing school. It was her second sister who paid her tuition fee 

and offered her allowance during school years. Shan’s sister also brought Shan into 

Buddhist belief. Her sister works as an assistant supervisor in a hotel, and is 

financially well-off. Therefore, she supports Shan financially after Shan moved to the 

temple as a laywoman.  

Shan was ordained as a novice at the age of twenty-eight. According to Shan, 

her sister had already spent around 15,000 to 20,000 dollars142 on her expenses 

during her five- year-living in the monastery. These expenses including clothes, 

medical bills, daily needs, health foods, and even donations to the monastery 

because her sister believes that people in the monastery would treat Shan nicer if 

she donates. Without her sister’s help, her life in the monastery would be much 

tougher. With the allowance from the temple, it is quite difficult to cover her medical 

insurance, medical expenses, and basic needs, especially she has minor, but long 
                                                      
142

 U.S. dollars 
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term health problem. To her own description, she never thought about financial 

needs before moving into the monastery. Moreover, she has contact with her sister 

almost every other day after she joins the Order. She will ask for her sister’s opinion 

whenever she is down with blues. Thus, in addition to her sister’s financial supports, 

her psychological support is also important to Shan. Besides her second sister, she 

rarely contacts other siblings. However, she visits her sick and aging parents quite 

often when she serves at Kaohsiung branch temple.  

Shan has many siblings, but she only keeps close relationship with her second 

sister. Because both of them have the same religious belief, that makes them even 

closer. Her second sister thought about becoming a nun long before Shan, but she 

knew she wasn’t able to. Shan mentioned about how her family counted on her 

second sister financially. Shan’s mother prefers boys over girls. With a spoiled 

childhood, all Shan’s brothers grew up to be irresponsible men. All of them still 

depend on their father’s income and their sister’s money gift to the parents. 

Whenever one of her brothers has financial need, her mother would call all her 

daughter and ask for help. Therefore, her second sister knows very well that she 

cannot afford to stop working. She then puts all hope on Shan to fulfill her own 

dream, and that is why she provides Shan with great support both financially and 

psychologically. Before joining the Order, Shan never thought about her financial 

needs, but now she admits that the allowance from the temple is not enough to 

cover her needs. She is also afraid that the monastery would not provide good care 

when she is old, so does her second sister. Thus, her second sister told Shan that she 

had to prepare some savings for her old life. Strictly speaking, without her second 

sister’s financial support, Shan would face greater obstacles during her life in the 

monastery.   
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Zhao (F) 

Zhao is now forty years old. She was born and raised up in Kaohsiung. Being the 

third child of the family, she has two brothers and two sisters. Zhao’s family believes 

in popular religion until she encountered Buddhism. Her relationship with the family 

was weak when she was a laywoman. She lived outside and worked by herself for 

years. However, her connection with her father was strong. According to her, her 

mother treated her badly when she was a kid. It was her father who took care of her 

and gave her love for most of the time. Her family was poor, and she was quite 

unhealthy throughout her childhood. To her, her childhood memories seem to have 

more sadness than happiness. Among the siblings, she felt that she was more close 

to her younger sister than others. Despite that, she was mostly alone when she 

started working after graduated from high school. In 1989, her friend introduced her 

to Buddhism. From then, she started to attend activities and volunteered in C.F.S. She 

studied fine art during high school, so she volunteered to teach a fine art class in 

C.F.S.’s Kaohsiung branch for eight months before she joined the Order. She never 

told anyone in her family about her religious belief because she was never close to 

anyone of them. She loved her father, but she was afraid to talk about this with him. 

Finally, she decided to study in C.F.S. Buddhist College. Therefore, she asked her 

father to give her a ride and accompanied her to the college in Tainan. Her father was 

shocked when first knew about her decision, but he still accompanied her to the 

College. On the way to the monastery, her father told her to make sure C.F.S. was a 

reliable religious institution. At the time, there was an incident that a group of 

students got ordained in a Buddhist monastery without their parent’s permission. 

Zhao’s father was worried about her being fooled. When her father saw the 

monastery’s environment and the college, he believed that it was a reliable religious 

institution, and left without any worry. Zhao was first ordained in 1991.  
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 Zhao’s siblings thought that she was crazy of wanting to be a nun, and her 

mother was very unhappy about her choice. Zhao’s mother believed that all her 

children should get a job, so they could give her money every month. Zhao said that 

the money they gave to her mother was not for the family but for her mother’s 

private saving only. To Zhao, her mother is selfish and unlovable. Zhao did not have 

much money with her when joining the Order. Her family was poor, and the only one 

who would give her money was her father. Although he did not have much money, 

he would give Zhao as much as he could whenever he went to visit her in Tainan. This 

money really helped her a lot because she has asthma, so she needed money to buy 

medicine, and the allowance was unable to cover this medical expense. Besides, she 

had other basic spending every month. When she was a kid, she was more close to 

her younger sister, but it changed after she joined the Order. She is more close to her 

elder sister now. Her elder sister became a Buddhist with Zhao’s influence. She 

cannot give her any money because all her salary goes back to their mother. However, 

they count on each other psychologically. Zhao doesn’t know about the reason for 

such a change, but it is not important anymore. During her two years of stay in the 

monastery, she faced many challenges, and struggled to get along with others. When 

finally she could not take it anymore, she decided to disrobe out of anger and 

resentment.143  

 After Zhao left the monastery, her father was disappointed and angry. To him, 

he knew her daughter had a bad temper and impulsive personality. He really thought 

she should settle down in the monastery. Because of her father’s attitude, she had 

been very depressed for a while. She had no money at all, so she needed to find a job. 

Since she had skill in fine art, it wasn’t too hard for her to get a job at that time. She 

then moved out from her home and lived by herself. She worked for different jobs 
                                                      
143

 Disrobing means that a nun or a monk returns to his or her lay life again. 
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during that time. Her latest job was the director of a TV program. That was her most 

successful career in her lifetime. However, her success in career did not promise her 

a happy life. Her younger brother has always been a trouble maker. His life, according 

to Zhao, is miserable and troublesome. Because of his argument with another man in 

an illegal casino, his father was mistakenly attacked by the man. He died from the 

injury within a week. After the death of her father, she restarted to think about the 

meaning of her life, and her father’s wish to see her rejoining the Order.  

 After six years of her time of disrobing, she decided to rejoin the Order. With 

the old Chan master’s permission, she was ordained again in 2001.144 It has been 

almost ten years so far, she is still close to her elder sister. She is the only one in the 

family who Zhao prefers to talk to. Both of her sisters are single, and her brother is 

the only child in the family who is married. Zhao’s relationship with her mother, as 

mentioned before, is still bad. This time, she has no financial help from her family. 

Currently, she studies part-time in the university. She receives financial helps from 

other monastic members in the community and laypeople. In one emergency case, 

she even had to borrow money to help her elder sister out. When she was asked 

about her retirement life, she said that she never thought about that. Personally, she 

cannot be sure whether the monastery will take care of her when she gets old or not, 

and she believes that it is not time yet to think about that problem.  

 In Zhao’s case, her father and elder sister were the only two members who were 

close to her after she joined the Sangha. She did not get much of the financial 

supports from her family; instead, she had to help her elder sister financially 

sometimes. Zhao did not come from a happy family. With her mother’s preference of 

male child over female child, she did not get much of her mother’s love since she was 

                                                      
144

 According to Mula-sarvastivata-vinaya-ksudraka-vastu and Shi song lu (十誦律), if a bhikkhuni 

disrobes, she cannot rejoin the Order as a sramanerika, siksamana, or bhikshuni again. In Zhao’s case, 
it surely was an exception in any Buddhist monastic community.  
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a kid. Such a negative relationship tends to last even after one gets married or like 

Zhao, becomes a nun. Deeply in her mother’s mind, she believes that Zhao should 

get a job, so she is able to offer money to her. Zhao blames her father’s death on her 

younger brother. She told me that he is sick with cancer now, but she never feels 

sorry for him. Sometimes, she has contact with her elder brother and younger sister 

just because they still have blood relation. Besides that, they are not the one she will 

find for psychological support. Although she needs the monastery to pay off her 

medical bill because she is not financially well-off, she never asks for it. She turns to 

other people, both laypeople and friends, for help. This does not only happen to 

Zhao, as all cases above, everybody seems to be afraid of being rejected by the 

decision makers. It means that these people are unlikely to help them, and even they 

do, there will always be some negative responses and gossips. Therefore, whenever I 

asked them “why don’t you ask the monastery to pay for you”, the answer comes 

after that was always silence.     

 

Yue (F): 

 Yue was thirty four at the time of interview. She was born and raised up in Taipei. 

She has one elder sister and one elder brother. She came from a single-parent family 

because her father left the family when she was in the kindergarten. She 

remembered her father being very irresponsible, and never cared about his family. 

Yue’s mother worked very hard to raise them up. Her mother only finished 

elementary school, so she had to work as a street vendor selling different kinds of 

hot food. Yue’s family was not wealthy at that time, but it was sufficient for them. 

Her grandfather from her mother’s side had supported them when they needed the 

most. Her grandmother passed away early, and when Yue’s mother worked outside, 

her grandfather would take care of them for her mother. I believed that Yue’s 
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grandfather was loving and open-minded because he never looked down at them for 

her mother’s problematic marriage. Not every parent is willing to offer help, 

especially to daughters, when needed. Although Yue and her family had a tough life 

before, her mother had religious belief to support her psychologically. Yue’s 

grandfather believes in popular religion, so never rejects Buddhist belief; Yue’s 

mother, on the other hand, is a Buddhist. Yue and her sister were influenced by their 

mother, so they were familiar with Buddhist monasteries since they were kids. Yue 

described her brother never being a filial and responsible child. He always caused 

trouble to the family. Religious belief was never important for him. Yue’s mother 

decided to become a nun when Yue was at elementary school. Therefore, Yue and 

her brother moved to live with their grandfather in Xindian. Before her mother left 

the family, she had a small apartment for her children. At the time, her sister was 

working at Fo Guang Shan Monastery. Even though her mother became a nun, she 

remained very close with them. Yue told me that her mother sent her to Pu-men 

Junior High School at Kaohsiung County because she had some behavioral problems, 

and she made some bad friends.145 Another reason that Yue’s mother sent her to 

this school was because her sister was working at the same monastery, too. Pe-men 

Junior High School was a boarding school, so Yue’s sister was able to take care of her. 

Yeu’s sister was ordained as a novice shortly after working for the monastery; she did 

not finish her high school before studying at the Buddhist college. After Yue finished 

her junior high school, she stayed at the monastery to work. Yue’s mother paid for 

the tuition fee for her junior high school, but she still had to count on herself for 

living. She did not work at the monastery for too long. Yue’s sister was transferred to 

an oversea branch monastery in New York after finishing her study at the Buddhist 

                                                      
145

 Pu-men Junior High School was established by Venerable Hsing-yun of Fo Guang Shan Monastery 
in 1977. 
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college. Yue continued her study as a hair designer, and she found a job in a salon 

after that. In order to make a living, she started to work at young age. Thus, although 

she was ordained at a young age, she was quite experienced with social life.  

 Yue never thought about studying at a Buddhist college when she was in Fo 

Guang Shan Monastery. She knew about C.F.S. monastery because of her mother. 

C.F.S. Buddhist College had no restriction on age to enter. Most of my informants 

knew it was easy to get into the college. Yue’s mother applied to study at C.F.S. 

Buddhist College when she was almost sixty years old. Later, Yue’s mother helped in 

C.F.S.’ main temple; she became the “dharma-son 法子” of the old Chan master. Yue 

also applied to study at C.F.S. Buddhist College as a laywoman.146 During that time, 

her sister was transferred to a small branch temple in Dallas, U.S.A. She was the only 

monastic member there, so she asked her mother and sister to visit her in Dallas. Yue 

took a leave from C.F.S. Buddhist College and flied to Dallas with her mother to visit 

her sister. Both of them stayed at Dallas for almost one year. When they finally came 

back to Taiwan, Yue’s mother decided to live in another small temple with her friend. 

She was actually a wondering nun because she never stayed at any temple for too 

long. Yue went back to C.F.S. Buddhist College to continue her study, but the college 

was closed. She then helped out in the temple like before. I believed that she had 

thought about becoming a nun because she was ordained shortly after her return 

from U.S.A. She was tonsured and ordained as a novice in 2004 at the age of 

twenty-eight.  

 Yue had some but not much savings when joining the Order. She told me that 

her mother and grandfather would give her some money when she needed. Her 

                                                      
146

 A dharma-son of C.F.S. is one who is not tonsured by the old Chan master, but the person wants to 
learn Buddhist dharma from the old Chan master in C.F.S. The person who wants to become a 
dharma-son will be given another dharma name from the old Chan master indicating the person’s 
learning at C.F.S. 
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mother made a living from performing private Buddhist rituals for lay people, and 

she later found a job at a government-managed temple in Taipei City.147 Up until 

now, Yue’s mother is still there. She is very free in the temple, and she can continue 

performing private Buddhist rituals outside of the temple. Thus, she is economically 

well-off than both of her daughters. In 2007, Yue’s sister left her monastery; she had 

been transferred back to a branch temple in Taiwan for about two years before she 

left. She left the monastery because her health was getting worse. She asked the old 

Chan master to let her stay at C.F.S. She was granted the permission to stay in the 

main temple. Yue and her sister counted on their mother’s financial supports 

because the temple’s allowances were not enough for them. Yue suffered from 

Hyperthyroidism and her sister suffered from Ankylosing spondylitis, so both needed 

medical helps. As mentioned before, Yue’s brother was never a good kid. He only 

finished junior high school, and he can never stay in a job for long. He had divorced 

with his wife and had two kids. After he divorced, he moved back to his grandfather ’s 

place. Until now, he still relies on his grandfather and mother for raising two kids. 

Therefore, Yue and her sister never like their brother at all. Yue’s sister has always 

wanted to get an undergraduate degree. In 2009, Yue’s grandfather got sick and lived 

in the hospital. Yue’s mother took care of him at first, but she had to do her works in 

her temple, and perform private Buddhist ritual in order to earn some money. Thus, 

she asked Yue and her sister to take a leave and shared her responsibility. Both of 

them took a leave from C.F.S. in the end of 2009. Yue’s sister helped to take care of 

her grandfather now, and at the same time, she picked up high school textbooks 

again. There are many difficulties that Yue’s sister has to overcome. She is forty two 

                                                      
147

 The government-managed temple where Yue’s mother works is a temple owned and run by the 
government. It is also a historic spot in Taipei City. According to Yue, her mother can get a salary of 
about two hundred and fifty dollars every month from the government. Basic living costs will be 
provided by the temple, but the welfare system is not as good as other normal public servants. Her 
responsibility is like nuns in any private owned temples.  
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now, and she never finishes her high school. Furthermore, financial concern is most 

crucial for her. She now has to rely totally on Yue and her mother to perform 

Buddhist rituals in order to get some money.  

 In Yue’s case, her mother’s three kids can never become independent financially. 

Even though Yue’s mother had become a nun, she still has to worry about the lives of 

all her kids. Yue had some savings but not much when she was ordained. Yue’s sister 

had almost no saving at all. In Yue’s family, her grandfather was the greatest 

supporter because raising three kids was a hard task for her mother. Yue’s mother 

worked as a street vendor before, so the income of the family was limited. Yue’s 

mother can live by her own as a nun without any problem, but she has too many 

unfinished responsibilities to her father and kids. Yue became a nun, and we believe 

that one should not have to worry about money anymore. However, it is not the case 

for Yue, her sister and mother. Yue earns money from performing private Buddhist 

rituals in different temples now, so does her mother. Despite that, three of them 

decide to support each other. Their family bond remains strong from as before. 

 

Guang (F): 

 Guang was forty years old at the time of interview. She has been a nun for 

almost twenty two years. Growing up in a middle class family in Taipei, Guang is the 

second child of her parents. She has an elder sister and a younger brother. Her father 

died from cancer in 2009, and he was a public server before. Guang’s mother is in 

her sixties now, and she owns a small store at the public market. Guang’s family had 

a belief in popular religion before she joined the Order. Even after Guang joined the 

Order, I still saw her family worshiping popular gods and goddesses. Guang is very 

close to her parents and siblings; she told me that she is also close to her parents’ 

relatives and friends. Because of her good relationships with relatives and friends, 
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they are always willing to support C.F.S., too. Guang’s lay life was happy and simple 

according to her, and she did not have too much contact with Buddhist monasteries 

before. Thus, her motive to enter the monastic community was just because she 

enjoyed an easy and simple life in monastic community. As I mentioned before, liking 

the life in monastic community was one of the reasons why members in C.F.S. chose 

to join the Order. Most of these people believe that married life is complex and 

troublesome. Guang has that concept in her mind, too. After graduated from high 

school, she did not choose to continue her study in college. Instead, she applied for 

C.F.S. Buddhist College. One of her mother’s best friends introduced them to C.F.S., 

and attended C.F.S.’ activities whenever they were available. Guang’s sister and 

brother have belief in Buddhism, but they are not as involved as Guang’s mother and 

her. When Guang decided to join the Order few months after her study in C.F.S. 

Buddhist College, none of her family opposed to her decision. Therefore, Guang 

became the third generation of C.F.S. lineage. Being a third generation in C.F.S., her 

master is not the old Chan master but another nun in the main temple. She wanted 

to be the disciple of the old Chan master, but he refused and told her that she was 

best to be the third generation.  

 Guang was young when she was ordained, so her parents were worried about 

her. They did all kind of things that they could in order to make their daughter ’s 

monastic life easier. Guang is allergic to some fabric materials, and she must wear 

robes that are made from good cotton. She told me that her mother spent a lot of 

money to buy her robes. Obviously, Guang did not have personal saving at all before 

joining the Order because she was young and never worked. Everything she needed 

in the monastery were all prepared and bought by her parents. In addition, her 

private insurance and public health insurance are all paid by her mother even until 

now. Other than her own family, Guang’s other family relatives and friends are also 
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very supportive. Whenever she needs something, they will offer to buy it for her. In 

addition to that, her relatives and family friends will make donations to C.F.S. if 

Guang asks them to do so. The reason for them to do that is, on one hand, they do 

have belief in making merits, and on the other hand, Guang is a member of C.F.S. In 

2004, her father was diagnosed of third stage cancer, so she took her first leave in 

the end of the year to take care of her father. When Guang’s father was sick, her 

mother had to take care of her store in the market, and her two other siblings had 

works and family to care of. Therefore, she was the only one in the family who could 

help taking care of her father. Her first leave was about three months. She waited 

until her father’s illness was stabilized before going back to the temple. However, her 

father was not getting too well from chemical treatments. Therefore, she decided to 

take another longer leave in 2006. This time, she had taken care of her father for four 

years before he died. After her father died in the end of 2009, she decided not to go 

back to the temple. She wants to stay with her mother because she is aging and 

needs help. Although she stays at home now, she helps out in C.F.S.’ Taipei branch 

temple when she has time. Her mother bought her an apartment after she ordained, 

so I asked her why her mother bought her an apartment, Guang told me that her 

mother was worried that she would have nowhere to go when she was sick and old. 

Deeply in her mother’s mind, she is not sure if the temple will take care of her 

daughter when she is sick and aging or not. This is ironic because according to 

Buddhist teachings, this should not be a problem to be worried about. However, 

many people have that kind of concern because in reality, not every temple takes 

good care of its monastic member when they are sick and aging. Sometimes in the 

end, some monks and nuns still need the help of their own families. Guang’s siblings 

are happy to see her around, too. She can share their responsibility to their mother 

and natal family.  
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 Guang has always been close to her natal family, other family relatives and 

family friends. These people become important supporters not only to her but also 

to C.F.S. Although they have religious beliefs, they do not choose to support other 

temples or foundations for making merits. They support C.F.S. only because Guang is 

the member of its main temple. Without her parents’ help, Guang was unable to buy 

good robes and things she needed after joining the Order. I met her families and 

friends at her father’s funeral; I could tell that they were all respectful to her. Guang 

supports her natal family, too. Her father had been sick for five years, and if it were 

not her, her family had to spend more money on costs for hiring a special care taker. 

Of course, every child has the responsibility of taking care of his or her sick parent, 

but Guang took over that responsibility fully. She helped her family more than a 

special care taker can do. Guang’s return to her family’s supports is important in 

maintaining her family’s willingness to continue being supportive. From Guang’s case, 

we know that parents have worries and concerns about children’s monastic life. They 

worry about their children’s old life, and fear them of having no support if they pass 

away one day especially when their children have no others to help them out. 

Therefore, some parents would save money for their monk or nun child like saving 

for their dowries and wedding funds.  

  

4.2 Monk Who Have No Marriage Before 

 

Bin (M): 

 Bin is in his early fifties now, and he has been ordained as a monk for about 

fifteen years. As the youngest of twelve kids, he grew up in Taipei City with his family. 

His family did not really have any religious belief. We can say that they believed in 

popular religions because they sometimes sacrificed popular gods and goddesses like 
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everybody else. His eldest sister was adopted by his parents, but she was not a child 

bride because she had never been arranged to marry any of his brothers. Out of 

twelve siblings, half of them are brothers and the other half are sisters. Being the 

youngest child of the family, he was spoiled by his parents and elder siblings. 

According to Bin, he never saw his parents and other siblings having bad temper. He 

was the only person in the family who had a bad temper. Since he was born, his 

health had never being good although there was never any acute illness. He 

described himself having a happy childhood, and received enough love from his 

family. He remained close relationship with his siblings even now. Number of sibling 

and age difference never becomes a problem for him in keeping close with them. I 

was quite surprised to know that he was close to all his siblings, and I believed that 

his family must have strong family values. Bin had a happy relationship with his natal 

family, but his love relationship never turned out good. Therefore, he had no 

marriage before joining the Order. His father died when he was sixteen years old; his 

father was sixty four years old at the time of death. For some reasons, he never really 

knew, he began to be very sick. He suffered from epilepsy. He emphasized that he 

never had that illness before, but it started “right after” the death of his father. I had 

no knowledge about epilepsy, but I thought his epilepsy first broke out because of his 

emotional stress on the fact of his father’s death. He now explained his illness was 

the outcome of bad karma. After graduated from high school, he worked at a health 

equipment company. He began very interested in all health related things and issues 

after he started to work. This was partly due to his unsolved illness. That was why he 

chose to work at a health equipment company. During his working time, he had tried 

several scientific and unscientific methods to cure his epilepsy. However, nothing 

worked. In his early thirties, he started to visit different Buddhist temples. The reason 

for his visits to these temples was not because he was interested in Buddhism. He 
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knew nothing about Buddhism at the time. He was told that making merit might 

have some helps to his illness. He was brought to a small nunnery in Taipei by his 

eldest sister-in-law. There were only two old nuns in there, and he did not have any 

conversation with them. Before leaving, one of the old nuns told him that with such a 

bad illness, he should become a vegetarian and commit no killing of animals. Eagerly 

in becoming healthy, he became a vegetarian from that day on. Bin described himself 

feeling much better after being a vegetarian, so he had stronger belief in Buddhism. 

He attended all kinds of Buddhist activities in different temples; he had a wish to 

become a monk. At that time, C.F.S. Buddhist College was enrolling new students; he 

immediately applied for entrance permission. He was thirty four when he entered 

the college. He was tonsured and ordained as a novice the next year.   

 Bin told his siblings about his decision, but they did not make any comment in 

the phone. However, a week before Bin’s ordination ceremony, all his siblings visited 

him in C.F.S.’ main temple. They asked him if he was sure about his decision because 

monastic life was tough. People called entering monastic life was like “jia ko tsai (吃

苦菜)”; It is a Taiwanese term meaning eating bitter vegetables literally, and it has an 

underlying meaning of having a tough life. Bin told his siblings how confident he was 

that monastic life was best for him. After all, his siblings knew his lay life was never 

being easy due to his illness. Therefore, monastic life might help him to get well. Bin 

told me that it was true because his epilepsy was cured right after he joined the 

Order. None of Bin’s siblings attend his novice ordination, and they just wanted to 

make sure their little brother knew what he was doing, so attending his ordination 

was not that important. Bin was not bothered by that, too. Only his Buddhist friend 

attended it. There was a short procedure of saying goodbye to your natal parents, 

and the new novice had to make three prostrations to them during ordination. Bin 

asked his friend to be his “ceremonial parent” for him, then he prostrated three 
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times to him. Interestingly, this old Buddhist friend became Bin’s monk disciple two 

years ago. When he was making three prostrations to Bin, he told Bin that he had 

returned three prostrations to him. Bin had some savings from his works before 

joining the Order. His illness was all cured, so he has no medical expense anymore. 

During his fifteen years of monastic life, he remained very close to all is siblings. A 

day before our interview, he went back home to visit his siblings. He is now the abbot 

of a branch temple in Kaohsiung County. Managing a temple is not an easy task even 

though the temple is a small one. When he needed money for temple’s constructions, 

he would ask his siblings to donate. All his siblings would help him out if he 

requested, and his second sister, who is in Canada, helps him out the most financially. 

When a monk or a nun is an abbot or an abbess of a temple, then he or she would 

need more helps from their relatives; these relatives will become fixed supporters of 

the temple.148  

 In Bin’s case, being both a monk and the abbot of a branch temple makes his life 

easier than other monks or nuns. Comparing to nuns, monks receive more respects 

from lay people, and they are more likely to receive personal donation of any kinds 

from lay supporters.149 In addition, Bin is the abbot of a temple, so he receives even 

more respects from lay supporters than other monks. As an abbot, he also has rights 

to all financial decisions of the temple. If he needs medical bursary, he can grant 

himself one without any trouble. This is different for other monastic members 

because they have to apply for medical bursary, and whether one can be granted of 

                                                      
148

 An abbot or an abbess has the responsibility on finding possible incomes for the monastery, and if 
a family member has the concept of making donation in order to gain merits, then he or she is more 
likely to support a specific monastery if there is a relative in residence, especially when the relative is a 
head of the monastery. On one hand, these supporters donate to support monasteries, but really, 
they are also supporting their relatives in the monasteries.    
149

 Monks and nuns are prohibited to receive personal money gift from unrelated laymen in C.F.S. 
However, there is no strict punishment on such an offense, and if a monk or a nun take a money gift 
from an unrelated layman without telling anyone, the monastery will have no knowledge on such a 
violation. 
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medical bursary depends on people who are in the higher management positions. 

Bin’s relationship with his siblings is close and positive. It is hard to imagine one is 

able to remain contact with twelve siblings for so many years. Bin is the youngest 

child, so he gets more help and attention from the family, and it could be one of the 

reasons why his siblings are willing to support him.          

 

4.3 Monks Who Had Marriage Before 

 

Mu (M): 

Mu was between the ages of 45 to 50 at the time of interview. His father is from 

mainland China, and his mother is a Taiwanese native. He grew up in Yunlin, and has 

four siblings. Mu’s family believes in Catholicism because of his mother’s first native 

background. After finishing high school, he had been wondering around and 

unemployed for about eight years. According to him, he joined local gang and was 

not really a good person when he was young. At the age of 26, he was asked to help 

building a Buddhist temple at Gu-ken. It was his promise to another elder gang 

member. He planned to stay for a month only at first, but later, he had stayed there 

for almost seven years. This was how he first encountered Buddhism. During these 

years as an employee of the temple, he met his wife and had a daughter. His wife 

stayed at Lien-yen Mountain Temple, and planned to get ordained there although not 

successfully before going to Gu-ken. After they get married, they both worked for the 

temple, and raised their child in the temple, too. Mu’s wife had always wanted to 

become a nun before they got married, so she finally decided to leave her family, and 

asked Mu’s mother to take care of her daughter. Their child was about two or three 

at the time she left. After his wife became a nun, Mu remained working in the 

temple for a short period of time. He then worked as a part-time worker at the 
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construction fields. Since his jobs required moving from one place to another a lot, 

he put his daughter in his mother’s and sister’s care but provided her with financial 

supports. His second younger sister has a daughter outside of wedlock, and she lives 

with his mother. She also helps taking care of Mu’s daughter, too. During Mu’s 

working period outside of the temple, he began to look for a temple where he could 

be ordained as a monk. With his mother’s approval, he became a monk in 1998 at 

one of C.F.S.’s branch temples. His daughter was about eight at that time.  

After Mu became a monk, his wife who left him to join the Order, helped him 

prepare everything he needed for ordination by asking her lay disciples to donate. 

Thus, Mu did not have to pay for robes. Because Mu had worked for a few years, he 

had some savings from his own to pay off some extra fees after entering the 

monastery. Mu paid his own application fee for his bhikshu ordination. Although 

Mu’s mother and sister are willing to take care of his daughter, he still has to pay part 

of her living expenses. Her daughter does not have to pay tuition fee or medical 

insurance because she is first native. The cost of raising this child is much less than 

other kids. With donations given by disciples, he is able to provide some money to 

raise his daughter. Moreover, his daughter plays as a bridge connecting him and his 

wife. They were both ordained in C.F.S., but his wife had left the monastery before 

Mu joined the Order. When the tantric practice centre was established, Mu applied 

to study at the centre. Mu also left the monastic community after those tantric 

practitioners being dismissed by the old Chan master. Mu and his ex-wife did not 

really have much chance to see each other. However, they still keep in contact with 

each other because of their daughter. According to him, he called his daughter in a 

weekly base, and his daughter knows about his conditions quite well. At the time of 

my interview with him, he had already left C.F.S., and stayed at a disciple’s place. He 

was looking for a chance to build his own temple.  
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 In Mu’s case, he keeps close contact with his family, wife, and daughter because 

he has responsibilities to his daughter. Their relationship is positive. At a 

psychological level, Mu’s mother provided him great support by promising him to 

take care of his daughter. Without the help of his mother and sister, it is impossible 

for Mu to join the Order with his daughter being not looked after. The financial 

condition of his family is not good enough to cover all the expenses of his daughter, 

so Mu has to pay part of it. He pays for her daughter’ expenses with lay disciples’ 

donation because the allowance from the monastery is not enough to cover all his 

necessary expenses. At the time of his novice ordination, his wife also helped 

prepare everything he needed for him, and that saved him some money. Despite all 

his relatives being Catholics, he still got his family’s approval of being a monk. With 

his family’s helps, he had less worry about his daughter and fewer financial problems 

during his monastic life.   

 

Tson (M): 

 Tson was 58 at the time of interview. Both of his parents were from China, and 

both served in the military. He grew up at the community housing provided by the 

military. He has one elder brother who died at young, two younger brothers, and one 

elder sister. His elder sister is a Buddhist, and the others do not really have any 

religious beliefs. Most of them work for public services. After graduating from high 

school, he joined the military, and it became his life-long career. He got married at 

the age of thirty-three, and his wife gave births to a son and a daughter. His elder son 

is twenty-four, and his younger daughter is twenty-one now. He described himself 

having no religious belief before his father got ill. He first encountered Buddhist 

philosophy when he took care of his sick father at the hospital. From that time on, he 

became very interested in finding out the purposes and meanings of life. Thus, he 
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began searching a temple to support as a disciple. Unfortunately, Tson’s marriage 

with his ex-wife did not work out that well. His ex-wife had an affair with his friend, 

so they decided to get a divorce when he was fifty. He and his ex-wife had join 

custody of the kids. Tson had to live in the military camp after his divorce, so his kids 

stayed with his ex-wife. After the divorce, he provided full alimony to his ex-wife and 

kids. A few years later, he retired from the military as a major general. He gets about 

25,000 dollars every year from his pension, and he will give more than 15,000 dollars 

to his ex-wife and kids. When his kids got older, they moved to live with him. In 2006, 

he applied to study at C.F.S. Buddhist College. He was over the age limit, but they 

gave him a special permission to study at the college. Tson joined the Order a year 

later. 

 After becoming a monk, Tson keeps regular contact with his kids. Tson’s kids 

were not so happy to see their father becoming a monk because they were afraid of 

losing his financial supports. He rarely contacts his ex-wife unless necessary. Tson’s 

father died long before he joined the Order, and his mother is ninety-four years old 

now. According to him, he remains good relationships with his mother and all his 

siblings although there is not much contact. Financially, he is well-off with his 

pension. Even after he joined the Order, he is still able to support his kids and ex-wife. 

He told me that young kids today cannot really get independent, so his responsibility 

has not come to an end even though his son is a grown-up now. He visits his kids 

every two months. Because Tson has pension when joined the Order, so he has no 

financial concern. At the time before Tson’s novice ordination, he got 35 dollars from 

their male branch monastery and 20 dollars from C.F.S. Buddhist College as bursaries 

to buy new robes. To my knowledge, only monks got this bursary because they 

belong to different monastic system, and monks and nuns have separated finances. 

Thus, C.F.S.’s male branch monastery provides this bursary, but nuns from other 
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female branch monasteries have no bursary for that.150 As for the bursary from C.F.S. 

Buddhist College, it is also conditional. Not all my informants who have studied there 

before get the money for buying robes. Furthermore, Tson does not need to worry 

about his medical needs because he enjoys free medical services as a retired soldier. 

Tson pays off all other costs by himself, and refuses to take the allowance offered by 

the monastery. 

 In Tson’s case, his relationship with his mother and siblings remains the same as 

before. He did not have to fight with his families when he wanted to join the Order. 

There are two reasons for that: first, he had married and had children before, and 

second, at an old age, he is financially independent. In another word, he did not cost 

his family any trouble for joining the Order. His relationship with his kids after he 

joined the Order does not change because he promises them that he will continue to 

support. It is this promise keeping their relationship positive. He cares about his kids 

a lot, and they talk on the phone very often. Of course, it is allowed by the 

monastery to keep this relationship. Tson’s only negative relationship is with his 

ex-wife. He does not want to have contact with his ex-wife or to see her. The betrayal 

of his ex-wife’s sacrificed their marriage, and he cannot get over with it. The only 

connection to bridge them is the kids. For some people, the reason to join the 

monastic community at an old age is because they do not have a good relationship 

with either their natal family or married family, but most of them would never admit 

that. After joining the Order, he keeps seeking other people’s concern and care as a 

replacement for his family’s psychological support. From that fact, there is a 

possibility that his psychological needs are never fulfilled. The only reason Tson 

contacts his children is to make sure he fulfills his responsibility as a father, but he 

                                                      
150

 Each of C.F.S.’ branch temple is financially independent, so the abbot or abbess, or the head of the 
branch temple has the right to decide what benefit their monastic members can get from the temple. 
Therefore, it is not a difference based on gender.   
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never seeks psychological support from them. Tson’s psychological relationship with 

his family is relatively weak comparing to other informants. 

 

Yidi (M)  

 Yidi was sixty-eight at the time of interview. He grew up in Taichung with six 

other siblings. His parents do not really have any religious belief, but two of his 

siblings are Buddhists. Being the second eldest kid in the family, he was his parents’ 

favorite child. At the age of twenty-four, he got married. He has three sons and one 

daughter. After he got married, he moved to Taipei with his wife and opened a bakery. 

He began to be a devoted Buddhist around his early thirties, and from that on, he 

attended all kinds of activities in many different Buddhist temples. The reason for his 

interest in religion was, according to him, his problematic relationship with his wife. 

Despite his constant arguments with his wife, their relationship or the family 

atmosphere never went down to the icing point, even after divorce. In his mid-forties, 

he divorced with his wife, and he took the responsibility of raising all his children. 

After Yidi separated with his wife, they still kept contact with each other because of 

the kids. When he was about fifty, he decided to close the bakery shop, and became 

an assistant of a legislator. During his career in politics, he felt frustrated and 

depressed, so he ended this three-year career in politics. In thinking about his 

retirement life, he realized that he could not count on kids totally because each of 

them had his or her married family. He really liked the atmosphere of Buddhist 

monasteries, so he had an idea of being a monk. Since then, he started several 

discussions with his kids on his idea. At first, none of his kids agreed with him, and 

they even promised to take care of him. Yidi took five years to get his kids’ 

agreements and prepare leaving his secular life.  

 Yidi found out about C.F.S. on the internet. He visited C.F.S.’s male branch 
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temple several times, and stayed there for only a week before his ordination. He was 

ordained as a novice when he was sixty-two. Besides his kids, he told all his siblings 

about his decision. In the beginning, he was afraid to tell his mother that he had 

become a monk because he was her mother’s favorite child. However, it turned out 

that his mother was not against to his decision. Yidi’s siblings and mother attended 

his ordination ceremony, but his children could not attend because they had to work. 

Yidi’s relationship with his family never changes. He contacts them often, and his kids 

call him whenever they are free. He is financially well-off as a monk because he has 

some savings from the past, and his kids support him financially. He never thinks 

about whether having some savings is necessary before ordination or not, and 

believes that financial concern is unnecessary. In case of medical emergency, he has 

his own private insurance and savings to cover that, so he does not worry about that 

too.  

 To Yidi, his natal family and children give him a lot of supports both financially 

and psychologically. Cases like him, people who join the Order at an old age seek 

monastery more like a retirement home but with religious functions. Usually, they 

would have some savings before joining the Order. In their knowledge, they pretty 

much know that most of the monastic communities do not welcome people who are 

sick and aging. Therefore, they would make sure that they are able to take care of 

themselves in an old age. Moreover, people who join the Order at an older age are 

more likely to get their families’ supports. If they had married, most of these people 

will have children who are grown-ups already, so they have fulfilled their family 

responsibilities. In addition to that, they have heirs to fulfill their responsibility to 

their natal family. On the other hand, people who have never married, and join the 

Order at an old age might not get the same supports because for one, they do not 

fulfill their responsibility of having heirs for their parents, and they have no child to 
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support their old life in the monastery.    

 

Shanji (M):  

Shanji is in his later fifties. I had no intention to interview him at first, but he 

offered to share his story with me. Up to date, he joined the Order for almost eight 

years. He grew up in Tainan with a younger brother and a younger sister. His parents 

had later become Buddhists due to his influence. Her younger sister is the first 

member in the family who has Buddhist belief. Shanji himself did not really have any 

religious belief before, and whenever his sister tried to introduce Buddhism to him, 

he got angry at her. He married his wife when he was twenty-four. He and his wife 

have two sons and one daughter. His wife is not a Buddhist. They started their own 

company after they got married. For years, their company had good revenue. He 

described his life to be successful at that time. Although he had a successful life in his 

career, his relationship with his wife was never close. Being too busy with his 

company, he did not know that his wife started to gamble long ago. Since his wife 

was responsible for the company’s financial, she was able to get money to gamble 

without telling her husband. When Shanji noticed the problem of his company’s 

finance, it was quite late for him to fix it. He started having constant quarrels with his 

wife. This was the turning point for him in wanting to know more about Buddhism. 

Therefore, his sister brought him to C.F.S., and he became devoted in Buddhism. His 

wife ran away from the family short after she was found of gambling, and had great 

debts. According to Shanji, they got divorced when he found out about her gambling 

behavior. All his three children were under the age of eighteen at that time. Being 

too frustrated and desperate, he believed the only thing he could count on was 

Buddhism. Thus, he had his plan to join the Order. Before he was ordained, he closed 

his company and sold his house, but he still had about 100, 000 dollars debts. His 
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sister agreed to help him out on his debts. 

Shanji was ordained in 2002. His three children were still young when he joined 

the Order, so they moved to live with his parents and younger brother. His sister 

promised to pay his debts for him, and from my knowledge, she is still paying that 

now. His two siblings also helped him prepare everything he needed for the 

ordination. Financially, Shanji’s siblings gave him great support. In addition to their 

financial helps, their willingness to take care of his children is a kind of psychological 

support, too. His sister is a volunteer of C.F.S., so they can see each other quite often. 

Shanji is with his family, but he did not mention much about his relationship with his 

kids.  

Shanji has a supportive family. Without his siblings’ help, Shanji would not be 

able to join the Order at that time. He told me that there is a reason why his siblings 

are so supportive to him. He basically raised his two siblings up. Grew up in a poor 

family, he did not have a chance for a better education, so he started to work after 

graduated from elementary school. He worked to help his parents out and pay for his 

siblings’ tuition fees. With his sacrifice, two of his siblings were able to finish higher 

education. Because of that, both of them got nice and steady jobs. I was not sure 

about the attitude of Shanji’s three kids toward the fact their father being a monk, 

but he said that his kids also became Buddhists right after he joined the monastery. It 

is necessary for someone like Shanji to have supportive friends or family. Many 

people joined the monastic community when their children were young. Therefore, 

unless they leave a great amount of money for the kids, people who help taking care 

of the kids have to worry about that, too.     

In overall, all nuns in my research cases do not have the same family burden as in 
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Li’s research cases.151 Although Zhao is from a poor family, her willingness to stay as 

a laywoman in order to help her family is low. At the same time, her mother’s 

disapproval never stops her. The difference between the nuns mentioned in Li’s 

article and Zhao is generation difference. They all have family burdens strictly 

speaking, but being a daughter of new age, Zhao is more willing to follow her own 

life plan without her family’s intervention. One similarity shared by all of my research 

cases is that they are not single child, so the other siblings can share the 

responsibility of taking care of their parents. However, they are more likely to be 

asked by other siblings for help when their parents need physical care. Among all my 

nun informants, Yue, Guang and Liang had ever taken a leave from the monastery, 

and went back home in order to take care of their sick parents. I have five monks in 

my research, and four of them have children from their past marriages. Two of them 

never really fulfill their responsibility of being a parent. Mu and Shanji joined the 

Order when their children were under the age of eighteen. They passed on their 

responsibility to their parents and siblings. In fact, not only they cannot provide 

physical care to their children but also financial support. On the other hand, Tson and 

Yidi joined the Order when their children were adults, and Tson was able to provide 

financial supports to his children. Therefore, Tson and Yidi have less family burden 

during their monastic lives because they fulfilled their responsibility before becoming 

monks. Tson is the only person in all my cases who is financially independent. All 

other monks and nuns, despite their age, need their families or lay people’s financial 

supports. In C.F.S., monastic members can only accept his or her relatives’ money 

gifts. Sometimes, when monks and nuns have problems getting along with others, 

they might turn to their families for advices. In Shan’s case, she has contacts with her 

                                                      
151

 Li, Yu-chen: “The Mother-Daughter Complex: Gender Identity and Subjectivity of Taiwanese 
Buddhist Nuns.”   
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second sister very often. Her sister is her psychological supporter besides other 

monastic members. Out of my ten cases, Guang and Bin have, I would say, the best 

relationship with “all” their siblings. Bin has eleven siblings, and a day before our 

interview, he had gone back to his home to visit all his siblings. Guang has a happy 

family, and she has always been looked after by her family, relatives and family 

friends. Not only their families support Bin and Guang but also C.F.S. Yue’s 

relationship with her family is most complicated one. Both her mother and sister had 

joined the monastic community of C.F.S. before. Therefore, Yue was their daughter, 

sister and dharma brother. Of course, they still treat each other like mother and 

sister but not dharma brothers. Yue’s secular relationship with her family continues 

within the monastic community. Three of them needs and count on each other.  

We believe that it is easier for man to cut off his relationship with either his natal 

or married family than woman. In another word, man is more likely to put aside their 

family responsibilities. In comparison, woman has a harder time leaving her natal 

family or married family behind. This theory might be true in most cases, but it does 

not applied to my informants. There are many exceptions in my research cases. For 

example, in Mu’s story, his wife left their daughter for pursuing religious life when a 

young child needed a mother the most. There are many similar life stories like Mu’s. 

However, women who left the family for renunciation can never really cut off their 

relationship with their natal or married family. Unlike nuns, monks are more likely to 

end all kind of relationships, and step into a full religious life.  

In most of my cases, despite whether they live in the monastery or not, were 

married before or not, monk or nun, they still need their family’s support of different 

kind. It is not to say without any family’s support, one cannot overcome these 

problems during their monastic life. However, it is very clear that some of my 

informants would never be able to pursue their religious life without their family’s 
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helps. This is always true for those who have children. A monastic community 

depends on disciples, but family supports are also important for its members 

especially when the monastery does not fulfill its responsibilities caring for its 

members. Thus, they have to search other resources for help when they need. For 

instance, if a monastery refuses to pay medical expenses for a sick member, then he 

or she would have to turn to their families or disciples for helps. This should not 

happen, but one can always find a case in different Taiwanese monasteries. 

Particularly on this topic, there is always some distance between the ideal and the 

reality.  

 

4.4 Other Cases  

 I included five more cases that I had heard from other informants or from them 

personally. I did not engage formal interview with them, but their cases can also give 

us some information on their relationships with natal families before and during their 

monastic lives. In the above cases, my interviewed informants all need supports from 

their families. On the other hand, there are also some monks and nuns who have to 

depend on themselves on own will or for other reasons. There are many couples, 

brothers and sisters, and mother and children who have been ordained in C.F.S. They 

are able to support each other within the same monastic community, but sometimes 

they also have to share family burdens. 

 

Xun (F) and Zhuan (F):  

 Xun and Zhuan are sisters. They grew up in a poor family in Pintung. Both are in 

their fifties, and Xun joined the Order before Zhuan. Xun and Zhuan have two 

younger brothers and one younger sister. Coming from a poor family, they had to 

look after themselves since young. Their parents died when they were still kids, so 
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Xun took over the responsibilities raising her other siblings up as the eldest kid. Xun 

and Zhuan only finished junior high school, but they learned sewing skill in a factory 

from other tailors. After graduating from junior high school, Xun and Zhuan became 

tailors. Their working lives were quite happy because they earned more than enough 

to make a living. Xun and Zhuan’s family has a religious belief in popular religions. 

They went to temples often like all other villagers. Xun and Zhuan did not know the 

distinction between Buddhism and popular religion, but they both liked worshiping 

Avalokiteshvara Bodhisattva (guan-yin 觀音). Thus, Buddhism is not that unfamiliar 

to them. Xun and Zhuan knew about C.F.S. from their friends, and started attending 

Buddhist classes in Kaohsiung since then. Xun was ordained first in her later thirties. 

Zuan joined the Order a few years later when she was around thirty-five. Both had 

some savings and labour insurance from working, so they were not worried about 

saving some money before going to the monastery. However, when asked, they still 

felt that having some savings was quite important before joining the Order. Until now, 

they still pay their public health insurance by their own. Zhuan wanted to become a 

nun earlier, but she had to take care of her sick sister at that time. A few year after 

Xun’s ordination, their younger sister committed suicide by drinking pesticide. It did 

not kill her, but there were a lot of side effects after that. Therefore, she needed to 

be cared twenty-four hours a day. At first, Xun took a leave from the monastery to 

take care of her younger sister. Later, Zhuan decided to take over the responsibility 

because Xun could not stay at home forever. Zhuan started to work at home, so she 

could look after her younger sister at the same time. Both Xuna nd Zhuan knew that 

their younger sister would die eventually due to her illness, but they did not know 

exactly when. Their younger sister died a few years later, and Zhuan joined the Order 

after her sister’s funeral.  

 In Xun and Zhuan’s case, their family burden once blocked their decision to 
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pursue their life choice. If Zhuan did not take over the responsibility of taking care of 

their younger sister, then Xun would have no choice but going back home for longer 

time. On the other hand, Zhuan postponed her decision to join the Order for both of 

her sisters. Therefore, even though Xun and Zhuan do not need their family’s support 

during their monastic lives, they still have responsibility to fulfill. To their younger 

sister, Xun and Zhuan became family’s supporter. Becoming a monk or a nun, or 

leaving secular world, does not free one from his or her responsibilities to their natal 

or married family. Sometimes, they share more family burden than other lay siblings. 

This is the case.  

 

Li (F): 

 Li was born and grew up in Keelung; she has two younger brothers. Li’s father 

worked as a public server, and he died in 2009. Li’s mother is a housewife and a 

Buddhist. Li’s father and two siblings do not have religious belief, nor do they believe 

in popular religions like others. Both of her brothers have high education and good 

job now. Li knew about C.F.S. from attending its Buddhist youth summer camp. She 

was always interested in knowing more about Buddhist philosophy when she was 

young. After attending the summer camp, she had the decision of joining the Order 

in her mind. Few years after finishing her master’s degree in foreign language, she 

got ordained as the old Chan master’s disciple. Her family was opposed to her 

decision especially her father. He was not willing to see her daughter becoming a nun, 

but the struggle did not go for long. Her father had a belief that her daughter should 

pursue a PhD degree, and he knew she could do that. Therefore, Li went overseas to 

study her PhD degree in Buddhism about five years of her monastic life. She had not 

much saving before entering the monastery, so she could not afford expensive tuition 

and living expenses overseas. Actually, it was her father’s request for her to continue 
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her higher education. Li’s father paid for all her tuition and living expense. During her 

study, she sometimes worked part-time to earn some extra money. She also lectured 

Buddhist classes, so she got some helps from local Buddhists, too. In total, she spent 

ten years in getting her PhD degree. She was in her early forties when she came back 

to Taiwan. She did not stay at the monastery for too long. Instead, she found a job 

teaching in a university. Her father retired when she started teaching I knew that she 

had some family problems because her mother did not fulfill her duty in taking care 

of her sick husband, and two of her brothers were not willing to do that, too. Thus, 

her father moved to a sanatorium. She helped paying the fee and expenses for her 

father because without his help, she could never continue her study. One of Li’s close 

friends told me that she was not close to her mother and two other brothers. She 

thought that her mother had neglected her father, and two other siblings also did not 

care much. Moreover, her mother prefers male child over female child, but her father 

was good to her. Ever since she was ordained, she was only close to her father.  

 The monastery did not give Li financial help when she decided to study overseas. 

She got some donations from lay people, but the money was not from the monastery. 

Without her father’s financial help, Li could never get her PhD degree overseas. In 

return to her father’s generosity, she took care of her father’s late life, too. For most 

of monks and nuns who want to continue their study, their family’s helps are crucial 

unless the monastery or lay supporters are willing to give full helps. Compare to Yue’s 

sister, Li is luckier.  

 

Panshi (F): 

Panshi is sixty three now. She has joined the Order for over thirty years. She was 

born and raised in Kaohsiung City with two younger brothers and one younger sister. 

She was from a wealthy family, and her parents owned a small business. At young, 
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she had to take care of her other siblings because her parents were very busy with 

their business, and she was the eldest kid in the family. Therefore, she has very close 

relationship with other siblings since young. After graduating from college, she 

worked in a trading company for ten years. She knew about the old Chan master 

from C.F.S.’ magazine, and began to be interested in Buddhism. When she finally 

decided to become a nun, her parents were very worried about her. Although her 

parents had religious belief in popular religion at that time, they knew monastic life 

was hard and suffering. Panshi grew up in a wealthy family, so her parents had 

doubts on whether she could get used to monastic life or not. When she finally 

became a nun, her mother visited several times to make sure she was alright. Panshi 

and her sister told me that her parents gave her five thousand Taiwanese dollars 

every month as allowance after she became a nun. That was a lot of money thirty 

years ago, so she had no problem in preparing things for her ordination. In the first 

few years, she struggled in the monastery, too. She went back home a few times, and 

her mother told her to stay so that she would built a temple for her. However, she 

decided to go back to C.F.S. During her monastic life, her family relatives and friends 

also became Buddhists and supporters of C.F.S. under her influences. Panshi’s 

parents and first brother died for many years. Panshi’s younger sister is a very 

supportive lay member of C.F.S. She involves in many volunteering works and 

activities of C.F.S. When Panshi was sick with breast cancer, her sister came and live 

in the temple to take care of Panshi because she was a nurse before getting married. 

Panshi has a strong tie with her family, and she cared about them very much. There 

was once when her sister and brother-in-law going out for a trip, she helped taking 

care of her niece and nephews for her. Unlike stereotypical belief, leaving home and 

joining monastic community never stops her being close to her natal family. Panshi 

has been ordained for over thirty years, so she is freed from all monastic positions. 
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Now, she can spend her time on her free will. She plans to visit her niece and 

nephew in United State and travel with her sister.  

For Panshi, her family provides great support to her. The family’s approval of 

Panshi on her different life choice is a strong psychological support to her. Panshi’s 

good relations with her family relatives and friends also brought benefits to C.F.S. 

They became lay supporters of C.F.S. Moreover, Panshi’s family never leaves her any 

family burden like others. Her monastic life is much easier and smoother than most 

of other monastic members on this aspect.     

 

Zhan (F): 

 Zhan is in her later forties now, and she has been ordained for about fifteen 

years. She rarely talked to someone about her family, but we had a conversation 

before, and that was the first time she talked to me about her natal and married 

family. She was born and raised in Kaohsiung. At young, her parents were hard on 

her because she was a girl. Her brothers got most of her parents’ love and care, and 

girls had to help out the house chores like servants. She thought that was not fair, 

but she could not stand against to her parents’ order at a young age. She told me 

that she had always wanted to leave home as soon as she can. In order to escape 

from her natal family, she got married right after she finished her high school. Zhan’s 

ex-husband was much older than her, and she did not love him at the time. Besides 

that, her marriage was her parents’ arrangement, so she should be angry with that, 

but because she wanted to leave home as soon as she can, she agreed to that 

arrangement. Zhan did not talk about her ex-husband much, but I could tell that he 

was good to her. Zhan and her husband have one daughter. During the conversation, 

she did not mention any of her siblings, and I did not ask. Although her ex-husband 

treated her better than her parents, she still had the feeling of emptiness. Zhan’s 
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friends introduced Buddhism to her, so she started to have another life focus. She 

attended many Buddhist classes and activities whenever she was free from family 

and work. In her mind, she wanted to become a member of the monastic community. 

Before she had that plan in mind, she had already divorced with her ex-husband. 

Their separation was quite peaceful, and her ex-husband was willing to take care of 

their daughter; Zhan was able to visit her whenever she wanted. After Zhan joined 

the Order, she still has contact with her daughter, and both her ex-husband and 

daughter knew about her decision. Financially, she was very independent because 

she had worked for many years. Even if she wanted to rely on someone, she knew it 

very well that none of her natal family relative would support. Her relationship with 

her parents and siblings had always been cold before and after she married, so there 

was not much difference after she joined the Order.  

 For Zhan, she was never close to her parents or siblings since she was a kid. Her 

relationship with her natal family was the one she always wanted to escape from. In 

order to leave her natal family, she jumped into another extended relationship at a 

young age, but she was not used to her married life. Religion was a spiritual support 

for her, and she did find herself happier in monastic life. Although she divorced long 

before she joined the Order, her daughter was a good psychological support to her. 

She ended her marriage with her ex-husband peacefully, so she was able to remain a 

good relationship with her ex-husband and daughter. If Zhan did not start the 

conversation about her family with me, I could never tell that she had married before 

and had a daughter. Zhan did not like to talk about her family. I think it is because she 

is not close to them. Zhan is a rare case in my research field because she has no 

contact with her natal family after she joined the Order, so she receives no support 

from them.  
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Chen (M): 

 Chen is in his fifties now, and he has joined the Order for about two years. He 

was a lay disciple of C.F.S. before joining the Order. Chen was born and raised in 

Tainan County, and he lived with his parents after he married. He opened an optical 

store with his parents’ help. Chen’s parents were Buddhists, so Chen and his other 

siblings were familiar with Buddhist monasteries, too. The main temple of C.F.S. was 

located near where Chen lived, so he went to the temple often, and later became a 

lay disciple of the old Chan master. He was very involved in C.F.S.’ activities, and he 

had supported C.F.S. for more than ten years before becoming a monk. Beginning in 

the year of 2004, Chen’s several male relatives died for sudden and unexplainable 

cause of death. At first, he did not know there was something weir with their cause 

of death, but after a few more male relatives died successively, he knew there was 

something wrong. Chen himself was the last one in the family who, he believed 

strongly, suffered from the retribution of family’s bad karma. He was diagnosed of 

cancer at that time. He was still young, and afraid of death. Thus, he asked the 

temple to do private Buddhist rituals for him in order to cease his family’s disasters. 

Chen believed those Buddhist rituals helped him, and his illness was getting 

controlled. After he was recovered from cancer, he had a thought of becoming a 

monk. Chen’s parents had passed away at that time, so he only had to talk to his wife 

and children about his plan. Chen’s wife knew about what had happened to his 

family and him very well, and she was a devoted Buddhist herself. Therefore, she was 

glad to see him becoming a monk. Chen’s wife has no problem of making a living 

with their children because they have their own small business. That is why Chen can 

leave his home without any worry. In addition to that, he lived in the main temple of 

C.F.S., so his wife and children can visit him at any time they want.  

 Chen has his wife’s support in becoming a monk. It is because of his wife’s 
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willingness to take over the family’s responsibilities for him so that he is able to 

achieve his goal. Chen still remains close relationship with his family, and most of 

them are also lay disciples of C.F.S. After recovering from a lethal illness, it is 

understandable why he wants to join the Order. No one in his family has any 

opposition to his decision. To Chen, he is grateful for his wife’s understanding and 

supports. Becoming a monk or a nun is not just a personal matter especially in our 

society which puts family value before personal need. For those who have been 

married with children, they definitely need others’ supports to look after their 

children. Then, family members become the first choice of being care givers. All my 

informants rely on another relative to take care of their children. Even some of my 

informants provide enough money to support their children, they still need someone 

to be care givers. Thus, the helps of their families are very important to them.    

 

4.5 Reasons to Support 

Almost all my informants described their family having some religious beliefs. 

Most of them believe in popular religions. However, I believe the reason why they do 

worshiping is due to more a cultural reason than religious reason. Most of my 

informant’s family members only worship ancestors, gods or goddesses and ghosts at 

home worshipping rituals. They do not really participated in temple’s activities or 

other religious activities. Besides that, these people do have the belief in making 

merits for the family. Shan, Yue, Shanji, Liang and Chen were the only four informants 

in all my cases who mentioned their family member having Buddhist belief. Therefore, 

religious belief is not the primary reason that these family members are willing to 

support their monk or nun relatives. In Mu’s case, all his family members are Catholic. 

Thus, religious belief is not the reason why his mother and sister are willing to take 

care of his daughter for him. In addition, Li’s father has no religious belief at all, but 
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he paid for his nun daughter to study overseas. If we are to find out the primary 

reason of their willingness to support, I believe that is because they have blood 

relations. Mu’s mother supports him because Mu is her son, and she feels that it is 

her responsibility to help him. Li’s father does not pay for other nun’s tuitions but 

only Li’s because Li is his daughter. Sometimes, siblings will help out and support 

because they want to pay back other’s generosity. For Shanji, he worked at a young 

age and paid for his two younger siblings’ tuition fees by sacrificing his own 

educational opportunity. Thus, his younger sister and brother’s willingness is an act 

of return. People who have a close and positive relationship with their families tend 

to continue their good relationships after joining the Order. Their family members 

are more willingly to support their monk or nun relatives, too. Some of them would 

also support the monastery, too. In most of cases, one is willing to support another 

monk or nun relative for many reasons but not just one. Panshi’s sister is a Buddhist, 

thus she supports Panshi and C.F.S. because she has blood relation with Panshi, and 

she also believes in supporting monastic community. Even though she is a devoted 

Buddhist, she does not offer support to other monks and nuns equally like to her 

own nun sister.  

To conclude all these analysis, I believe blood relation is the primary reason for 

family members to support their monk or nun relatives, but the supporter and the 

supported must have positive relationship in the first hand.152 Monks or nuns who 

distance themselves with natal or married families would be more likely to have no 

                                                      
152

 In here, some might argue that blood relation is not the reason why a relative would be willing to 
support Buddhist monastery or another monk or nun relative. I am not saying that this is the only 
reason for that, but I believe it is a primary reason if there is such a relation between a monk or nun 
and a donor. Some relatives of a monk or a nun might not even have any belief or they are not 
Buddhists, but they give supports of any kinds to their relative monk or nun just because they are 
their family members. A good example would be in Mu’s case. None of his siblings and parents is 
Buddhist. Even a family member is a Buddhist, he or she is more likely to donate to the monastery 
where he or she has a family member as a monastic residence at. In some other cases, these donors 
are really supporting their relatives but not Buddhism per se.  
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contact with their natal or married family after joining the Order. Zhan’s story would 

be the case. Moreover, we might think that the religious belief of the supporter 

should the primary reason for their act of support, but it is only one of secondary 

reasons in my research. Taiwanese society is unlike Sherpas society because 

Buddhism is more like a state religion in Sherpas communities, so leaving the secular 

world and entering a monastic community is a highly praised act. Becoming a monk 

or nun in Sherpa’s society has been seen as normal. On the other hand, even in a 

Buddhist family, choosing to be a monk or a nun, outside of normal family system, is 

not always encouraged. In most of time, non-Buddhists supporters support their 

monk or nun relatives just because they are related by blood. In addition to that, 

parents are more likely to support their monk or nun children than siblings because 

they are parents. For between siblings, positive relationship between the supporter 

and the supported and religious belief of the supporter would be more important 

than if the supporters are parents. I believe it is because the bond between parents 

and child is different from between siblings.  

 

4.6 From Secular Family to Monastic Family  

Holmes Welch tried to find out motivations of monks in renouncing their secular 

lives under the Chinese society of strong familism in his research, and at the 

same time, he noticed that the substantiality of secular family institution had also 

been brought into monastic institution.153 Particularly in Chinese Buddhism, 

entering the Order is like entering another family institution. How secular family 

values being brought into Chinese monastic life can be observed through the 

usage of pseudo-kinship terms within the monastic family, and members’ family 

obligations to each other. According to Welch, large public monastery tried to 
                                                      
153

 Welch, 1967, pp.276-278. 
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prevent any hereditary monastic relationship taking roots in the monastery by 

disallowing members to train or tonsure disciple in the monastery.154 Monks in 

large public monastery would go back to their tonsure temple to ordain new 

disciples and train them there. Therefore, the strength of familism seems to be 

weaker in large public monastery than hereditary temples. Since most of 

monasteries in Taiwan belong to the type of hereditary temple, strong strength of 

familism can been seen.    

 

Pseudo-Kinship Terms 

There is a series of pseudo-kinship terms that have been used in the 

monasteries. In English, the word “master” does not have the implication of 

father-son relationship between the followed (teacher) and followers (disciples). 

However, “master” (Shi Fu 師父) in Chinese characters do have the meaning of both 

teacher and father. That implies a relationship of father and son. In another case, a 

monk or a nun will address another member as uncles if he or she belongs to the 

same dharma generation as their master.155 Furthermore, monks and nuns who 

belong to the same dharma generation will address each other as brothers.156 These 

pseudo-kinship terms are all patrilineal. Not only monks and nuns use these 

pseudo-kinship terms to address each other, but they also have to fulfill their 

obligation by paying respects to the ones who belong to the higher dharma 

generations, and taking care of others from same dharma generation like taking care 

of one’s own brothers. An example of the influence of family ethics on monastery is 

that a disciple must make sure a good rebirth of the master after his or her death by 

                                                      
154

 Types of monastery will be discussed later.  
155

 Shi-shu (師叔): Its direction translation is teacher-uncle. The second Chinese character points out 

the relationship between the addressed and the addresser.  
156

 Shi-xuon (師兄): Its direct translation will be teacher-brother. In English, there is a new term called 

dharma brother which has the same meaning. The term shows the relationship as siblings. 
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performing dead rituals and making offerings to his or her ancestral tablet, grave, or 

ash altar.157 In many Buddhist texts, Buddha Gautama talked about the relationship 

between master and disciple; one’s master should take care of his disciple as his son, 

and in return, his disciple should also respect his master like respecting his own 

father according to the Buddha’s teaching.158 I believe that there is a difference 

between addressing one another with these pseudo-kinship terms and the Buddha’s 

teaching on the proper relation between the master and disciple. Chinese Buddhism 

seems to reconstruct family ideology within its monastic ethic system. As for 

Buddhist teachings, what is important is the attitude of the master to disciple and 

disciple to master. Those pseudo-kinship terms tell you the relationship between two 

people within the monastery, and only monks and nuns who are from the same 

dharma lineage would call each other by these pseudo-kinship terms. That identifies 

which monastic family one is from. 

 

4.7 The Supports to Families from Monks and Nuns 

According to Buddhist precepts, if a monk’s parents are old and  

poor, the monk can offer them clothing.159 Thus, a monk or nun can give supports to 

his or her parents and also siblings if they need. Many monasteries in Taiwan will 

grant a leave for their members if they have to go back to their lay homes and take 

care of the sick or old parents. In many cases, the other siblings would expect their 

monk brothers or nun sisters to take that responsibility. In today’s society, two 

salaries in one single family is critical, so these siblings would be willing to pay for the 

expenses of their parents but not being their caregivers. Sometimes the other 

                                                      
157

 Welch, 1967, pp.130. 
158

 Taisho Tripitaka Vol. T22, No. 1421; Vinaya Pitakam I, p.45; The Book of Discipline IV, pp.58-59. 
 
159

 Vinaya Pitakam I, p.297-298; Vinaya Pitakam IV, p.286; The Sacred Books of the East XVII, p.232; 
The Book of Discipline IV, p.424; The Book of Discipline III, p.299.  
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siblings have financial problems themselves, and are unable to take that 

responsibility. Therefore, the monk or nun would have to help their parents out. 

Although a monk or a nun can take a leave from their jobs in the monastery, they will 

not be given any allowance or bursary on public medical insurance during the time 

on leave. They have to count on their own savings or their family’s support. However, 

in some monasteries, the monk or nun can bring their parents to reside in the 

monasteries if they need help.160  

 According to one of my informants, Liang went back home to take care of her 

sick mother until she died. After the death of her mother, she also helped to arrange 

the funeral matters. Liang took the leave for about one year, but before that, she had 

gone back and forth from the monastery and home several times already when her 

mother needed care. Her situation is not unfamiliar to other members in C.F.S. Many 

monks and nuns in C.F.S. had ever taken a leave to take care of their sick relatives 

before. However, nuns are more likely to be asked by their families for helps in taking 

care of another sick family member than monks. I have nine female cases and six 

male cases in my research. None of my monk informant has ever asked by their 

family for such a help. On the other hand, seven out of my ten nun informants have 

taken a leave to help taking care of another sick family member before.  

 

4.8 Types of Monastery 

There are several differences between a large public monastery (shi-fang con-lin 

十方叢林) and hereditary temple (ci-cuen miao 子孫廟). These English terms on the 

types of monastery were borrowed from Welch.161 According to Fo Guang Dictionary, 

                                                      
160

 For instance, Pu-yi Monastery in Northern Taiwan allows their nuns to bring their mothers to live 
in the monastery if they need. However, because it is a nunnery, they only allow female parent 
residing in the monastery.  
161

 Holmes Welch, The Practice of Chinese Buddhism 1900-1950, 1967. 
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a hereditary temple is one type of the temples in Taiwan, and it is usually much 

smaller in the number of the monastic members residing in the temple than large 

public monastery.162 Usually, the properties of the hereditary temple are controlled 

and owned by one monk or nun or a group of monks and nuns who are close 

related163 to each other. On the other hand, the properties of a large public 

monastery are owned by the whole monastic community. These definitions in Fo 

Guang Dictionary can be supported by Welch’s definition on different types of 

monastery, but Welch provided more detailed information on the differences 

between these types from his observation.164 A key characteristic of hereditary 

temple, to Welch, was private ownership in which it is owned by a monk or a group 

of monks. Hereditary temple could be run with the owner’s own will. Unlike 

hereditary temple, larger public monastery had to be operated according to a 

common monastic rule. In addition, monastic members of hereditary temple were 

heirs (zi-sun 子孫) of the master, and their relationship based on tonsure relationship 

but not necessarily on blood relationship. In hereditary temple, the secular patrilinial 

family structure could be easily observed. Moreover, the ownership of hereditary 

temple was passed down from generation to generation within the same tonsure 

family.165 Sometimes hereditary temple was called small temples (xiao-miao 小廟) 

despite they could have a large number of residents.  

 

Hereditary Public Monastery 

 Another type of monastery is hereditary public monastery. According to Welch, 

                                                      
162

 Shih, Ci Yi (Ed.). Buddha’s Light Dictionary, 1989 : pp.919. 
163

 These monks and nuns can be related by blood or by direct dharma lineage; that means there is 
one master and the others are his or her own disciples.  
164

 Welch, 1967, pp.3-4; pp.129-141. 
165

 It was used by Welch to indicate the whole monastic community had the same tonsure master, so 
they all belonged to the same dharma lineage.  
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many temples had characteristics of a large public monastery but also characteristics 

of hereditary temple. The essential characteristic of hereditary public monastery was 

that this type of monastery allowed visiting monks and nuns to stay as long as they 

wanted. However, the ownership of the monastery would never be passed down to 

these visiting monks and nuns because they were from different tonsure family. C.F.S. 

accepts visiting monks and nuns, so all its temples belong to this type.   

 

Monasteries in Taiwan  

If we use Welch’s definitions to classify monasteries in Taiwan, then I believe 

that most of the monasteries fall into the type of hereditary temple, but the situation 

is more complex today than before. Although Welch’s observations can be applied to 

some of the situations in Taiwanese monasteries today, but there are still some 

differences. From one of Welch’s informants, he described his temple, hereditary 

temple, to have less visitors and little administrative work than large public 

monastery. In addition to that, Buddhist devotions were not seemed as important in 

hereditary temple that in large public monastery, and there were no code of 

conducts in hereditary temple to govern their activities. These situations can be 

observed in many hereditary temples in Taiwan but not all of them. Some very 

organized hereditary temples are large in size of its institutions and number of 

permanent residences, and these temples operated pretty much like large public 

monastery. If such a hereditary temple accepted visiting sangha members, then it 

would become a large hereditary public monastery.      

 In a statistics done in 1930, there were about a hundred thousand hereditary 

temples in Taiwan, and the average number of people living in the temple was about 
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five.166 We are not sure if this statistics is accurate because we do not know how 

researchers differentiated different types of monastery. Another statistics mentioned 

by Welch indicated that the average number of monks in residence of monasteries 

and temples were five. The reason for that small number of monk residing within 

one monastery or temple was because there was not enough food to feed too many 

monks. This is, however, not the reason of hereditary temple having small number of 

sangha members in Taiwan. Many hereditary temples have their ownership passed 

down to people who are not only from the same tonsure family as the owner but 

also having blood relationship with the owner because these temples were usually 

built and owned by the owner’s family. The owner of the temple can be a layperson, 

and if the layperson inherits the ownership, he or she might choose to be ordained 

as a monk or nun in order to be the abbot or abbess of the temple. However, if one 

chooses not to shave their hairs, then he or she would hire other monks or nuns to 

run the temple for them.    

There is a possibility that a large public monastery becomes a hereditary temple 

or a hereditary public monastery, and vice versa. Hereditary temples have many 

problems in management. If no new member (members with blood relation or not) 

joins the hereditary temple, then the number of people who can help running the 

temple will not be enough. For example, most small hereditary temples heavily rely 

on the income from doing private Buddhist ritual services. Thus, there must be at 

least five people participating in each ritual service. Another concern of these 

hereditary temples is that there are too many competitions between temples in 

Taiwan. More and more lay supporters are willing to donate money to larger 

monasteries (in size of institution) than to small hereditary temples. Due to different 

considerations, the owners of a hereditary temple might consider giving up the 
                                                      
166

 Shih, Ci Yi (Ed.). Buddha’s Light Dictionary, 1980: pp.919.  
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ownership to other larger monasteries. In this case, these smaller hereditary temples 

become branch temples of larger monasteries. Some abbots or abbesses of large 

public monastery or hereditary public monastery appoint their relatives to important 

management positions. These temples become the ownership of members from one 

single family who are related to each other by lineage, blood or both. It is an example 

of a large public monastery turning into a hereditary temple or a hereditary public 

monastery. As for now, I cannot really name a monastery which falls into the 

category of large public monastery, and without any further research, we do not 

know whether those large public monasteries that Welch visited have changed or 

not.      

 

Family Relationship  

The relationship between monks or nuns and their natal families of hereditary 

temples can be very complex. For one reason, the members residing in hereditary 

temples in Taiwan are more likely to have blood relationship with each other. For 

instance, the abbot of a hereditary temple is usually the father or the mother of 

other monastic members in the temple. In this case, the members would not have 

financial problem like the informants of my field research because they are in control 

of the temple’s property and finance. In addition, they also have all the access to the 

temple’s resources. Many hereditary temples of Taiwan, strictly speaking, are more 

like households than monasteries. Sometimes, relatives can join the Order at the 

same monastery. Therefore, it is not hard to see parents and children or members 

who have blood relation with each other living in the same monastery. A best 

example would be Buddha Gautama and his son, Rahula. However, in a good 

monastic community, everyone should follow the same guidance and rules without 

any privilege. 
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Particularly in Chinese tradition, many filial sons would build a small Buddhist 

temple for his widowed mother as a place for retirement. These widowed women 

choose to become nuns after her duty in the family has finished. Through this 

behavior, they earn great reward by the society because of her chastity to her dead 

husband. In the past, renunciation was always one of the choices for widowed 

women especially when they had no child. Actually, it is not really a choice of women 

per se, but it is the choice made for them. In other cases, unmarried daughters 

would be encouraged to become nuns at their private hereditary temples for 

showing their chastity. Another reason to do that is to avoid problems of where to 

put the tablet because unmarried daughters cannot have their tablets in the birth 

families after they die. However, if they become nuns, they can have their tablets in 

the temple. Therefore, renunciation is a way to solve both social and cultural 

problems. Entering an Order is called “chu-ja (出家)” in Chinese. It means leaving the 

secular families or world. Even if people of the above cases choose renunciation from 

secular families, they never really leave their secular families because they remain 

very close with their families. In the end, the ownership of these private owned 

hereditary temples are still on the hand of the monk or the nun’s family.  

Many people choose to be tonsured at the same temples as their relatives. 

Either they are influenced by their relatives or they believe the choice of their 

relatives. Sometimes, a family of father, mother and children joins the same Order. 

Therefore, it is not hard to find examples of members having another relative in the 

same temple. In C.F.S., there are sisters, mothers, daughters, nephews, husbands and 

wives. Blood relation is hard to ignore. What I mean is that even a nun addresses her 

mother, for example, by her dharma names in the temple, they still cannot ignore the 

emotional bond between the two. Interestingly, a “mother nun” can never treat her 

“daughter nun” as other tonsure brothers, and in the eyes of this “mother-nun”, her 
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daughter is always her daughter despite that their choices of renouncing from 

secular families. This is also true to most of other monks and nuns. For instance, 

many monks and nuns still call their mothers as moms but not their names because 

they treat their mothers still as mothers emotionally, and blood relation is hard to be 

ignored. At least in my research cases, monks and nuns still remain very close with 

their families, and they never really leave their families from the act of renunciation. 

It is critical that a monk or nun keeps good and close relationship with their families. 

In extreme case, that relationship secures their survival for being a monk and a nun. 

As what my informants told me, they never knew if they could continue his monastic 

life without his or her families’ supports. Theoretically, this should not be a problem, 

but it is in the reality.          
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Chapter Five: What About now? 

5.1 The Changing Monastic System in Taiwan 

 Whether there is a change between the relationships of monks and nuns with 

their families, somehow, could be affected by the changing monastic system in 

Taiwanese monasteries. Unlike monasteries in China, Taiwanese monasteries are 

smaller in size of their building structures and in number of monastic members 

residing in each monastery. Before the influences of Japanese monastic system, 

Taiwanese Buddhism were more close to what scholar called a vegetarian sect 

(Zhaijiao 齋教) or also called the lay Buddhism (jushi fojiao 居士佛教). In Zhaijiao’s 

tradition, members must take refuge to the Three Jewels167, take Five Buddhist lay 

precepts168, and engage in the Ten Virtues169.170 Furthermore, members of Zhaijiao 

believed that lays could take over the responsibilities of monastic monks and nuns of 

in temples, and so their Third Refuge was not to the sangha as in orthodox Buddhism 

but to all disciples.171 Another type of lay Buddhism was women who stayed at 

Buddhist temples seeking Buddhist practices as their life career. Most of the lay 

women who lived in those Buddhist temples followed similar Buddhist monastic 

disciplines and monastic ways of lives. These lay women also kept celibacy vows and 

became vegetarians. However, they never had chance to be ordained properly. Many 

of them later got proper bhikshuni ordination when there were conferring 

ceremonies in Taiwan.  

After Japanese brought their Buddhist tradition along with their political 

controls into Taiwan, many Taiwanese Buddhist monasteries were forced to be 

                                                      
167

 Three Jewels in Buddhism: the Buddha, the teaching and the Sangha 
168

 Buddhist five lay precepts: not to kill, steal, indulge in illicit sex, lie, and drink alcohol.  
169

 Refraining oneself from doing the Ten Demeritorious Acts such as killing, stealing, illicit sex, lying, 
double speech, malicious speech, salacious talk, greed, anger and false views.   
170

 Jones, 1999, pp.15. 
171

 Jones, 1999, pp.15-16. 
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affiliated with Japanese Buddhist monasteries. Japanese Buddhist monastic system 

also brought in their family based monastic system into Taiwanese monasteries. My 

argument is different from Jones’ belief. In Jones’ book, he stated the following: 

 Most Chinese scholars working in Taiwan do not believe that 

the Japanese occupation influenced religion on the island to 

any great extend. The Japanese were not in Taiwan long  

enough to have a lasting impact……172 

Jones’ argument might be true to the impacts on all Taiwanese religion per se, but 

Japanese Buddhist monastic system did bring some changes to Taiwanese Buddhist 

monasteries and these impacts still remained until this day. A respected elder nun173 

informant told me that Japanese family based monastic system was the major reason 

why there were so many family hereditary temples in Taiwan. Although according to 

Welch’s research among monasteries in China, there were also many hereditary 

temples, and people often called them “small temple” (xiaomiao 小廟), still, the 

difference between hereditary temples in China and family hereditary temples in 

Taiwan were their line of inheritance of the later monasteries was based on mainly 

blood relations. This was the impact of Japanese Buddhist customs of taking wives, 

and having children in order to inherit temples’ management authority. As I had 

mentioned in previous chapter, monastic members of a hereditary temple in China 

were mostly from the same dharma lineage, but they did not necessary having any 

kin relation between each other. In addition, the selection of the abbot would be 

passed on to another monk that was also from the same tonsure family but not to 

others who were from different lineage descent. However, the properties of family 

hereditary temples in Taiwan are always passed on to someone who has blood 

                                                      
172

 Jones, 1999, pp.92-93 
173

 Shih, Chao-yin; the founder of Puyi Yuan Monastery  
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relationship with the previous temple owner. Therefore, it is common that we can 

find a group of family members being monastic members in the family hereditary 

temples in Taiwan.  

There are many examples that we can find belong to hereditary temples based 

on blood relation in Taiwan. Many of these hereditary temples were previously 

non-Buddhist temples before the Japanese colonization in Taiwan. Due to Japanese 

colonial government’s religious policies in Taiwan, these temples affiliated with 

Japanese Buddhist temples in order to save their temple properties. They tried to 

transform their non-Buddhist temples into Buddhist temples, and some of the 

temple owner became Buddhist monks and nuns with proper ordination. However, 

these temples were not that different from previous non-Buddhist temples because 

they were still owned and run by the owning family. Some of these monks of 

hereditary temples followed Japanese monastic tradition of having wives and 

children, and eating meats. After 1949, these decadent situations had been gradually 

changed with Buddhist reformations. Some of hereditary temples were no longer 

privately owned, but many of them still remained to be family hereditary. One 

cannot really tell whether the temple is privately owned or not because many 

hereditary temples will hire monks and nuns to run these temples with fixed salaries. 

Like Japanese family based Buddhist temples, family hereditary temples need 

someone from the owner’s family to run the temple after the previous abbot or 

abbess retired. Usually, the abbotship will pass onto the next generation of the family. 

Monks and nuns who reside in family hereditary temples can be very insecure unless 

they have blood relation with the owner’s of the temple. Kin relation is very 

complicated in family hereditary temples. A monk’s father can be both his tonsure 

master and biological father at the same time, and he can have other relatives 

residing in the same temple, too. Sometimes, the owner of family hereditary temple 
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can tonsure someone who is not a relative in order to have more disciples helping 

out the temple management. Thus, a monk can have another monk brother with 

both biological blood relation and dharma lineage relation, or having one of these 

two types of relation. Monks and nuns are often exploited by the owner of family 

hereditary temples. For instance, monks and nuns in these temples are badly paid 

through a monthly allowance, and they get no welfare at all except for room and 

food. The temple has the right to ask these monks and nuns to leave when they have 

no more labor power. Indeed, there are many stories like that from some informants. 

Keeping good kin relation is important for these monks and nuns because their 

temples do not provide good sangha care for them. In most of time, these monks 

and nuns have no choice but to ask for family’s helps and supports. On the other 

hand, monks or nuns who have blood relationship with the temple owner do not 

have that problem because they have the right and accesses to the temple’s 

resources.  

After 1949, many monks fled from China to Taiwan. Many of these Chinese 

monks established their own Buddhist monasteries in Taiwan according to their 

home monasteries in China. Because the establishment of a new monastery needed 

new members, and the number of nuns was always much greater than the number 

of monks in Taiwan, therefore, many Chinese monks started to tonsure female 

disciples after arriving Taiwan. This rarely happened in China because monks and 

nuns lived separately in different monasteries, and a monk would often only tonsure 

male disciples. Today, it is common to have both sangha residing in the same 

monastery. There are cases that all members of a nuclear family join the same 

monastery where the father, the mother and children become dharma brothers of 

the same dharma lineage to each other. Some young novices of these monasteries 

are children of their other monastic members, and they provide cares for members’ 
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dependents if these children want to be with their parents. Another impact of such a 

change is gender differentiation of monastic positions within a monastery. Usually, 

nuns are more likely than monks to be assigned for cooking positions. Some 

monasteries sent their monastic members to get higher public or sangha education, 

so it also gave nuns more chances and abilities to take over important monastic 

positions. Unlike traditional Buddhist monasteries of Taiwan, larger monasteries 

established by monks fled from China and highly educated monks and nuns give 

younger generation different expectations of monastic life.174 Younger and highly 

educated people are more willing to become monks and nuns, and some parents 

also became more open minded to their children’s choice of joining the Order due to 

these changes and influences.  

 

5.2 The Changing Kin Relations of Monks and Nuns 

 The prospect monastic life is different from now and before. People who 

become monks and nuns and reasons for them to become monks and nuns play very 

important roles in affecting the majority’s view on Buddhist renunciation. With the 

increase in educational level of these monks and nuns, their social status has been 

brought up at the same time. Unlike countries like Thailand, Buddhism is not the 

state religion in Taiwan. The social status of monks in countries whose state religion 

is Buddhism is much higher than monks and nuns in any Chinese society. Intellectuals 

have always been highly respected in Chinese society, so the improvement of the 

educational level of monks and nuns helped changed their social image. After 1949, 

many monks fled from China to Taiwan, and many of them had higher education in 

either Buddhist colleges in China or public schools. Many of them started giving 

Buddhist lectures to the young people, and that attracted many young educated 
                                                      
174

 Examples are Fo Guang Shan Monastery, Dharma Drum monastery and Chungtai Chan Monastery.  
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Buddhists willing to join the monastic community. For instance, Chan master Sheng 

Yen had a PhD degree in Buddhist studies from Rissho University of Japan. Highly 

educated and famous monk like Sheng Yen attracted a lot of young and highly 

educated followers, and was able to establish one of a few representing Buddhist 

monasteries in Taiwan175. Also because of the improvement of the social economy, 

having higher education is more accessible to most of the people. Moreover, some of 

our social values changes with the increase of the majority’s educational level. 

People start to look at what they really want for their lives but not the lives society 

wanting them to have. Extrafamilial alternatives are no more an unacceptable choice 

for most of people. This is not to say that the majority has fully accepted extrafamilial 

alternatives such as becoming monks and nuns in our society, but people who want 

to have an extrafamilial life is more willing to fight for it. All these social changes 

helped to create a more positive image of Buddhist renunciation, so people of the 

parental generation gradually becomes more open minded with their children’s 

choice of life that they want. Monks and nuns who join the monastic community 

with the approval of their families tend to have a better relationship with their kin, 

and many of them will also stay close with their kin after entering the monasteries.  

 Geographically, Taiwan is a small island comparing to China. Unless a person 

joins a monastic community far away from Taiwan, the chance for a monk or a nun to 

visit their relatives, or vice versa, is high. With better technologies today, keeping 

contact with someone is easier than before; therefore, even if the monk or nun joins 

an overseas monastery, there are still ways to keep contacts with families. Many 

monks and nuns actually come from places where their monasteries are located, so 

their families can visit them in the monasteries at anytime they want. When parents 

or relatives visit monks and nuns in their local monasteries, it is like visiting a married 
                                                      
175

 Dharma Drum Monastery, see www.dharmadrum.org.  

http://www.dharmadrum.org/
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son or daughter. Thus, Buddhist renunciation is no more a lifelong separation 

between parents and children.  

 Today, some monasteries encourage their monastic members to keep positive 

relationships with their families, and most of the monasteries allow their members 

to have regular contacts with their families without intervention. A good example will 

be Fo Guang Shan Monastery’s twice annual family gatherings that the monastery 

will invite relatives of their monastic members to attend. Another example is that 

Puyi Yuan Monastery allows their monastic member to have one to two day-off  

after Chinese New Year to visit their lay families, and it is more like Chinese tradition 

that married daughter visiting their natal families on the 2nd of January lunar month 

during Chinese New Year celebration. Both annual family gatherings in Fo Guang 

Monastery and day-off to visit lay families of Puyi Yuan Monastery help monks and 

nuns keeping close relationship with their families, and by doing that, they also 

assure to their monastic members’ relatives of their well-beings in the monasteries. 

 There is a quite important change to the relationship between monks or nuns 

and their families. Before, people believed that someone who entered the monastery 

would leave family responsibility of taking care of their parents behind, so Buddhist 

renunciation was seemed as an unfilial act. Nuns might not have that problem if 

there was another male sibling in the families, but that had been changed in today’s 

society. Both son and daughter have the same responsibility of taking care of their 

natal parents. As I mentioned in the previous chapters, many monks and nuns go 

back to their lay families because their parents or siblings need their helps. In 

people’s stereotypical thinking, monks and nuns should be the ones who leave the 

family responsibility behind, and become totally disconnected with their lay families 

forever. However, this is not true from my findings in the field research. Few monks 

and nuns in C.F.S. even have to earn money by doing private Buddhist rituals for lay 
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people in order to raise money for their parents because their other siblings are 

either unwilling or unable to take care of their parents. Monks and nuns are also the 

siblings in the families who are more likely to be asked by other siblings to take care 

of their sick or old parents because they are busy with jobs and married families, or 

because they are unable to pay more for nursing cares. Even though some of these 

monks and nuns have the approval of their families to join the monastic communities, 

they might never think about having family burdens one day in the future. Most of 

the monasteries are lenient with such an excuse if a member has to take a leave from 

the monastic position, but not all of these monasteries are willing to provide 

continuing welfare and allowance for that person. Thus, the monk or nun who takes 

a leave from the monastery for that reason must look after him or herself while 

staying outside of the monastery. For other monasteries with good welfare system 

for their monastic members, they are willing to provide food and shelter for their 

member’s dependent parents if needed. These monasteries also tend to have a 

better medical welfare system for their monastic members in comparison with other 

monasteries. In good situation, the monk or nun share family responsibility of any 

kind with other siblings or relatives, but in the worst scenario, the monk or nun has 

to handle the problem all by him or herself with monasteries’ support. In C.F.S., more 

and more monks and nuns need to take a leave in order to help their lay families.  

 Different from the above is when some monks and nuns leave their own families 

burdens to their natal families after joining the monastic communities. There is an 

increase trend in C.F.S. that more and more new monastic member having marriage 

and children before entering the monastery. It is also because the average age of 

new members increases every year. With parents bearing fewer children today, both 

sons and daughters have more pressure on sharing family responsibilities of both 

taking care of their parents and having heirs for the family line than before. There is a 
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reason for the difference between number of monks and nuns in Taiwan. Male 

children is less likely to be approved by the family to join a monastic community 

because caring for dependent old parents one day and having children to continue 

family line are their responsibilities for their natal families. That is also why, in 

average, more monks have married with children before joining the monastic 

community than nuns in C.F.S. Some monks married and have children just because 

they need to fulfill their responsibility of having an heir for the family line before 

entering the monasteries. After they join the Order, their lay families must take over 

their family burdens for these monks and nuns by taking care of their dependent 

children. Without monks’ and nuns’ family supports for that, they would never have 

a chance to join the monastic order unless their children become independent one 

day. With more and more newly ordained monks and nuns having young children 

before entering the monasteries, more lay relatives of these monks and nuns today 

would have to take over their family responsibilities.            

 

5.3 Systemization: Caring for Monks and Nuns in Taiwanese Monasteries 

 Most of the Buddhist monasteries in Taiwan, unlike monasteries in China, were 

newly founded in the last fifty years. Before that, there were mostly temple of 

popular religion where they also worshipped Buddhist gods and goddesses, temples 

of Zhaijiao (齋教) or temples established by lay Buddhists. The founders or abbots 

and abbesses who have the most authority within the monastery decide what kind of 

monastic system their monasteries will have. Welch’s types of monasteries are also 

important in determining whether the monastery has a good monastic system or 

not.176 Hereditary temple in Taiwan is hereditary because its ownership is mostly 

passed down to another relative of the previous owner with blood relation. Such a 
                                                      
176

 Welch, 1967.  
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monastic system is similar to Japanese Buddhist family hereditary temples. Although 

both systems look the same, but there are two major differences between the two. 

First, Japanese Buddhist hereditary temples are actually owned not by a private 

owner but by the main temple of that Buddhist school, and all the temple’s incomes 

must be given to the main temple except the basic expense that the monk needs to 

run the temple. Second, Japanese Buddhist family hereditary temples will not 

tonsure anyone without blood relation to serve for the temple like Taiwanese family 

hereditary temples. Strictly speaking, Taiwanese Buddhist monasteries are of two 

types according to Welch’s types of monasteries in China: hereditary temples by 

either blood or dharma lineage and public hereditary temples.     

Many Buddhist hereditary temples in Taiwan were originally temples of the 

popular religions, but they were forced to change themselves into Buddhist temples 

due to Japanese religious policies in Taiwan during their colonization. Although the 

owners of these hereditary temples later became monks and nuns with proper 

ordination, the temple properties were still on the hand of their family but not 

owned by the monastic community as a whole. In addition, the owners of these 

hereditary temples would tonsure new monastic disciples in order to help running 

the temple. Monks and nuns who belong to hereditary temples are usually badly 

treated by the owner of the temple or relatives of the owner. I had a conversation 

with an informant about her monastic life at Golden Dragon Temple in Taipei. Golden 

Dragon Temple is a hereditary temple, and the owners of the temple now are two 

sons of its founder Xuan Xin (玄信); Both of his sons are lay persons. Xuan Xin was 

the grand master of my informant, and some of her elder dharma brothers had to 

help cleaning houses for lay families of Xuan Xin. These nuns were sometimes 

treated like servants for the owner’s families. Furthermore, nuns in the temples were 

hired by the owners to run the temple even until now, and they would get a small 
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amount of salary every month. The pay given by the temple is lower than the pay 

from a normal job, and there is no welfare at all when the nun is sick or old. Retired 

nuns will be asked to leave the temple because they have no more labor force. 

Monks and nuns in the hereditary temples like this are insecure when get old or sick 

one day. These hereditary temples can have a monk or nun, or a group of monks and 

nuns residing in the temples, but they are not good monastic community according 

to the orthodox Buddhism. Moreover, very few of them have successfully 

transformed themselves into orthodox monastic communities.  

 Another type of hereditary temple is hereditary because all monks and nuns 

within the monastic community belong to the same dharma lineage. The majority of 

these hereditary temples have orthodox monastic communities, and many of them 

have good monastic systems. A good example will be Dharma Drum Monastery in 

Taiwan. The monastery provides good supports and cares for their monastic 

members. If a member is sick, the monastery will provide private room and care for 

this sick member, and all the medical expenses will be paid by the monastery. 

Moreover, retiring monks and nuns are also well taken care of. For other members, 

basic and necessary expenses are provided by the monastery. Not all hereditary 

temples by dharma lineage have good welfare system for their monastic members 

like Dharma Drum Monastery, but most of them tend to have better monastic system 

than private owned Buddhist temples. The founder or the person who is in authority 

within the monastery is the key reason why a monastery having better cares for 

monastic members than others. However, because the person who is in authority 

within the monastery might change, so the monastic system can also be changed, 

too. Therefore, selection of the abbot or abbess of the monastery and having a good 

firmly established monastic community are both important.   

 C.F.S. is a public hereditary temple, but its important monastic positions will 
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never be given to monks and nuns with a different dharma lineage. The main temple 

of C.F.S. has a special medical fund coming from the incomes of the souvenir store. 

Other branch temples do not have this special fund, so if someone needs medical 

bursary, he or she has to go to the temple and apply for it. One has to apply for it, so 

the people who are in the higher monastic positions will decide whether they are 

going to grant the medical bursary or not. Most of the members never apply for that 

medical bursary unless the illness is serious and critical. There is a trend that the age 

of new members increases each year, and most of new members are over the age of 

fifty in recent years. In addition, there are more and more newly established branch 

temples in C.F.S., and they need more monastic members to run the temple, but they 

do not have enough funds for all members’ welfares because most of the incomes go 

to temple construction and basic maintaining. When new member’s age at the time 

of ordination increases, then that also means these people might need medical care 

or aging care sooner than other young members. If most of the incomes go to temple 

construction and other organizational expansion, then monastic welfares will be 

neglected. Over-expansion is the main problem in this case. Similar situation 

happens elsewhere, too. Many big monasteries only have one or two monastic 

members in residence. On the other hand, there are many monks and nuns living 

outside of monasteries for different reasons. These monks and nuns can only rely on 

lay supporters, relatives, public non-profit organizations, personal savings and paid 

jobs. This does not mean this group of monks and nuns need more relatives’ 

supports than monks and nuns who reside in the monasteries because not all 

monasteries provide all necessary supports to their members as what we just 

discussed on the above.  
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5.4 Further Research  

 Still, there are many questions that this research cannot answer, and these 

questions are also close related to my topic. Lay relatives of monks and nuns are 

mostly the biggest supporters of them, and receiving supports from lay relatives by 

monks and nuns is not against to Buddhist vinaya or individual monastic rules. In 

early Buddhism, whether a new monastic member had personal saving or not was 

never a problem when joining the monastic community. Monks and nuns were fully 

relied on lay supporters to sustain basic living. Moreover, monks and nuns also relied 

on the monastic community for extra cares and expenses. When a monastic member 

was sick, the monastic community would find a way to pay medical expenses for the 

sick member.177 In Ideal Chinese monastic system, the monastery also has the 

responsibility to take care of a sick member, but the reality that we have seen today 

is that most of sick monastic members are forced to leave their monasteries. Most of 

these sick monks and nuns can only rely on their lay relatives unless they can find 

another lay person to support them. Medical expense is the most important financial 

assistance that a lay relative would provide to another monastic relative. Taiwanese 

Buddhists always have a saying that if one wants to join the monastic community, 

that person must bring some money with them. The personal saving will be either 

donated to the monastery for a better monastic position or paid for personal 

expenses after entering the monastery. Why is there such a difference between an 

ideal monastic system and real monastic system is worth for further research.  

 Indeed, it is not hard to hear a story about a monk or nun leaving the monastery 

because of his or her illness among Buddhist communities in Taiwan. Some of them 

are forced to leave directly but some of them are forced to leave by pressure from 

the monastic community indirectly. How each monastery deals with a sick monastic 
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member in Taiwan needed to be looked deeply into. In addition, what kind of 

medical system a monastery has in another Buddhist tradition such as Theravada in 

Thailand and Sri Lanka or Tibetan tradition in India and Tibet can be compared with 

the medical system among Taiwanese monasteries.  

 In this research, we look into kin relations of monks and nuns and lay relatives’ 

supports to monks and nuns only from the perspectives of these monks and nuns. 

What their parents and other family members thought about Buddhist renunciation, 

the reason for their willingness to support, how they think about Taiwanese Buddhist 

monasteries, and how they feel about their relatives’ monastic lives after entering 

the monasteries are interesting thesis subjects. Furthermore, how both monk or nun 

and their relatives feel about Buddhism or Buddhist monasteries if the monk or nun 

is forced to leave the monastery when gets old and sick? How these monks and nuns 

deal with these difficulties? These are all potential questions that a new research can 

start with.  
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Chapter Six: Summary and Conclusion  

 A monk or nun does not only rely on the supports of lay Buddhists but also 

supports from their relatives. Actually, some of these monks and nuns would never 

be able to join the monastic communities without lay relatives’ helps. The reasons 

why these lay relatives are willing to provide supports can be different. How people 

perceive the act of Buddhist renunciation play an important role in affecting the 

relationship between monks or nuns with their families. Buddhist renunciation is an 

extrafamilial alternative, and it is believed that only people who face life difficulties 

or someone who has been abandoned by the family system would want to become 

monks and nuns. Not only this is in the majority’s concept about Buddhist 

renunciation, but that concept can be traced back to religious laws during the Ching 

Dynasty (1636-1912). The government of Ching Dynasty never believed that a young 

girl would really want to keep celibacy vow, so it set rules to restricted women under 

the age of forty and healthy women to join the monastic order.178 Rules set by the 

Ching government might be one of the reasons why there was the establishment of 

women living in the monasteries without proper ordination. Both personal and social 

perspectives about Buddhist renunciation will affect the relationship between monks 

or nuns and their relatives. Chinese Buddhism has suffered from the attacks by 

Confucianism on bringing negative social values into Chinese society. Monks and 

nuns are unfilial because many of them provide no heir for their family, and they also 

leave their parents behind unattended. Social values have been changed throughout 

times, but we still hear similar criticisms until today.  

 Kin relations of monks and nuns can also be affected by the reasons they want 

to join the monastic communities. Both Welch’s and Fan Tsung’s researches indicated 
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that most of monks and nuns became monks and nuns not for the religious reason, 

and these people tried to run away from the secular world for different personal 

reasons.179 In Sherpa’s society, a family would send a son, usually not the eldest one, 

to the monastery in order to solve family financial problems.180 Therefore, they also 

had the responsibility to support the basic living costs of their sons in the 

monasteries. Despite that, the amount of that support was much more affordable 

than having to give them enough inheritance. In addition to that, these families 

would be happy to have their sons generating merits for them at the same time. In 

the cases of my informants, most of them did have Buddhist belief before joining the 

monastic community. However, religious reason was not the key reason why all of 

them wanted to leave their families and entered the monastery although most of 

them would not admit that. From their life stories, it is not hard to tell that many of 

them had ever encounter difficulties which made them wanted to run away from 

these sufferings. Despite their motivations of Buddhist renunciation, if a monk or nun 

has the permission from their families to become monk or nun, then he or she tends 

to have better relationship with their families afterward. Having a positive 

relationship with lay relatives is important to these monks and nuns because that 

sometimes provides security for them if they somehow feel insecure about their 

monastic lives.  

 Monastic community can also be another substitution for secular family. 

Pseudo-kinship terms used between monks and nuns are the best indication. 

Sometimes, these pseudo-kinship terms can have double meanings in those family 

hereditary temples. Relationship between two monastic members can be established 

through dharma lineage, blood relation or both. Thus, kin relations of monks and 
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nuns in family hereditary temple can be far more complicated than large public 

monasteries and hereditary temples based on dharma lineage.  

 Taiwanese Buddhist monastic system has been changed through time. Before 

Japanese colonization, most of Buddhist temples were not orthodox Buddhist 

monasteries. Due to the religious policies set by Japanese colonial government in 

Taiwan, many popular temples tried to transform themselves into Buddhist 

monasteries and affiliated with Japanese Buddhist monasteries in order to save their 

temple properties. Many of these temples adopted Japanese Buddhist traditions of 

having wives and eating meats. The influence of such a tradition and the 

transformation background of these Buddhist temples are two important facts of 

why there are many family hereditary Buddhist temples in Taiwan. After 1949, monks 

fled from China tried to establish orthodox Buddhist monasteries in Taiwan, but 

there are two major differences between monastic system in China and Taiwan. First, 

Buddhist monasteries in China only have either monk in residence or it is a pure 

nunnery; second, one can almost find no large public monasteries in Taiwan like ones 

in China. There are social and political reasons for these two differences. Taiwanese 

Buddhist monastic has three developing stages in a rough division: before Japanese 

colonization, during Japanese colonization and after 1949.  

 Today, more and more people have the chance to get higher education. Because 

of higher education and change of social values, people start to look at a life that 

they really want. Highly educated monks and nuns also attracted more young and 

educated people to follow them, so they gave the society another image about 

Buddhist renunciation now. With a new positive image, parents and relatives are 

more acceptable to the choice of Buddhist renunciation, and that changes the kin 

relations of monks and nuns.  

 A monastery with good monastic system will have better welfares and cares for 
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their monastic members. In ideal Buddhist monastic system, the monastery should 

provide all necessary supports for their members especially when they get sick or old. 

However, most of the monasteries in Taiwan do not provide medical cares, so sick 

monks and nuns are sometimes forced to leave the monastery, so they have to 

search for other’s helps. Their families are the ones who they have to turn to, but not 

all of them are willing to give helps. They believe that the monastery will take over 

the responsibility to look over a monk or nun after they enter the monastery. 

Without the helps from lay people and families, these monks and nuns will have to 

find ways to support themselves such as begging for donations on street or doing 

private Buddhist rituals. Buddhist monasteries in Taiwan get a large amount of 

donation every year, but the amount out of this donation which has been put into 

welfares for their monastic members is unknown. Thus, kin supports for these monks 

and nuns are still indispensable.  
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Diagram 1: C.F.S. management structure at the monastic level 
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Diagram 2: C.F.S. management structure at the organizational level 
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